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PREFACE
This pamphlet is designed as B forum for the military lawyer,
active and reseri.e, to share the product of his experience and
research with fellon lawyers in the Department of the Army.
At no time will this pamphlet purport to define Army policy or
issue administrative directives. Rather, the Militart! Law Review
is to be solely an outlet f o r the scholarship prevalent in the ranks
of military legal practitioners. The opinions reflected in each
article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
the vieas of the Judge Advocate General or the Department of
the Army.
Articles, comments, and notes treating subjects of import to
the military will be welcome and should be submitted in duplicate
to the Editor, Military Law Review, The Judge Advocate General's
School, U. S. Army, Charlottesville, Va. Footnotes should be
set out on pages Separate from the text, be carefully checked prior
to submission for substantive and typographical accuracy, and
follow the manner of citation in the Haward Blue Book for
civilian legal citations and The Judge Advocate General's School
L'nd:niiovm Susteln of Citation for military citations. All cited
Cases, nhether military or civilian, shall include the date of
decision.
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MILITARY

SEARCHES

AKD

SEIZURES*

BY CAPTAIN CmBELL F. COBBa AND 1ST LT. ROBERTS. WAF%EN'*

The Uniform Code of Military Justice' contains no protection of the serviceman from searches and seizures conducted by
military autharitiea. The Manual for Courts-Martial, 1951, merely
provides a rule of evidence banning the resuits of certain searches
from evidence before courts-martiaL2 Is there then no affirmative provision of law portecting a member of a military service
from an invasion of his legitimate interests in privacy?
Various commentators have advanced the proposition that the
proscriptions of the fourth amendment against unreasonable
search and seizure, or for that matter any of the protections
in the Bill of Rights, play no role in the administration of military
justice.8 Their opinions are predicated upon a rather elderly
Supreme Court decision dealing with the administrative discharge
of an officer,' certain remarks of the Court of Military Appeals
in the Clay case,5 boards of review decisions misciting certain
Federal cases,B and the Quirin denial of the right to trial by
jury before a military commission.' However, more recently,

*

This article TUBS adapted from a thesis presented t o the Fourth Adrimead Class, The Judge Adroeate General's School, Charlottesville.
Vs. The opinions and cmclueions expressed herein m e those a i the
authors and do not neeeirarily represent the vieias of The Judge
Adroeate Gmerai'a School OY m y other gmernmentsl agency.
Members, StaE and Faculty, The Judge Advocate General's School,
Charlottesville, Va.
10 U.S.C. 8 801-940 (Supp. I V ) .
* Par. 162, MCM, 1961.
' E.g., Wurfel. Militwy Dua Pvooeai: What 1s It? 6 Vsnd. L. Rev.
251, 2 8 M B l (1963); Note, 101 U. Pa. L. Rea. 861. 863 (1953).
But see a more recent ertiele prerenting and excellent exposition of the
legislative hietary of the Bill af Rights and eoneluding that a goad
portion of their protections were intended t o apply t o the military.
Henderson, Cowts-Ma7tzal and tha Comtitwtion: Tha Oliginal Undsr-

stonding, 7 1 Rarv. L.Rev. 293 (1967).

' C ~ a ~ l V.r yWeeks, 269 U.S. 836,343

\..

(1922).

U.S. C l a ~ 1
, L'SCXA 14,1 C I R 74, 79 (1951).
E.g., ACM 4332, Kofnetka, 2 CMR 773, 777 (1962), citing Richardson
Y. Zumann. 8 1 F. Supp. 309 (M.D. Pa. 1949). Actually, the Richardson
court held that the facta showed no violation of the fourth.
' EzParte Quirin, 317 U S 1 (1842).
a
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
in the case of Burns v. Wilson.8 the United States Supreme Court
has given clear indication that a t least the basic constitutional
guarantee of a f a i r trial applies to proceedings before military
tribunals.
"The military courts, like the state courts, have the same
responsibilities as do the federal courts to protect a person
from a violation of his constitutional rights. , . . For the
constitutional guarantee of due process is meaningful enough,
and sufficiently adaptable, to protect soldiers--as well as civilians-from the crude injustices of a trial so conducted , , ,
[that it fails to adhere1 to those basic guarantees which have
long been recognized and honored by the military courts a s
well &s the civil c ~ u r t s . " ~
The opinions of the inferior Federal judiciary subsequent to the
Burn8 decision indicate that the above point of view has begun
to pervade the Federal system.'O Of course, it ia yet recognized
that certain guarantees of the Bill of Rights have no application to military proceedings, as is so provided in the Canstitution either expresslyx1 or by clear implication.1a The Court of
Xilitary Appeals has been more reluctant to accept the applicability of the various constitutional provisions. Chief Judge

' 346 U.S. 137, mh,

den., 346 U S . 344 (opinion on denial of rehearing
by Frankfurter, J . j (1963).
142 143. Hawever, in Reid V. Covert, 364 U.S. 1 (1966), Justice
Black felt constrained to remark t h a t : ''AS set i t has not been clearly
iettied t o what extent th8 Bili of Righta and other protective p a r t i
of the Constitution apply t o military trials." ( a t p. 6 1 ) . On the
other hand, in the same case, Justice Frankfurter e x p m s e d no doubt
t h a t ''proceedings before American military tribunals . , . are subject t o the applicable IestTiCtions of the Constitution." (at p. 6 6 ) .
Although the defendant was not a serviceman, i t is yet significant
t h a t the fourth amendment was held applicable to the military trial
of B civilian werse&s and subieft to the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. Best V. U.S., 184 F.2d 131 (1st Cir. 1960). cart. den., 340
U.S. 939. See also Collins, Canstit%tionalRwhla o j Miliiary Psraonnsl
(Thesis Rled a t The Judge Advocate General's School 1957).
Day Y. Wilson, 247 F.2d 60, 82 (D.C. Cir. 1 9 5 1 ) ; Dvhsnsan V. Do&,
246 F.2d 317, 320 (10th Clr. 1967); Miohaelson s, H e n a n , 242 F.2d
693. 696 (2d Cir. 19571 ioer l e d i n a . J.1: Dzzan Y. U.S..257 F.2d
609; 510 (10th Cir. l 0 6 6 j i Day 7. D&,'236
F.2d 379, 384 (10th
Cir. I 9 6 S j .
U.S. Conrt. amend. V. el. 1, excusing ''cases sriring in the land or
naval foreea" from the indictment by grand jury rerjuirement.
" Er Pa& Quirin. 317 U.S. 1, 38 i1942). diipeneing with the neeemits
of a j u r y trial In 8 militmy proeeeding.

' I d . st

a
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MILITARY SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
Quinn has upon various occasions expressed his viewpoint that
a majority of the first ten amendments apply in court-martial
proceedings.Is Hovever, Judges Latimer and Ferguson have
been more equivocal. They seem to afford the serviceman the
identical protections as are contained in the Constitution, but
refuse to specify whether they do so because of the application
of the Constitution or because of a judicially erected "military
due process'' based on statutory provisions.'< The reason for their
hesitation may have been expressed by the late Judge Brosman
in a case wherein the constitutionality of a provision of the Uniform Code of Military Justice was questi~ned.'~There, Judge
Brosman indicated his doubts that B court created by Congress
in the Uniform Code could by judicial fiat declare a portion of
that same statute violative of the Constitution and thus invalid.l8
At any rate, it may be safely ventured that the military appellate
agencies will afford an accused the basic constitutional guarantees, whether expressly or via another route.
As regards the fourth emendment, no reason exists to dens
its application in the administration of military justice. The
protection is against ''unreasonable" searches and seizures; and
what is unreasonable may be worked out within the context of
military necessity. As shall be seen, both the executive1' and
judicial" interpretation of the "reasonable" test has been arrived at with due regard for the authoritarian discipline and
global operation peculiar to the military.
Assuming the application of the fourth, what sanctions exist
against its violation? The United States Supreme Court, in the
exercise of its supervisory power over the inferior Federal judiciary,'g has adopted a rule of exclusion barring evidence obtained
in violation of the amendment from admission in Federal courts.20
U.S. 7 . Bra%%, 7 USCMA 261, 22 CMR 41, 60 (1968) (concurring
opinion); US. V. Sutton, a USCMA 220, 11 CMR 220, 228 (1963)
ldirsentl.
U.S. 7 . B m m , 1 USCMA 261, 22 CMR 41, 4 1 (19661 (public trial);
U S Y . Swonaon, 3 USCMA 611, 14 CMR 89. 91 (1954) (search and
~ E Y I B ); U S v. Sdton. 8 USCHA 220, 11 CMR 220 (1968) (con-

,-.
.*.+.+<"", ..,.

y

U.S.7. szrtton, supra, note 14.

I d . at 227.

'' Par. 152, HCM, 1961.
'' See footnotea 26,21,44,46,6S,61, and 84. infva.
" There is no eonstitvtional requirement that

the fourth amendment
be enforced by means of an evidentiary rule of adusion. Wolf Y .
c o i ~ a d o338
, U.S. 26 (1948).
~1 W S P ~ us.,
~ . 232 U.S.58s (1914).
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MILWARY LAW REVIEW
Similarly, the President, as Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces. propounded an exclusionary rule for use in courts-martial.
"Evidence is inadmissible asainst the accused if it was obtained a8 the result of an unlawful search of his property
conducted or instipated by persons acting under the authority
of the United States, or if it was obtained under such circumstances that the provisions of Section 605 of the Cammunications Act of 1934 , . . would prohibit its u8e against
the accused were he being tried in a United States district
court. All evidence obtained through information supplied
by such illegally obtained evidence is likewise inadmissible.

. . .z 3 m

The Manual for Courts-Martial then proceeded to spell out just
what conduct would be "unreasonable" and require rejection of
the evidence obtained a s a result. In so doing, the drafters considered Federal decisions and attempted to pattern the military
rule thereafter insofar pis could be done consistent with the needs
of the military.2a The balance of this paper will, in the main,
be devoted to a consideration of the specific search authorizations
contained in the Manual.

I. SEARCHES AUTHORIZED BY A WARRANT
A valid search may be "conducted in accordance with the authority granted by a lawful search \warrant."z3 Of course, the
warrant must hare been issued by a proper tribunal. Some
problems in this regard may arise when a warrant issued by a
state court is attempted to be employed upon a Federal reserve..
ti0n.l' Otherwise, no particular difficulties arise in this ares and
the civilian rules may properly be considered applicable.
11. SEARCHES AUTHORIZED BY A COMMANDING
OFFICER
A. Of Government Quarters and O ~ W S
"A search of property which is owned or controlled by the
United States and is under the control of an armed force, or
of property which is located x%-ithina military installation or
in a foreign country or in occupied territory and is owned,
P B ~152,
. MCM, 1951.
Legal and Legialative Basis, nlanval for Courta-Martial, 1951 p,
240; U.S,v.Dupree,1USCDIA655,5 CMR93 (1962).
= Par.152, MCM, 1951.
Nota, 101 U. Pa. L. Rev. 851, 360-861 (1953). Sea alia Note, 101
U.Pa. L. Rev. 124 (1952).
4
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used, or occupied by persons subject to military law or to the
law of war, which search has been authorized by a commanding officer (including a n officer in charge) having jurisdiction
over the place where the property is situated or, if the property
is in a foreign country or in occupied territory, over personnel
subject to military law or to the law of war in the place where
the property is situated. The commanding officer may delegate
the general authority t o order searches to persons of his command, This example of authorized searches is not intended to
preclude the legality of searches made by military personnel
in the areas outlined above when made in accordance with
military custom."aS
The power of a military commander to authorize and conduct
searches on-post is based an the remon that "since such an
officer has been vested with unusual responsibilities in regard
to personnel, property, and material, it is necessary that he be
given commensurate power to fulfill that responsibility."2B I n
essence, the commander is the government of the military community. Since no magistrate exists in the nature of a civilian
judge, it is the senior officer who is most likely to give dispassionate consideration to a request for search and to weiph the
neceesity therefor against the resultant invasion of the serviceman's privacy. Federal decisions considering the matter have
unanimously endorsed the entrustment of this power to the commander.l' However, a caveat is in order. The Court of Military
Appeals has indicated that the commander's discretion in ordering
a search of property within his control may not be unlirnited.la
Perhaps a commander, is his capacity a s a magistrate, may only
issue his warrants upon the basis of probable cause.ao
Under this rule, a search of quarters of military personneLaO
a trunk in a commissary ofice?' B barracks not located within
Par. 162, MCM, 1961.
ACM 11763, Walsh, 21 CMR 876.888 (196%).
Riohordaon v. Z u m m , 81 F. Supp. 309 (M.D.Pa. 1949), of'd per
curiam, 174 F.2d 829 (3d Cir. 1949); &ewe Y . Fiance, 75 F . Supp.
433 (E.D.Wis. 1948).
Doyle, 1 USChIA 5 4 6 4 CMR 137,140 (1962).
n CM 354324, Heck, 6 CMR 223 (1952), military pdice conduetad general exploratory night "raids" upon the quarten af all
military peraonnel ~n B German mty in the hope of discovering instances
of illegal fraternization. Would auch e. search be upheld if authorized
br the anoraoriate commander?
6 M 3355&, &e, 3 B R J C 313,346 (1849).
CM 209962. Berry, 9 BR 165,161 (1938).
*GO l l l E
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the confines of a reservation,8B and a footlocker in P. military
government headquartersdB have ail been approved. Nor does
it seem to matter vhether such quarters are located in this
country o r overseas.84
A search may also be authorized by one to whom the commander has delegated his general authority to order searches.SJ
Since unqualifiedly authoriied by the Manual for Courts-Martial,
1951, the power to expressly delegate such authority is apparently
without limit. Accordingly, it has been held proper to delegate
it to an adjutant86 and to all non-commissioned officers of the
detachment while serving as commanders-of-the-guard.s' The
Judge Advocate General of the Air Force has entertained some
reservation about the ultimate extent of this power to delegate
general authority and has stated:
. I would interpret this section of the Manual as rerequiring that a person desiring to conduct a particular search
must obtain in each case the authority of either the commanding officer or his delegatee.
, [Ulnder my present view,
a search conducted under a purported delegation of authority
t h a t was in fact an abandonment of discretion, as, f a r example, by a 'delegation' to each and every member of
a squadron of Air Force policemen, could not be sanctioned."8B
Although the provisions of the Manual do not appear to be
so limited, it is obvious that delegation in the manner stated by
The Judge Advocate General of the Air Farce would be inappropriate as a matter of policy and might well lead to legal difficulties on rei-iew in view of the touchstone of reasonableness
frequently applied by the Court of Military Appeals.Js
A more difficult problem arises when the commanding officer is
absent or unavailable for the purpo8e of authorizing a search,
and no express authority has been delegated. Do his search
powers devolve upon another officer? Although the Court of
Military Appeals has not yet had occasion to view thia problem,
the Service boards of review have rendered decisions on its
various aspects. The fair essence of their decisions is that the

". . .

..

CM 248318, Wilson, 31 BR 231, 236 (1944).

" CM 328248, Riehardaon, 77 BR 1 . 2 0 (1948).
" CJI

a

335526, Tome, 3 B R J C 813, 346 (1948)
Par. 152, MCM, 1851.
ACM 4426, Taylor. 1 CMR 847 (1861).
NCM 129.B o o m 4 CMR442 i1852).
Cited. in ACM 4425. Tavlor. 1 CMR 847. 848 119511.

,
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person who is normally in command in the absence of the commander may authorize the search. In order for the search to be
heid proper, it must be found that the person who authorized
it W B S , in fact, acting as the commanding officer, although he
may not have possessed that title. For example, in Holt,'O the
executive officer customarily assumed command of the post in
the absence of the commanding officer. His search of the accused's room, after receiving reports of thefts, was held legitimate a s he 'I. . was in fact, acting a8 the commanding officer
."'l Similarly, an adjutant who is directed
of the installation.
by the commanding officerto "act in his absence" may authorize
a search.'l However, an adjutant, a s such, ha3 no power to so
authorize searches in the absence of any implied grant by the
~omrnander,'~
nor does an offi~er-of-the-day.~~
Finally, what of searches conducted entirely without the authorization of the commander or his delegatee-and not justifiable under some other ciause of the Nanual? In the case of a
general, exploratory police search, the search is undoubtedly
illegal and evidence obtained a s a result thereof inadmiasibie.46
However, in a t least two instances, searches have been upheld
which were not authorized by a commander and were not apparently justifiable on some other ground. In United States Y.
R h o d e ~ , 'a~ staff judge advocate conducted a search of his claims
officer's desk a t the request of agents of the Criminal Investigation Detachment. A diary recording the officer's criminal activities was seized therefrom. In deciding that the search was proper,
although not authorized by the appropriate commander, the court
stated:
'I.
[ I l n the military service certain person8 other than
commanding officers-depending upon their official positions
and responsibilities-possess
inherent power to conduct
searches on military installations or of property within military

.

..

...

* CM 357002,
" Id. at 365.
" ACM 6796,

8 CMR 360 (19621, pet. dm.. 8 CMR 178.

Tmeaon, 3 CMR 676 (19531; ACM 4332, Kofnetka, 2
CMR 773 (1852).
" A C P 8 6 5 3 4 , Guest, 11 CMR 768,181 (1953).
" CM 989736, Wsahinpton. 22 CMR 346 (1956): ACM 4351. Garnell,
3. CMR 646 (1952). But ace NCM 330. Triplett. 13 CMR 421 (1954),
holding that the burden is on the aeeused to ahow that authosltg to
search had not be%" delegated to an offleer.af-the-dsg.
" CM 354324, Reek, 6 CMR 223 (1952) : CM 354571, La Mothe, 6 CMR
257 (1952); CM 364687. Thornaa, 6 CMR 259 (1862).
s USCMA 7s. 11 CMR 7s ( m 6 a j .
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control. Paragraph 152 of the Manual, supra, likewise recognizes expressly that legal searches may be effected by permns
other than commanding ofieers so long as such searches w e
'made in. accordance with mdldta'w custom.' , . , The office desk,
the object searched, was military property safely within the
ambit of the direct responsibility of the officer who conducted
the search, The latter was the superior officer of the accused.
He had been informed reliably and officiallythat there was good
reason to believe that the accused was engaged in an unlawful
enterprise. . The search was in no sense general and exploratory, but instead was narrowly restricted in scope, purpose,
and physical area. It was, therefore-under all of the cireumstances, inoluding the exigencies of the military servic-n.'I4'
tirely reasonable.
In United States v. D ~ s l ethe
, ~evidence
~
established that a Navy
master-at-arms had searched the accused's locker without his
commanding officer's authority after it had been reported that
shoes had been stolen and had been seen later in the accused's
locker. In stating that the master-at-arms had the power to
search under the circumstances, it was remarked:
I'.
, , , Here, an eye-witness had informed the master-at-arms
that petitioner had in his possession the clothing of another.
He,therefore, had reasonable and probable cause to believe that
Inability to
a n offense had been committed by petitioner.
take direct and prompt action in such a situation would seriously impair the performance of a master-at-arms' duties and re.
sponsibilities in regard to enforcement of laws and regulations
and, under other circumstances, the protection of government
property. , ."4Q
The only possible justification of the foregoing decisions is t o
be found in the Yanual authorization of a search in accordance
with "miiitary custom." However, "custom" is a word of limited
connotation, referring only to a military usage or practice of long
standing.s0 This writer is aware of no service usage permitting a
zection chief to rifle through the personal effects in a subordinate's
desk in search of contraband. The justification for Doyle is even

..

..

...

.

'. I d . at

TE, emphasis added. Sea o h CM 201878, Bashein, 5 BR 808
(1934). holding that B dub officer has authority t o search the mom
of the club secretary, inasmuch 8s he Was the latter's superior and
occupied P position analogova to hi8 commanding officer.
1 USCXA 545,4 C M R 117 ( 1 ~ 5 2 ) .
*a I d . s t 140-141.
La Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 42 (2d ed. 1920).

8
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more tenuous. NaPy regulations reveal that a master-at-arms is
nothing more or less than a man detailed to police duty, with no
special, customary search p0wer.9.~~
As has been suggestedt2 these
cases permit a brand of search which would never be countenanced
in the Federai civil courts.e8 Inasmuch 8 8 the years since the enactment of the Uniform Code have produced only these t n a mutations of the >fanual exclusionary rule, it is not likely that the
doctrine they purport to announce will be used to justify a rash
of questionable military searches.

B. Of Off-Post Quartem
A command-ordered search of the serviceman’s private, off-post
home within the United States “is an unwarranted invasion of
the soldier’s constitutional rights”0‘ and obviously has no connection with the commander’s responsibility f o r and control over
government property.33 Significantly, the Manual for CourtsNartial, 1951,fails to include authorization for any such search.
However, with respect to the serviceman’s off-post living quarters overseas, the Manual expressly authorizes their search upon
authority of the commanding officer having jurisdiction over personnel subject to military law or to the law of war in the foreign
countries or occupied zones in which the property is located.CB
There can be no question of the practical soundness of this rule.
I n overseas areas, there is no tribunal competent to issue warrants
which would conform to the provisions of the fourth amendment;
and, in the case of occupied territory, members of the occupation
forces are not usually subjected to the jurisdiction of the indigenous courts if, indeed, there are any tribunals operative other
than those of the military commander.s7 Various Federal courts
Navy Regs. 5 0806 (19481,

“ Note, 101u. pa. L. RW. 861, a57 (1953).
Jahwon Y. U.S., 333 U.S. 10, 13 ( 1 9 4 7 ) ; Taylor V. C.S., 286 U.S.
1. 6 (1932). Both Johneon and Tovlar reject the pmpositien that P
Federal agent may lawfully search without I warrant on the baais of
probable came t o believe that his search will u n m ~ e rincriminating
evidence.
C M 161760 (1924). Dig. 00.JAG 1912-40, 5 9 9 6 ( 2 7 ) ; CM 264149,
Engelhardt, 42 BR 23, 25 (1844) (dicta). Ssc CM 252103, Seleritz, 33
BR383,394 (1944).
* CDl 319691, Pogue, 68 BR 386, 393 (1947).
Par. 152, MCM. 1951.
L.
See Coleman Y. Tenncaser.91 U.S. 609 (1878).

a
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have examined this extension of a commander's powers overseas
and have approved it as reasonable and appropriate.66
A similar problem arises here a s in the case of a search onpost authorized by a commander within the United States: namely,
what is the validity of searches conducted by law enforcement
officials without the blessing of any commander? As was aeen
above, "military custom" justifies in rery limited situations
searches not authorized by a commander. Apparently. that principle has been extended to a considerable degree overseas. For
, ~ ~ national mas
example, in United States v. D ~ L ~ a OFrench
arrested f o r counterfeiting American currency and implicated the
accused as an accomplice. On the basis of certain "letters rogatory" issued by a French magistrate, authorizing the police to
search whatever they should deem necessary, an Arnerican Criminal Investigation agent accompanied French police to the accused's
base, placed him in custody, searched him (finding counterfeit
bills), and told his commanding officer they intended to search hiq
off.post quarters. A subsequent search of his premises resulted in
evidence used to convict him of the crime af forgery. Although
the Court of Military Appeals based its decision upholding the
search upon alternate grounds, the major premise behind the
opinion seems to hare been that the search, under the circumstances, was simply reasonable. The non-existence of tribunals
competent to issue a proper warrant, existence of probable cause
to search from the evidence in possession of the police, and the
desirability of encouraging American law enforcement agents to
participate in investigation8 conducted by foreign police which
involve military personnel appear to be the major factors contributing to the Anding. Similar searches have been upheld because
they were in accordance with French law;aopursuant to the terms
a i B properly procured English search warrant? or necessary to
recover a, classified
But B general, exploratory nny-

Beit Y. U.S..184 F.Zd 131, 140 (1st Cir. 1050) ; Richardsa,~V. Zi~pponn,
81 F. Supp. 800, 813 (M.D. Pa. 1 8 4 W 48.d pe7 olriam. 114 F.Zd
820 (Sd Clr. 1840).
5 USOMA 143.17 CMR 148 (1954).
CJI 345745, Sherwood, 11 B R J C 230, 262 (1061)
.L ACM 4048, 1Vhitler. 5 CMR 458, PPt
den., 2 USCMA 872, 5 CMR
131 (1852).
"* ACM 8212, Caneio, 16 CMR 788, pel d e n . , 5 USCMA 847, 18 CMR
333 11854).
10
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coties "raid" upon a hotel is not lawful merely because conducted
overseas.18
The boards of review and the Court of Military Appeals seem
t o recognize the problems facing personnel charged with law enforcement duties in a foreign country where legal proceas is not
available to them and where the circumstances are often such as
to require immediate action without reference to the appropriate
commanding officer. For example, in DeLeo, the accused rented
rooms in a French home. access to which could not have been
gained over the objection of the landlord unless the French police
interceded despite authoriiation by the commanding officer. These
cases seem to be a proper attempt to resolve difficulties brought
about by situations not envisaged by those who drafted the Bill
of Rights. Since the reasonable character of a search and seizure
depends so completely on the "facts and circumstances of each
case,llS4our courts have properly recognized the factual setting of
these cases and attempted to remove some of the thorns from the
path of military investigative agencies.
As a final refinement, supposf the military poiice request permission of the commander to search, are refused, but nevertheless
conduct the search, wiil a court consider whether or not the search
was "reasonable" under the circumstances? I t has been held that
when the commander, in the exercise of his discretion, determines
that no search is to be made, any subsequent action in defiance of
his directive is per 8e illegal.83If the police desire the commander's
benediction, they must submit to the exercise of his discretion. It
is to be hoped that the military courts will look with a jaundiced
eye upon any deliberate failure by the police to consult with the
commander in order to substitute their own judgment as to
whether or not a search is reasonable under the circumstances.
111. SEARCHES INCIDENT TO A LAWFUL
APPREHENSION
As in the Federal courts,eBthe results of a "search of an individual's person, of the clothing he is wearing, and of the property in his immediate possession or control, conducted a8 an incident
ACM 4967. Thomas. 4 CMX 729, pt.dsn., 2 USCMA 883, 4 CMR
178 (1952).
U.S.Y. ~abinowit.,a39 U.S. 66,33 (1950).
NCM 138, Mahsr, 6 CMR 813 (1962). Asoord. MaDonald V. US..
336 U.S. 461 (1948) (civilian poiice conducted aearch in apite oi prior
d m i d of vmrmnt).
U.S.V. Rabinowitr. 339 U.S. 66, 80 (1960): Wash8 V. U.S.. 232 U.S.
388. asz (1914)

.,
*oo
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of lawfully apprenhending him" are admissible into evidence." Of

eourae, it is the arrest which justifies the search, not the eontrarg.
An agent cannot search military personnel prior to taking them
into custody, apprehend them on the basis of the resuit of the
search, and later claim that the apprehension rendered the search
legal.68 However, the military courts haye indicated that they will
not indulge in over-technical niceties as to which came firet, the
arrest or the search.
"Under military procedure arrest may be the final Step in a
series of disassociated acts from receipt of information of a
supposed offense to confinement, or it may be the end of a sesequence of events so closely interrelated that it is impossible to
fix the point of actual deprivation of liberty. In this case it appears the latter situation existed and that the initiatory step in
the arrest was the order directing the accused to report [to his
commandinp officer]. . ,
Therefore, an informal procedure such as calling the accused before the commanding officer or the Criminal Investigation Detachment may be considered a lawful apprehension for the purpose of
justifyins a search.'O
An apprehension by an authorized person is lawful when it is
based "upon reasonable belief that an offense has been committed
and that the person apprehended committed it."" I n this respect,
the military rule is commensurate with the Federal requisites oi
lawful apprehension,ia or "arrest" in civilian terminology.
However, what is the permissable area of search assuming
propriety of apprehension: what property is within the suspect's
"immediate possession or control"? I n L.'izited State8 v. Rabino-

UCMJ, Art. 7.
." C b v Y . U9.. 238 F.2d 19s. 202 (6th Cir. 1855): Wrighlson V. US.
222 F.2d 556 (D.C. Cir. 1856). Cmdat, it has been held that in the
abaenee of an ~pplieableFederal Statute. the law of the state of arrest
determines the legslity thereof. V.S. v. Di Ra. 382 U.8. 681, 589
(1848). However. language in the Wriihtsan e ~ i e .#&PO, indieate8
that a state law, allowing an n r r d on other than probable c w ~ e
might zun afoul of the fourth amendment if applied in Federal court
ta justify an arrest without B warrant. See U.5 Y. W d k e v , 246
F.2d 518 (7th Cir. 1957).
12
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the Supreme Court concluded that the arrest of a suspect
in his one-room office justified a search of the entire office. An
older, and possibly more questionable decision, upheld the search
of a four-room apartment because of an arrest in the living r 0 4 m . ~ ~
The military rule is probably coextensive. For example, the lawful
apprehension of a suspect within his barracks justifies a search of
his locker and effects within that barracks;" but if apprehended
outside, his "possession and control" would not extend to items
located in his barracks fifty yards away.'8 Nor does an arrest in
a lobby validate the subsequent search of the suspect's hotel
room."
The wisdom of a rule that allows the police to choose the place
of apprehension and thereby choose the loeale of search may be
q~estioned.'~
It is also conceivable that B commanding officer could
direct the place of arrest in such a manner as to procure the
search of off-post quarters not otherwise within the bounds of his
jurisdiction. Certainly this would be B considerable abuse of a rule
originally designed to allow peace officers to strip B suapect of
weapons which he may use in resisting wrem and seize the fruits
of his crime."

IV. SEARCHES IMMEDIATELY NECESSARY
A search without the authorization of the appropriate commander is permissible "under circumstances demanding immediate
action to prevent the removal or disposal of property believed on
reasonable grounds to be criminal goods."~O
This provision of the Manual is baaed upon what may loosely
be termed the Federal "prohibition eases." In Section 25, Title I1
s
-4

319 U.S. 66 (1950).
u.s.,aal U.S. 146 (1947). But
K
~ ". us..
B
863
~
US. 346 (1967). holding illegal the search of a four-rwm house,
removal of all the furniture and other possersiona contained therein,
a e p r h t i m of d l such items t o mother lwale. and iubaqnent minute
examination of eaeh.
CM 2d9176, Stein and Sizemore, 8 CMR 467, 479 (1912), redd 011
other g r a d , 2 UBCMA 572, 10 CYR 70 (1963). See a h ACM

".

4116, Ward, 2 CMR 888 (1851)
ar-t).

(=arch of auCmaile incident to

' ACM4361,GosnelI, 3 CMR 846, 649461

"

(1962).

ACM 11934, Allen. 21 CMR 891,SW (1956).
See U.S.V. Pwnpinella, 131 F. Supp. 595 ( N . D . Ill. 1855) condemning
the use of an arrest as a pretext for B general eiploisCry search.
AgneUo V. U.S..288 U S 20,30 (1926).
Par. 162, MOM, 1961.
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of the National Prohibition Act," the possession of whiskey was
declared unlawful; and Section 26 imposed a duty upon officers to
seize illegally transported whiskey and the vehicle in which i t was
found. In Carroll v. Cnited States,81 a s against the contention that
the latter provision was unconstitutional, the Supreme Court held
that the peculiarly mobile characteristics of a vehicle and the
practical impossibility of timely procurance of a warrant, rendered
such searches constitutionally "reasonable." However, subsequent
cases indicate that the Court intended to restrict the Caw011 doctrice not only to movable vehicle cases. but also to searches ex.
pressly authorized by Congress in order to implement enforcement
af l e g i s l a t i ~ nThe
. ~ ~ trend in military l a w has been in quite another
direction ,
Not only searches of automobiles have been upheld under this
part of the
but also a search of a rented room for highly
salable black market
and of an express package in
transit.ee The ultimate extension of this doctrine was reached in
United States v. S ~ a n s a n . ~There,
'
upon receiving a report that
a sum of money had been stolen, the First Sergeant ordered an
immediate formation and conducted a "shake down" search of the
men in the unit. The Court of Military Appeals apparently felt
t h a t the stolen money was wficiently dispoaable to require an
immediate search of all possible suspects. However, a recent board
of revieir. decision has indicated that not every search authorized
by a first sergeant, or by one in a similar position, will be validated
by his determination of the neoessity therefor. In Washinptotz,''
a report reached the officer-of-the-day that certain items of clothing had been stolen ujithin the battalion area. The resultant
general. exploratorv rearch at the request of the aflcer-of-the-da341 Stat.305 (1918).
261 U.S. 132 (1926J, B ~ ~ n r g o i Y.
. U S , 338 U.S. (1949); H u h
P. U.S.. 282 U.S. 694 (1OdlJ
U.S. Y. DiRa,332 U.S. 681, Sa5 (1848)
'' CGCM 9833, Wolier. 19 CMR 588, wb. d e . . 6 USCPA 827 (1856);
ACM 8084, Pagerie, 15 CMR 864, 810 (1864) : ACM 41U, Ward, 2
CMR 688,693 (1951)
"IACM 6168, Troiingei, 5 CMR 447, pet, k.,
6 CMR 131 (1952i.
similar e a ~ e ,
CM 264149, Engeihardt, 42 BR 23, 26 (1944). In
a aesreh of household moods in trsnait w a ~held i l i e d though i t was
suspected that they contained atden ammunition. Navy CL-Mtl Order
4 (1947). p, 83.
'- 3 USCMA 871, 14 CMR 89 (1954). See n b o U.S.Y . Dada, 4 USCMA
571, 16 CMR 151 (1954).
-' CM 388786,22 CMR316 (1656)
a

'

-
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was held illegal by the board since the bulky items of clothing were

not subject to immediate secretion or disposal.
V. CONSENSUAL SEARCHES
Of course, a search "made with the freely given con8ent of the
owner in possession of the property searched" is quite
However, peaceful submission to the request of superior authority
is not necessarily consent, and it is essential that i t appear that
the accused voluntarily acceded to the request and affirmatively
granted permission to search.9n
VI. SEARCHES FOR "EVIDENCE'
Where a search is for material having value as incriminatory
evidence only, the miiitary and civilians' rules coincide, both authorities holding such searehea to be general in nature and illegal
even if otherwise authorimed. A search of an accused's quarters
in order to procure samples of his handwriting would, therefore,
be improper.o2
VII. THE "STANDING" REQUIREMENT

". . , . Immunity

.

from unreasonable search , . is B personal
right and the legality of the search of premises can be raised only
, , by the person whose righta have been invaded , . , ."e8 Thus, the
complainant must have some proprietary, or perhaps possessory,
interest in the premises searched or the property seized in order to
complain of the circumstances surrounding their search or its

.

A. Interest in the Pvemises Seavched
The predileetion of some miiitary accused for attaching themselves to indigenous females and living in informal "off-post"
establishments overseas has developed the law in this area t o a
* Par. 152, MCM, 1951.
U.S. 7 . B e v y , S USCMA 609, 20 CMR 325, 329 (1966); ACM 4283,
Cook,lCMR850 (1951).
Sahwinner Y. U.S.,232 F.2d 855 (8th Cir. 1956), Ce7t. den, 362 U.S.
638; U.S. v. Poller, 43 F.2d 911, 913 (Zd Cir. 1930).
ACM 8010, Elliott, 16 CMR 882, p t . den, 17 CMR 381 (1954)
'' CM 317327. Dursnt, 66 BR 277,301 (1941).
US.. V. Eaaa, 8 USCMA 298, 24 CMR 109 ( 1 9 6 7 ) ; U S V. Mor~elb.
4 USCMA 276, 15 CMR 216, 285 (1954). The Federal civil eOurtB
aipply a similpr requiTement. U.S. 7 , J e f m r a , 342 U.S. 48 (1961) :
Comment, 55 Mieh. L.Rev. 567. 569-574 11957)
a
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remarkable extent. The essence of the eases seems to be that if
the accused has free access to the premises searched, keeps personal effects there, and spends considersble time in occupying
them, he has sufficient interest in the premises to stand in the shoes
of the regular occupant and raise the question of the legality of a
search.gs I n the case of a hotel room, if the accused is an actual
occupant of that room it is immaterial that it is registered in the
name of another.n0On the other hand, where the premises actually
are those of the payamour and the accused is merely a transient
visitor thereto he has no interest sufficient to allow him succes8fully to complain of the nature of the search
Under
such circumstances, mere payment of the rent by the accused will
not vest him with an interest in the premises.P8
A serviceman has no proprietary interest in government property issued to him for the purpose of carrying out his assignment.
Therefore, he has no standing t o complain of the search of a
government-owned office safe."' or the glove compartment of a
military vehicle.'"" Honevet, by implication, the Court of Militara
Appeals in United States V. Rhodes"' indicated the military
personnel may have the requisite interest in their office desks.
United States v, Higgms'nzis an interesting case. There, agents
conducted a properly authorized search of quarters occupied by
the aceuaed and his wife, seized the wife's pocketbook, and extracted certain incriminating evidence. Though the wife's intereat
in her property may have been violated, the mere fact of marital
relationship did not vest accused with standing to complain.
B. Intoreat in the Propert!, Seiied
Though the complainant has no interest in the premises
searched, it should be sufficient that he owns the property seized.lD3
' AC31

9204, Dir, 17 CMR 647 (10541; ACX 6411, Ering, i o CMR
612 (1963) ; N C l l 138, Maher, 6 CMR 313 (1852) ; Y a w CbNIt1 Order
2 (1061),p, 66: CM 328147, Nagle, 76 BR 160,168 (10471.
C.S.V.Berry, 6 USCMA GOO, 20 CMR 326,328 (1068).
U.S. B W B . 8 DSCMA 220, a4 CMR 100 (1967)i CM 3 92396,
Sandford, 23 CMR 472. 176 (1067)i . 4 C I 6168, Tmlinger, 6 CMR
447, pet. den., 6 CMR 131 (1062)
"'ACM 9204, Dm 17 CMR 647.640 (10641
* ACM 6822, Francis, 12 CMR 686. P e t . d m . , 4 USCMA 134 m a )
la ACM 6137, Tomss, 9 CMR 870 (1963).
I' 3 USCMA 73, 11 CMR 7 3 (19631. S a r L ' S
j.. Blok. 188 F .2d 1019,
1021 (D.C.Cir. 19611.
I"
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Of particular interest in this regard is the situation where the
accused denies any interest in contraband which has been seized.
Quite naturally, he will be loath to admit any interest in stolen
property o r illegal narcotics. Nevertheless, by such denial, he
precludes his objection to the illegality of the search.lo' Thus, the
accused is placed on the horns of a dilemma; he must choose between self-incrimination and the admission of damning, illegallyobtained evidence.1os
Although the accused once had a proprietary interest in the
property seized, he may have relinquished that interest. Where
the accused makes a gift to another of the property involved, he
has parted with title and possession and thereafter does not have
the interest to complain of its seizure.10BIn United States V. €figgins, m p m , the item seized was an incriminating communication
from the accused to his wife. The court indicated that the very
fact that the item was intended as a communication, and came
into the hands of its recipient, established the sender's lack of any
further interest in the message. The issue, however, may require
further thought. Might not a sender retain some "property
interest" in his letters even in the hands of a recipient?10'
VIII. SEARCHES BY OTHER THAN FEDERAL AGENTS
An accused may only exclude from evidence the results of an
illegal search "wnducted or instigated by persons acting under
authority of the United States."'DB The mere fact that the searcher
is a Federal employee, however, does not impose responsibility f o r
his action upon the Government. He must have been acting in a
law enforcement capaeity.108 The necessity for this limitation is
obvious; otherwise, military law enforcement agencies would be
saddled with responsibility for the acts of all members of the
armed forces, in whatever capacity. A close question a s to the
proper application of this rule arose in United States v. Volante."o
A post exchange steward, fearful of being held responsible for an
inventory shortage, searched a subordinate's locker in an attempt
xh U.S.
.I Boss, 8 USCMA 299, 24 CMR
'= Comment, 55 Mich. L. Rev. 567,572-573
IO1

109 (19511.
(1951).

ACM 9294, Dir, 17 CMR 647 (19511; ACM 6411, Ewiing, I[1 CMR

612 (1953).
'= B a k e r y . Libbie, 210 Maas. 5 9 9 , 9 1 N.E. 109 (1912).
'O. Par. 152, MCN, 1951.
Therefore, I search of eeeuied'i quarters by Pgpriewd victims of his
thefts ii not federally conducted though the isarchera were A m y
oWaer8. CM 242312, Gilbert, 21 BR 35.40 (19431.
4 USCMA 689, 18 CMR 283 (1964).
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to affix the blame on him. The Court found that the steward
conducted the search f a r self-protection rsther than for the purpose of enforcing military law. Thus, he acted as a "private individual" and not in an official capacity.
Similarly, courta-martial are not precluded from the consideration of evidence mereir becauae improperly procured by agents of
another sovereign; for example, state or city police."' Of course,
the military agents may not avoid responsibility for an illegal
search by inducing local police to perform the search and deliver
over any evidence obtained. I n such a case, the police have acted
as "agents" of the Federal Government; military authorities have
"instigated" the search; and the evidence seized may not be received by a military tribunal."a However, an agreement between
military and civil authorities that, as a policy matter, all servicemen arrested locally for misdemeanor violations are to be turned
ever to the military authorities does not, ipso facto, render the
police agents of the military in misdemeanor investigatians.l's
IX. THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE, HOW INVOKED AND
LOST
The Manual for Courts-Martial, 1981, enacted the Weeks"'
exclusionary rule and the Silverthorne"~ refinement that all evidence obtained through information supplied by illegally obtained
evidence likewise be inadmissible.'1e However, a s there is no power
in a court-martial to order illegally-obtained evidence suppressed

'" A C P

6040, Gilbert, 6 CPdR 708 (1962); C P 275879, Simpon, 47
BR 99, 109 (1846) 2 Psraona, Stots-Federal Cvorafivs in Ssaroh and
SaiUro and Self Inhhninetion, 42 Cornell L.Q.346, 362 (1967).
ACM 11990. Allen, 21 CMR 897 (1966).
CM 392198. Sandfod. 23 C X R 472, 478 (1967).
"' Weeks v. US.,232 U.B. 883 (1914).
S J w v t h e m Lurnbsr Ca. V. U.S..251 U.S. a86 (1820). The eraential
element of c8ueatim Is well rscognised by the Court of Military
Appeals. For example, in U.S. Y. Ball, 8 USCYA 26, 23 C P R 249
(1967), agents w e w dhected to place B '"litah-Out" near s certain
baggage locker, sireat m y m e opening the locker, and search it8 contents. The sgenta violated their instructiona by Cmduoting the aeareh
bdorr the armst, mclosina the locker, arraeting accused, and then

LU
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opening the loeker and seizing certain stolen srtidm therein. The
Court held that since probable E ~ U I I B othcr than the data mined
from the illegal isarch existed to JuaHfi the a i m 3 (and, indeed,
the a n e i t had previously been ordered), the illegal search VBI not
the CBYBD of the eventual leisure of the widenee.
Par 162, MCM, 1961.
.400 riles
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or returned to an accused, the sole mode of excluding tainted evidence is by objection."' Although searches are presumed proper
in the absence of such an objection, once made, the Government
is obliged to prove the authority therefor."@ Since the determination of the admissibility of evidence is interlocutory in nature,
the ruling on the objection rests finally with the law officer and is
not submitted to the court.11Q
Suppose the accused fails to object, or objecta on another ground
-may he introduce the issue for the first time on appeal? The
Court of Military Appeals has ruled that e. failure to object a t the
trial when in full possession of knowledge of details of the search
is a final waiver of the right to exclude.lao
'I.
The rule in the military, as in the Federal civilian law,
has no relation to the trustworthiness of the evidence, and is
personal in nature. We conclude, therefore, that this principle
of Federal practice-military and o t h e r w i e i a nothing more
nor less than an evidentiary rule of exclusion, provided for the
protectibn of ~n individual's right to privacy in his personal
property and effects. Finally and in summary, the rule confers
on the individual the power to object at the trial to the reception
in evidence of the products of an unlawful search. Does the
failure to raise the objection waive the right? We think that it
does."lal
If an error of admission is preserved by timely objection, the
military appellate agencies will test for specific prejudice t o
the accused (as do their civilian counterparts).'" Therefore, if a
great quantity of compelling evidence apart from that improperly
admitted irrefutably establishes the guilt of the accused, the
evidentiary error alone will not require B reversal.123

.. .

y'
-'I

Ilid.
U.S. V. Berry, 6 USCMA 608, 20 CMR 325, 329 (1860). Contra, ACM
3310, Wharton, 15 CMR 808 (1954) ; CM 366399, Edwards, 13 C M R
322 11053).

=* ACM 9S17, Miller, 18 C P R 806
U.S.505,511 (1025).
'-
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V.

(1955). A c c w d , S l s s b v. U.S. 261

Duprda, 1 USCMA 665,5 CMR 93 (1952).

Jd a t 96.
Aonello Y. U.S.. 269 US. 20 (1925): U S P. Hiaoim. 6 USCMA
6 8 , 20 CMR -24, 85 (1965) ; N& 'Ct-Mtl Order
( 1 9 4 3 ) , ~ 47;
CM 196526, Ray, 3 BR 1 9 (1931) i CM 161780 (1024), Dlg. Op.
JAG 1 9 1 M 0 ,P 895l27).
U S . v. Higgzna, aupra, note 112.
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X. CONCLUSION

protection of the fourth amendment against unreasonable
searches and 8eiiures has been extended to the serviceman in a
form auitably tailored to comport with military necessity. The
provisions of the Manual for Courts-Martial, 1951, as interpreted
by military courts, closely follow rules previously promulgated
for the Federal civil courts, except: (1) A military commander
is awarded the discretion to order a search of property and personnel under his control. (2) A wide latitude is allowed military
police in conducting searches based upon probable cause in an
overseas command. (3) The concept of searches demanding immediate action to prevent disposal of criminal goods has been
extended f a r beyond its application in the Federal court system.
(4) The Court of Military Appeals in the Doule and Rhodes cases
seems to uphold searches as in accordance with military custom
because generally reasonable and based upon probable cause.
With due regard f o r military necessity, it is hoped that the fourthmentioned point of departure ended with Rhoda8 and that the
third will be applied with the same careful discretion as by the
board of review in the Washington case
The

C O M P A T I B I L I T Y OF M I L I T A R Y
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT*

AND OTRER

BY CAPTAINDWAN V. KERIO"'
A member of the Armed Forces, active or retired (or a farmer
member of the Armed Forces in receipt of retired pay), who
contemplates or accepts employment with a civilian governmental
agency must run the legal gauntlet of two constitutional provisions and thirteen Federal statutes which provide possibly unpleasant consequences of one sort or another as a result o f the
dual employment. If the affected person is prepared to offer detailed facta relating to the particular employment he is considering, he may secure an advisory opinion from an appropriate
governmental agency. However, an advisory opinion must consist of a fltting of the particular fact situation within broad,
generic legal guideposts. I t is the purpose of this paper to assemble these guideposta and consider their sweep of operation
t o the end that an affected person may perceive the factual areas
in which he might desirably accept dual employment.
I n view of the number of constitutional provisions and statutes
which expressly prohibit the dual holding of certain types of
public employment, it is not surprising that the concept has
arisen that employment is incompatible only when so specified
by acts of Congress. Under that concept, dual office and dual
employment questions are resolved solely on the basis of current
legislation. It is submitted that such a wncept is erronwun and
its application can lead to results which are not legally sound.
I t does not a t all f o l l o w , for example, that the simultaneous holding o f two offices or positions under the Federal Government is
legally unobjectionable if without any statutory prohibition. I f
" Thia 8 ~ t i e l e was adapted from a thelia presented to the Fifth
Advanced Clans. The Judge Advocate Gemral'a School, Charlotteaville,
Va. The opinions and eanclvsiona expressed herein m e thwe of the
author and do not neeesiarlly represent the Views 02 The Judge
Advocate General's School or any other governmental agency

**

blember, S t a r and Faculty, The Judge Advocate General% Schwl,
Charlottearille. Va.
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the two offices or positions are incompatible as a matter of fact,'
then as B matter of law a public servant may not hold them both,
in the absence of express statutory authority therefor. The legal
principle that one may not hold two offices which are incompatible
is of common law origin and has been stated as follows:
"At common law the holding of one office does not of itself
disqualify the incumbent from holding another office at the
same time, provided there is no inconsistency in functions of
the two offices in question. A public officer is, however, prohibited from holding two incompatible offices at the same time.
the rule being founded on principles of public policy . . , z':
Thus, although there are numerous decisions to the effect that
in the absence of a prohibitory statute a person holding and receiving the emoluments of an office under the Government of the
United States is not thereby precluded from holding and receiving
the emoluments of
an examination of cases in which it
has been so held indicates that the two positions were not incompatible.' Not all decisions are subject to this criticism, however. I n many the common law principle of incompatibility ha8
been recognized and applied independent of the nonexistence of
a pertinent statutory prohibition.' Thus, there is not in the least
an inconsistency between the common law doctrine of incompatibility and the proviaions of Federal statutes previously referred to
Those statutes are precise expressions by Congress of the incompatibility inherent in the holding of the dual offices prescribed.B To be distinguished. of course, are those statutes which
except certain dual offices or positions from the application of
i

'
'
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Two omea are incompatible when a performance of the duties of
the one will prevent or conflict with the performance of the duties
of the other, or when the holding of the t w o is eontrarg to the policy
af the law. Crosthwmta V. U.S., SO Ct. C1. SO0 (1895), r e d d on other
grounds. 188 U S . 875 (1891). See aka 22 Opa. Att'y Gsn. 281 (1898).
It has k e n held that the m e w phyaleal Impossibility af one person
performing the duties of two oflces, from inability to be in two plaee
at the same time, is not the ineornpntibility of common law. Bowler.
Como. DBC.61 (1893).
67 &IS., O&&
5 2Sa (1960).
Scs 1 Camp. Dec. 9 (1808); 4 Lawrence, Comp. Deo. 486 (1885) ; 1
Lawrence, Comp. Dee. 580 (1880).
20 Ops. Att'y Gen. 421 (1892).
Sss SO Comp. Gen. ST1 (1951); S Comp, Gen. 864 (1824); Bowler,
Comn Dee. 88 (1893): id., at 276 (1894); 2 Laarenee, Comp. Dee.
531 (1881); 24 OPS. Att'y Gen. 12 (1902). See dm Dig. Op. JAG
1912, P. 808.
10 Comp. Gen. 885 (1941).
A00 l l d m

DUAL EMPLOYMENT

the common law doctrine under discussion. The power of the
legislative branch of the Government to enact lam% permitting
the dual holding of offices which would otherwise be incompatible
cannot seriously be questioned.'
To complete a treatment of the common law rule, mention
must be made of the legal consequence which fiows from the acceptance of an office which ia subsequently determined to be
incompatible with an office already held. Under that rule, acceptance of the second office operates to vacate the first, ipso
facto.8 I n the discussion following, we shall consider the extent
to which this consequence has been: (1) modified by statute;
(2) applied where a dual office prohibitory statute provides for
no consequence; (3) applied where there is no statute; and (4)
extended to situations where dual positions, not dual offices. are
involved, all in cases where the individual is a member of the
armed forces, or a former member in a retired status.
I n any event, the continued vitality of the common law doctrine
should serve a s a warning to anyone offering legal advice in this
area. Although not directly prohibited by statute, the simultaneous holding of public offices may result in an illegal conflict
of duties and responsibilities.
I. DUAL OFFICE PROHIBITIONS
A. An Ofice
The word "office" may, and frequently does, have a different
meaning as used in different statutes.s For example, it is well
settled that the same person may not be an officer within the
meaning of one statute10 although he may be an officer within
the meaning of another.'l Therefore, the characteristica of the
"office" treated in each statute and constitutional provision must
be considered separately.
19 Comp. Gen. 826 (1940).
1912. p, 808; Bowler, Comp. Dr.61 (1898) ; 1 Lammoe
comp. DBI. 880 (1880).
* See 1xws Y . Hu72uitr. 248 F.2d 458 (2d Cir. 1961); 8 Comp. De& 87,
92 (1901); Crawford, Statutan Constmetion 204 (1940).
I' U.S.7. Mount, 124 U S 301 (1888).
U.S.V. Xerulse, 124 U.S. 309 (1888).
5

See

' Dig. Op. JAG
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B. Conatitv,tional Prohibitioiis
The word "office" as used in its constitutional 8ensel2 denotes
a position, embracing ideas of tenure, duration, emolument18 and
duties, in the service of the United States to which an individual
has been appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate." or by the President alone, or by a court
of law, or by the head of an executive department who has been
authorized by law to make such a n appointment.lc "[Ilt is apparent that there can be no office, [in the constitutional sense] unless
it is established or recognized by the Constitution or by act of
Congress
The head of a Department cannot create a n
ofice . , , . The creation of an office is the exercise of legislative
power . , . ?le If an individual is not so appointed, then he is
not an officer of the United States in the Constitutional sense,
although, as shall be expanded upon, it does not follow at all that
he is not a pzbiic obeer.
Article I, Section 6, Clauae 2 prohibits a peraon who holds an
"Office under the United States" from being a member of Cangres8. Article I, Section 9, Clause 8 prohibits a person who holds
"any Office" from accepting, without the consent of Congress,
any emolument, officeor title from a foreign government. A threepronged analytical approach to these provisions is most helpful
To whom do they apply? What is prohibited? What are the coilsequences of disobedience?
1. To whom applicable?
Recalling the definition of an office previously advanced, and
spplying that definition to the constitutional provisions quoted,

....

[H]e [the President] shall nominate. and by and with the .4dvice
and Consent af the Senate, shall appoint . , aii other officers of the

.

United Stater . . . b u t the Congress may by Law vest the Appointment of meh inferior Offieera, as they think propei, in the President
done, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments." U.S.
Canst., Art. 11, Sac. 2.
.a However, an emolument is not an element of an office e l t v w t involving
duties without proflt. 2 L~wrenca,Comp. Dee. 531 (1831).
1* Officers IO appointed are referred ta as primary offieera under the Con.
atitution. IIS V. Germaina 89 U.S.508 118191.
'' U.S. Y. Gemame, wpra note 14; U.S. Y. Smith, le4 U.S. 525 (1838);
Haeppsl V. U.S.,
86 F. 2d 237 (App. D.C. 18361, meera appointed by
the President done, or by B court of law, or by the bead of an executiw
department who has been authorized by Inw to make such an appointment %re "inferior" officer8 under the Constitution. Callina V. U S . 14
Ct. Ci. 568 (1878).
" 4 Lawrence, Comp. Dec. 688, 807 (13831 (emphasis deleted).
24
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to determine to what members of the armed forces
these prohibitions are applicable.
Regular Cominiasioned Ofioers: Officers commissioned in the
regular components of the Armed Forces are required to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate.l' Thus, they hold offices in the constitutionnl
8ense18whether on the active o r retired list."
Regular Warrant Ofloera: Warrant officers are appointed in
the regular components by the Secretaries of the respective departments pursuant to express statutory authority.PPThus, they
too may be considered a s holding offices in the constitutional sense,
whether on the active or retired list.a1
Reserve Commissioned Oficers: Reserve commissioned officers
>re appointed by the President
Accordingly, when on
ictive duty, they occupy an office in the constitutional sense.2a
Resewe Warrant Officers: Warrant officers are appointed ae
Reserves by the Secretaries of the respective departments puriuant to express statutory authority.2' Thus, they hold an office
n the constitutional sense, but only when on active duty.s2
Enlisted Men: Enlisted men are, of course, in the service of
he United States, but they do not hold an appointive status, at
east in the statutory sense. Accordingly, it would aeem that
io one would seriously suggest that they hold a n office in the
:onstitutional sense. Nevertheless, there is some military au;hority for the proposition that bath Section 6 , Clause 2 and
Section 9, Clause 8 of Article I of the Constitution are applicable
we are able

'' See, for exampla, 10 U.S.C.3284 (Supp. 1V).

"

As "PrimarP officers. But see JAGA 1967/1363, 18 Jan 1967. wherein
It i s - s t a t i t h a t all Army offieera are "inferior" ofiers.
U.S.Y . Tvlsr, 106 U S 244 (18821; 6 Bul. JAG 1; 1 Bul. JAG 162;
Dip. OD. JAG 191240, D. 10.
10-U.SC. 566 (Supp. I?).
Aa "inferior" omcera. Although the military departments m e no Longer
"Executive Departments," it has not been mggeited that the National
Security Act of 1947 (08 Stat. 519) had the unintended m e e t of declassifying regular Warrant affieers as officers in the constitutional
sense.
Except that appointments 8~ general or flag offifera are required to be
made by and with the advice and emsent of the Senata. lo U.S.C. 693
(SYPP, IV).
U S Y . M0U.f 124 U.S.303 (18831 i 40 Ope, Att'y Gen. 301 (1943).
10 U.S.C. 607 (Supp. IV).
Sss Subaec. 29(d), Act of 10 Aug 1068, 7OA Stat. 632.
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to enlisted men of the armed forces, whether active or retired,jb
I t is suggested that the result reached in one such opinion (that
d retired enlisted man of the X a w is prohibited from accepting
the office of mayor of a city in the Philippine Islands), is quite
correct, not because Article I, Section 9, Clause 8 applies, but
because the two roles are factually incompatible.27
2. What is prohibited?
Article I, Section 6, Clause 2 prohibits membership in either
houae of Congress. That is obvious and requires no discussion.
Article I, Section 9, Clause 8, so f a r a s is here pertinent,
prohibits the acceptance of any "present, Emolument, Office, or
Title, of any kind whatever" from a foreign government, without
the consent of Congress.lB I t has been held t o prohibit acceptance
of an appointment as mayor of a city in the Philippines, as preTiously mentioned, and the acceptance of a position with the
Government of Brazil to assist in establishing a Joint War College,
a t 12,000 Brazilian dollars per annum;1e but not to prohibit
acceptance of an unofficial position a s member of a board of
honorary advisors to a foreign government, without compensation.'O Recently, it has been suggested that the United Nations
might be a foreign state within the prohibition of Clause 8, supra.
80 as to preclude acceptance of a pasition with that organization.R1
3. What w e the omequenoes?
With respect to Article I, Section 6, Clause 2, the Attorney
General has ruled that it is for the Congress to decide, case by
case, whether action should be taken to terminate a member'e
Dig. Op. JAG 1912-40, P. 10: Op. JAGN 1951110, 18 Oct 1961, 1 Dig.
00s.. Ret.. 8 81 1.
service ia net hii o w l , however
limited the duties of the p w t i c u l ~ rassignment may be, and m y agreement or arrangement far the rendition of aedviees b the Gowmment
in another position OT empioyment is ineompatlhle with his military
dutiei actual 07 potential." 18 Comp. Gen. 213, 217 (1938). An enlilted
man on active duty may not. in the ahaenee of speeiflc atahlbry authority, bp employed in another capacity under the Government and rewive
the pay therefor. 33 Comp. Gen. 368 (1064) i 16 OPS. Att'y Gen. 382
(1877). The two roles ars incompatible. 24 Comp. Dec. 209 (1917).
Note that Clause S prohibits the acceptance of any emolument 81 well.
The Clsvne is applicable to reserve peramnel. 10 U.S.C.1032 (Supp,
IV).
6 Ed. JAG 1.
Dig. OP. JAG 191M0, p, 10. If an oath were invohed, however, B
contrary result wsouid no doubt obtain.
JAGA 1956l9064, 17 Dec 1968,

*, ,,,.. .. . The. "time of m e in the military

*
a
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status as a Congressman upon his entry into the Armed Forces.3z
Although the rolea may well be incqmpatible, policy considerations warrant deference to Congressional action or inaction in
this situation.
With respect to Article I, Section 9, Clause 8, it is considered
that in view of the incompatibility present, acceptance of an
officeo r title "of any kind whatever" would operate to vacate,
ipso facto, the commission of an officer to whom this clause is
a p ~ l i c a b l e .I ~t ~is believed that such a result would not be contrary to public poiicy since the holding of an office in a foreign
government would seriously prejudice the officeholder's allegiance
to the United States.

C. Statutory Prohibitions
1. Title IO, United States Code. Subeeetion 8544(b) (Supp.I V )
Title 10, United States Code, Subsection 3544 (b) provides:

....

"Except as otherwise provided by law, no commissioned
officer on the active list of the Regular Army may hold a civil
office by election or appointment, whether under the United
States, a Territory or possession, or a State. The acceptance of
such a civil office or the exercise of its functions by such an
officer terminates his appointment in the Army."8*
This subsection is a codification of former Section 1222 of the
Revised Statutes.B' It has been said that the evil which this provision was intended to forestall was that the military power would
"grow to be paramount to the civil, instead of the civil being
An analysis of its provisions can
paramount to the
be developed by asking and answering the Same three questions
utiliied in the discussion of the constitutional provisions just
concluded.
a 40 Opa. A n ' y Gen. 301 (1943)

A c c a d . JAGA 1968/2140. 24 Feb 1956. But see 37 Comp. Gen. 188, 140
(1957), wherein i t wai decided that P eourt d e r was in Ieceipt of an
emolument from B foreign government so 8 s to deny him the r k h t to
be paid federal compensation as a town crier.
An identical itatUte Is applicable ta eommissimnsd omcera of the RemInr Air Farce. 10 U.S.C. 8544lb) ISupp. IV). Ne similar atatute applies to NPW,Xarine Corps, or Coast Guard offieera.
20 Comp. en. 885 (1841).
Remarlra of General Logan, Chairman, Committee on Military ARairs,
to the Hovao of Representatives. 411t Cong., Id Sess.. 8s aet forth st
29 Opa. Att'y Gen. 298, 299 (1912).
*GO ,1818
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a. To shoin applicable?
By its provisions, it ia applicable only to commissioned officers
of the Regular Army on the active liat.8'

b. W h a t is prohibited?
The holding of a "civil office," in contrast to a military office,
is prohibited. But what constitutes a "civil office"? The statute
seems to intend a rather broad coverage, for it prohibits the
holding of such an office "whether under the United States, a
Territory or possession or a State." I t will be recalled that the
term "office" has previously been defined when used in its constitutional sense. Is it so used here? In determining what is
meant by the term "civil office," regard must be had to the purpose of this statute rather than to the senses in which the word
"office," or tho term "civil office" has been used in other legislation.85 The purpose of the statute was to disencumber Regular
Army commissioned officers of official duty not belonging to their
military profession.8o Accepting the foregoing a s a valid statement of Congressional intent, it is to be concluded that the term
"office" is not here used in the restricted constitutional sense,
but rather is used in a considerably broader, more liberal sense.'O
At the risk of indulging in semantics, a label should be found
and affixed to the sense in which "office" is used here. The label
"public office" has been considered acceptable." If "civil office''
means "public office," then it may more readily be defined. The
chief elements of a "public oiiice" a r e : (1) the specific position
must be created by law; (2) there must be certain definite duties
imposed by law, which duties continue though the person be
changed; and ( 3 ) those duties must involve the exercise of some
portion of the sovereign power.'l If all three elements are present, the position may be considered a public office and Subsection
Although Rev. Stat. S 1222 formerly referred to any "officer of the
Army on the aetive list," the Present codification effrted no change in
mbstantive law. Rev. Stat. $ 1222 has consistently been interpreted to
be applicable only to eomininsioned officer8 of the R ~ g v l a rArmy on the
active list. 39 Ops. Att'y Gen. 197 (1938) i Di$. OP. JAG 1912-40,P. 117.
HOW~YBT,
in m e instance, It was held that ths "spirit" of the statute
applied to enlisted men (if the Army (Dig.Op. JAG 1912, p. 85) i and,
of emme, it does, for the "epirit" is the common law ooncept of in.
I
'

ramrnatabilitv
i s &a. At&

Den. 187 (1827).
Gen. 310 (1870)
18 OPB.Att'y Gm. 11 (1884).
See 29 Comp. Gen. 368 (1960); 35 Opn. Att'y Gen. 187 (1927)
U . S . Y . Iloiwioe, 2 Broek 96 (1823): 22 Ruling Case Law 388.

" 13 OB%Att'y
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3544(b) applies. Anything less is a mere public employment
not affected by the provisions of the statute. As regards the
requirement that the position be created by law, the vords "by
law" mean pursuant to legislative action, either expressly or by
necessary imp1ication:a If the position is created by an administrative agency of a local government, then the position is not a
public office, but merely B public employment, and Subsection
3644(b) is not applicable.') Returning to the third listed element of a "public office," detection of the exercise of some portion
of sovereignty in the discharge of the duties of the civil position
is not always elementary. If the position has been constituted
with reference to important public needs and the discharge of an
important public duty is involved, then the element can be considered to be p r e ~ e n t . ' Certainly,
~
where the civil position requires the substantial efforts of the incumbent and a substantial
amount of his time, there is a natural tendency to resolve any
doubts as to whether a public office or a public employment is
involved in favor of the former. By so doing the legislative
purpose of Subsection 3644(b) is ~ e r v e d . ' ~
I n defining the term "civil office" and equating it to the term
"public office," emphasis has thus far been given to the second
of the two words which comprise the term. By now it is only fair
to ask-what public office? Any public office, or inasmuch as Subsection 3644(b) say8 "whether under the United States, a Territory or possession, or a State," just offices under the four mentioned government entities? Under Section 1222, Revised Statutes,
before codification, it was well settled that the answer was any
public office. Thus it was held that the statutory inhibition applied
nshere a municipality" or even the United nation^'^ was the

" 29 Comp. Den. 963

(1960).

Ibid

'. 18

Ope. Att'g Gen. 11 (1884). The relative importance of the civic
duties to be perfomed, standing alme. doen not mark the line between
public ofice and the publie employment. 28 Comp. GBn. 868 (1950). Ail
three elements must be present
'' Ibid. The fact that the governmental entity involved doe# not consider
the civil position t o be in offiee under local law is of ulme dpnificance,
however. 26 Comp. Gen. 871 (1945). If sn oath is involved, however,
there is little alternative but to regard the position 81 B public efiee.
26 Comp. Gen. 817 (1946) : 1 Comp. Gen. 219 (1821): Bowler, Comp.
Deo. 275 (1894).
18 OPS, Att'y Gen. 11 (1884); Dig. OP. JAG 191240, pp. 115, 117:
JAGA 186618467, is A P ~1966.
e 26 Comp. Gen. 38 (1945): See also Opinion t o the Gavsmor. 118 A. 2d
474 (XI. 1956).
ADO 1,668
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employer. At the time of these opinions, however, Section 1222
provided: “No officer of the Army on the active list shall hold any
civil office, whether by election or appointment, and every such
nfficer who accepts or exercises the functions of B civil ofice
shall . . ,” Although the objective of the drafters of new Title
10 of the United States Code was to restate existing law, not to
make new law,4s the fact remains that by the addition of the
phrase “whether under the United States, a Territory or possesaion, or a State,” something new has been added. The addition,
notwithstanding the stated purpose of Congress, does suggest a
conclusion that the application of the statute is henceforth to be
limited to public offices under the four mentioned government
entities. If so, do prior opinions holding the statute to prohibit
the holding of an office under a municipality and under the United
Nstiona merit reconsideration? If a basic principle of statutory
construction is accepted, namely, that where a statute is plain,
certain, and free from ambiguity, a bare reading suffices and
interpretation is unneces8ary,50 then there seems no alternative
but to conclude that Subsection 3544(b) no longer prohibits the
holding of an office under a municipality, a county, or an international organization. The ultimate question, however, is not
whether Subsection 3644 (b) prohibits the holding, but whether
the holding is legally objectionable. When the question is thus
stated, more than just Subsection 3544(b) must be considered.
The common law doctrine of incompatibility is very much in point.
Would not it be incompatible as a matter of law for any officer of
the Armed Forces on active duty to accept an elective position
under a municipal or county government and purport to discharge
the duties thereof? Would not his oath to the Federal Gwernment
be in opposition to any oath he would, more than likely, be required to take under the local government? These questions should
be answered in the affirmative, for that which was recognized
as incompatible under Section 1222 remains incompatible-the
intent of the codification not being to change substantive law. To
date, however, no definitive opinion has been
There is one other area in which Subsection 3544(b) i8 not
applicable and that is within foreign countries; <.e., outside the

.

F1
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See. 4 9 ( a ) , Act of 10 Aug 1966, IOA Stat. 640.
Cravford, Statutory Canatruetian 5 158 (1940).
In 1962, The Jvdge Advocate General of the Army concluded that, as
far as the DeBartmBnt of the Army is concerned, B reiieme 0m-r an
active duty may hold an elective munioipai ofeee p r o ~ d e dthe duties of
the eivii office do not inkliere with hiB military duties. JAGA 1952
2833. 19 P a r 1912, 1 Dig. O p b Res. F.,8 101.1,
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territorial and legislative jurisdiction of the United States and
of Congress. For example, it has no application to the performance
of civil duties by officers of the Army in occupied territory.b2
Specific statutory exceptions to Subsection 3544 (b) are detailed
infva in Appendix I.
The application of Subsection 3644(b) may be illustrated by
posing a variety of factual situations and inquiring whether a
Regular Army commisaioned officer on the active list would be
prohibited from accepting the civil position to be described.
Q-May he accept a position as park commissioner of the City
of Philadelphia? The position and the duties attendant thereto
have been established by the legislature of Pennsylvania. The park
commissioner receives no compensation for his services.
A-No. The position of park commissioner is a public office.
The absence of compensation does not detract in the least from the
foregoing ~ o n c l u s i o n . ~ ~
Q-May he accept a position 88 trustee of the Cincinnati
Southern Railway7 The trustee is appointed by the judge of the
superior court of the city. His duties are prescribed by statute.
His term a s trustee is undeflned, although provision is made for a
liuccessor.
A-No. It is a public office. The duty is a contiming one, is defined b y rules prescribed b y the State, and not by contract. The
person to perform them ie appointed by a department of the
State, and the duties of the place continue, though t b person be
chan~ed.~'
Q-May he accept a position on a "board of experts" created by
a city ordinance to determine the most durable and best pavement
for the sbeets of the city?
A-No. The board is constituted with reference to an important
public need and ia to diiicharge an important public duty."
Q-May he accept a position as Commissioner of Roads for
Alaska? The position has been created by an administrative
order of the Secretary of the Interior. The duties of the position
~

, , , This ia for the rearm that military occupation 1s an incident of
command and BO oomea within the plenary and exdudve joriadlction of
the President as commander in c h i d .
Thua, asaignmenta of o f h n
of the Army ta he collectors of Emtoms in Cuba m d Port0 Rim. when
under milltary occupation, were assignments to milltaw duty and not
b civil oWeea within the meaning of swtlon 1222 R.S." Dig. Op. SAG
1912, pp. 812, 818.
18
,
Gen.
0 ~
~ 8
8 Att'y
Att'y
,
Gen. 210
210 (1870).
(1870).
18 0
15 OPS. Att'y Gem. 661 (1876).
18 Opa. Attb Gen. 11 (1884).
I'.

...
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are preecribed by the Secretary. The duration is unlimited. with
provision for a successor.
A-Yes. The position is not created by the legislative branch
of the Government and is not, therefore, a "civil office." The fact
that the position is of great public importance does not, of itself,
require a contrary result.be
Q-Xay he be approved for designation as the executor of a
will by a local United States probate court?
A-Yes. The duties of the position are personal to the incumbent and involve no exercise of sovereignty.67
&May
he accept an appointment as ambassador t o the
Vatican?
A--No. Here all three elements of a public office are clearl7identifiable.nn
Q-Hay he accept the office of coionel in the National Gunrd
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetta?
A-Subsection 3644(b) does not prohibit his accepting the
position, for a military office,as distinguished from a "civil" ofiice,
is involved.6QQuery? Subsection 3644 (b) having been determined
not to prohibit the acceptance, does it follow that no legal objection
exists to the acceptance? Are not the offices involved in fact incompatible?'0
c . What a m the consequences?
If he accepts such B civil office or exercises its functiana, his
Regular Army appointment is terminated. That is the language
of the statute. "Terminated" means vacated automatically," The
words "the exercise of its functions" are used in order that it
may not be necessary to prove in every case that an officer of the
Army entering upon a civil office had qualified according to all
the formalities of law, but rather, that the holding of the office
29 Camp. Go". 383 (1050). But 818 25 Comp. Dec. 868 (1919) wherein
the employment of B Regular Army ofleer whiie on leave of absence,
to conduct B speeid investigation for TariR Cammisden. was held incompatible.
'-7 BYI. SAG 173. Cf. SAGA 1962/6023, 12 SUI 1012. 2 Dig Ops.. Mil
Per%, e 81.1.
SAGA 186ll8561, 23 Oet 1861.
* 29 Ope. Att'y Gm. 203 (1011).
Id., at 301; SAGA 1067/1039, 8 Jan. 1067.
a 1 Comp. Gen. 499 (1822).
.'
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whether by formal qualification or otherwise should have the
effect of vacating his appointment in the Regular
2. Sectwn 2 of the Act of SZ J u l y 1894, a8 amended
A second dual-office statutory prohibition is Section 2 of the Act
of 31 July 1894,eaa s amended. That act, hereinafter referred to
as the 1894 Act, provides:
"No person who holds an office the salary or annual compenaation attached to which amounts to the sum of two thousand
five hundred dollars shall be appointed to o r hold any other
office to which compensation ia attached unlesa specially authorized thereto by law: but this shall not apply to retired officers
of the Army, N a w , Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard
whenever they may be elected to public office or whenever the
President shall appoint them to office by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate. Retired enlisted men of the Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard retired for any
cause, and retired officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, or Coast Guard who have been retired for injuries received in battle or for injuries o r incapacity incurred in line
of duty shall not, within the meaning of this section, be eonstrued to hold or to have held an office during such retirement.''e4
Prior to the enactment of this statute, although the receipt of
extra compensation for the performance of the duties of one office
was prohibited, there was no impediment t o the receipt of d u d
compensation by appointment to more than one
The
statute was designed to correct this condition.u8
a. To whom applicable?
It may be applicable to those who hold an office under the
Federal Government if the compensation attached to that office
equals o r exceeds $2,600. Certain retired military personnel are
exempted from its application, however. Once again our consideration must be directed to the term "office" and to an understanding
of its meaning, for if "an office" is not involved the statute has no
'"Dig. Op. JAG

1812, p. 808, In ~ i e wof the expressed language of the
stetutes, it is eonsidered that vacation would result even though the
officer deliberately accepted, or validly underteak, the fvnctlans of the
office in order to evade militam jurisdiction. Cf. 25 a m p . Gm. 241
(18451 i JAGA 1851/1025. 16 Apr 1861.
* 28 Stat. 205.
'' 5 U.S.C. 62 (18521.
U . S . Y. Solmdsrs, 120 U.S. 126 (18871; Connsrse V. U.S., 62 U.S. 463
(1859); 19 Ops. Att'y Gen. 281 (1889),
IhPack Y . U.S.,41 Ct. C1. 414. 428 (180s).
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application-to anyone! The term "office" a8 used in this statute
is a broad general term which includes any person holding a place
or position under the Federal Government, which place or position
embraces ideas of tenure, duration, assigned duties, and fixed
compensation payable from government funds." Therefore, the
1894 Act may apply to persons who are not officers in the constitutional sense:s and who are not, in a strict sense, "public officers."as
The category of persons in the Armed Forces to whom the act may
apply may be established by ascertaining if ( 1 ) he holds an office
within the meaning of the act; (2) the annual Compensation
attached to that office equals or exceeds $2,500: and ( 3 ) he is not
excepted from the application of the act by its terms or by the
terms of some other act of Congress.
Regular commissioned oficers on the aetiaa l i s t . Aa these
officers hold an office in the constitutional sense, obviously the
act has application to them. Coupled with Title 10, United States
Code, Subsection 3544(b), it presents an imposing obstacle to
full-time Federal civil employment.
Regular commissioned ofictrs on the retired list: Unless "retired for injuries received in battle or for injuries or incapacitr
incurred in line of duty,"'O and except where elected to public
~~

e

See C.S. v. Hartwell, 6 Wall. 385, 393 (18681 ; 22 Ope. Att'y Den. l e 4
(1898) ; 19 Comp. Den. 751 (1940); 1 Bul. JAG 162. B y "duration"
something more than brief OT temporary i s meant. T h m , employment

on B palt-time, or intermittent, or "when actually employad" basts dmer
not amount to an oeee. 51 Como. Gen. 414 110521
8 Comp. Dec. 87 (1001)
As a practical matter, the Comptroller General has ruled such unimpressive positions as t h a t of A m e i a t e Field Representative f o r the
Federal Seevrib Administration, P-3, $3,200 per annum (21 Comp.
Gen. 1129 ( 1 9 4 2 ) ) ; of wharf builder, $2.20 per hour (38 Comp. Gen.
803 (19571I ; and of regular mail earriel (28 Comp. Gen. 211 (1948) I ;
(but not of temporary subititute 01 of career substitute postal esirrier
(MI. Comm Den. B-180882, 18 Mar 1957)) ta be "ofaesra" within the
meaning of the 1894 Act.
' An d e e r retired for r e ~ m n iother than physleal disability, ordered
to active duty, and avbrequentiy granted retired pay eomputed under
Subseetion 402(dI, Career Compensation Act of 1949, 10 U.S.C. 1401
(SUPP. IVI, by riaion of physical disability remains subject to t h s
1804 Act. Hili retired status and tho origjnsl bnais for retirement
remain unohawed. JAGA 1955/10273, 29 Dec. 1065, 6 Dig. Ops. (No.
31, R e t $ 81.1. Although the statute T ~ ~ Y ~ Tt Lh aBt the dissbilirp be
inourred m line of duty, as B p i a c t i d matter d l retlremsnts of
oflleers by reason a i physical disability are premised upon in line
of d u b determinations; except t h a t a few ofaeers we% retired under
former Seetion 1262, Revised Statutes, for disshilities incurred not
in line of duty. JAGA 195214481, 15 May 1062
34
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office" or appointed M office by the President, with the advice
and consent of the Senate,'l the Act may apply to them.'8 Retired
pay is ompe pens at ion."^^ The exception made in the case of
officers retired for the mentioned physicnl disabilities'3 holds good
as long as the officers remain on inactive duty. If they should be
ordered to active duty, the Act would apply.rs
Regewe commissioned ofioioers on extended active duty: These
officers hold a position under the Federal Government. Their
status on extended active duty embraces ideas of tenure and
duration. Their duties are assigned in the same manner a s Regulars and their compensation is fixed. They therefore hold an
office vzithin the meaning of the 1894 Act."
Reserve cmrnissioned ofiioers in a retired status.' Not only are
Reserve commissioned officers who have been retired for physical
disabilities excepted from the application of the 1894 Act (by its
terms), but all Reserve officers who have been placed on a retired list, or who are receiving retired pay in accordance with law,

Thsre is no provision O f law which stands in the way of P RepY1.r
A m y retired officer becoming President of the United States. JAGA
1962/3240, 2 Apr 1852.
I t is not enough that he authorizes B Secretary to appoint. 21 Camp.
D ~ a ~e (1914).
.
Unless, of course, the authorieed retired pay amounts to less than
$2,600. U.S.Y . Tyiar, 106 U S 244 (1882); 1 1 Comp. Dec. 422 (1905):
30 OPI. Att'y Gen. 288 (1914).
il At one time, the Court of
Claims considered retired pay not to be
compensation, hut merely a pension. Gsddrs V. U.E., 88 Ct. 61. 428
(190a). sss oiro Dig. OP. JAG 1912, p. a84. The aecounnng omera
of the Government h a r e expreaaly rejected the Geddes case, however,
1 Comp. Gen. 219 (1921); 19 Comp. Dee. 160 (1912).
Is The percentage of disahliity is i m m s t e r i d JAGA 1856l4725, 28 Mey
1956.

-'6 Comp. Gen.

548 (1826).

1 Camp. Gen. 65 (1921); 24 Comp. Dec. SO4 ( 1 9 1 8 ) ; 38 Opr. Att'y
(1988).

Gen. 187
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are similarly excepted from its application by the language of
Subsection 2 9 ( d ) , Act of 10 August 1956.78
Regular warrant obcers on the active list: Their status under
the Federal Government is much like that of commissioned officers.
Accordingly, they too are considered to hold an office *thin the
meaning of the 1894 Act."
Regular warrant oficers on the ietired list: Their status under
the 1894 Act is identical with that of Regular Army commissioned
officers on the retired list. They too are "retired officers" within
the exception of the ultimate sentence of the act.s'l
Reserve warrant obcers on extended active duty: Unprotected
by Subsection 29(d), supra, their status, EO f a r a s the Act of
1894 is concerned, i8 identical with that of Reserve commissioned
officers.
Reserve wavrant oflcevs in a retired status: They are not on
active duty. Thus Subsection 29(d), S u v a ,applies and the Act of
1894 does not.81
Enlisted men 01% actire d u t y : Although it is somewhat difficult
to conclude from the language of the 1894 Act that enlisted men
on active duty do not hold an office within the meaning of the
act,#%the act has been so construed. By invocation of the doctrine
of incompatibility, however, a result is reached which is identical
with that which would be reached were the act t o be applied. That
doctrine has been consistently invoked to deny enlisted men or.
active duty compensation from Federal civil employment.

'' "When

''
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he is not on setive duty, or when he iii on sotive duty far
training, B Reserve is not considered to be an officer or employee of
the United States or a person holding an office of trust 07 profit
or diwharping any oeicial function under, 01 in wnneotion, with, the
United Stater becaue of his appointment, oath, or atatua, 01. any
duties or functions performed or pas or sllowupnees recelred in that
eapseihl." If retired, he is not sn active duty and thus hdda no
affiee. See 28 Comp. Gen. 367 ( 1 8 4 8 ) i JAGA 1858/7480. 11 Sep
1963, 3 Dig. Opa., Ret., I 71.1, P . 182; S Bul. JAG 26. The b r m
"Reaswe" a8 used in Subseetian 29(dI, mtpl'o, doe. not include ROTC
cadets. 35 Camp. Gem. 531 (1956). With respeot t o ac-oalled Title 111
retimment (now 10 U.S.C. 1331 (Supp. IY) I , nee 26 Comp. Gen. 367
(184fi) i SAGA 186a1~480,W V O .
28 Camp. Gon. 446 (1943) ; Dig. Op. JAG 181240, p, 119.
28 Comp. Gen. 312 (1950) i 1 But. JAG 1 5 5 : JAGA 1955/1480, 3 Feb
1856; SAGA 196618623, 12 Apr 1966.
SAGA 1954i9089, 10 Nor 1854,
If snlisted men do not hold an office, why m a it neceaary t o except
retired enlrabd men from the applieation of t h e Act?
100 11688
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Enlisted men i6 a retired status: By its terms, all enlisted
personnel of the armed forces who have been retired "for any
cause" are excepted from ita application.
Reeerve personnel on inactive duty or active duty for training:
Subsection 2 9 ( d ) , supra, exempts any Reservist, whether officer
or enlisted, from the application of the 1894 Act when not on
active duty or when on active duty f o r training.88
Enlisted personae1 retired as such, bolt advanced t o a warrant
or commissioned status on the retired list: Not infrequently enlisted personnel serving on active duty as such hold, simultaneously, reserve commissions or warrants, and have sen,ed on actiw
duty, a t one time or another, in a commissioned or warrant officer
status. Then, too, some enlisted personnel have served in a commissioned or warrant officer status under a temporary, war-time
appointment. Subject to certain conditions, many of these enlisted
personnel and warrant officers, upon retirement, are entitled to
be advanced an the retired list to the highest grade satisfactorily
held.84If so advanced, do they then hold an office within the 1894
Act? The accounting officersof the Government have consistently
answered this question in the negative, concluding that they continue to hold a retired enlisted status for the purposes of the
1894 Act, The desirability of such a result negates discussion of
its soundness.eK
In addition to Subsection 2 9 ( d ) , previously mentioned, certain
Reserve personnel are benefited by other acts of Congress so far
as the application of the 1894 Act is concerned. Rwerve personnel
on terminal leave from the armed farces may accept employment
or re-employment with the Government without suffering the cansequences of the 1894 Act,ne and, conversely, civilian employees
of the United States Government who enter the armed forces may
receive accrued leave compensation from their civilian position
in addition to their military pay.8'
* The term "active duty for training" would appeal to mean the annual

ld

16-dag summer encampment.
With remeat to the Army. see 10 U.S.C. 3864 (SUPP.I V ) .
36 Comp: Gin. so8 (1957): 28 Comp. Gen. 721 (1849) : 26 Comp. Gen.
271 (1846; Op. CGCG 1853112, 4 Aug. 1968, S DLg. Opa., R e t ,
8 71.1. n. 129: id.. 1861-2. 2 Pov 51. 4 Die. ODB.. Ret.. 6 11.86. But
Gith r&t
t. certain Fleet Reserve and Fieet Marim C&B Reserve
pemonnel, 1/86 36 Cemp. Gen. 857 (1958).
SK. 2, Aot of 1 Aug 1841, 55 S t a t 616, a8 amended, 5 U.S.C. 61s-1

n

id.,

(1962).
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To this point in the discussion, we have presupposed a holder
of a military office compensated over $2,500 annually who desires
to hold another governmental position. However, i t must be
emphasized that the statute is applicable if either the militarr
office presently held ov the contemplated position is compensated
a t $2,500 o r more an nu ally,^'
I n addition to the exemptions contained in the provisions of the
1894 Act, Congress has enacted various items of legislation
specifically excepting certain offices from dual office prohibitions.
(See Appendix 11.) Howerer, the exemptions in the act itself and
the relief in external legislation relate only to the basic permissibility of the dual holding. They do not authon're (receipt of
cornpensation/rom both offioes scithout ezpress additional language
50 providing. Thus, the solution of dual office problems does not
terminate upon the discovery of statutory authority for the
holding of the two offices by one man. Research must next be
directed toward the amount of cornpernation the individual ma)receive from the Government in a dual capacity.

b. What is prohibited?
The Act prohibits the appointment to or the holding of a second
Federal office of or by a person then holding a Federal office, if
the compensation attached to either of the two offices amounts
to $2,500 or more: provided, of course, the individual ia not otherwise exempted. I t is now appropriate to explore menues perhaps
available to military personnel to accept other public employment
without violating the statute.
First, we have indicated that the Act prohibits the dual holding
of "positions" in the government, although they may not amount
to "offices" in the constitutional sense. However, the Comptroller
General has ruled that a mere temporaq! ({.e., part-time, intermittent, or per diem) employment is not such a position.BoTemporary employment does not embrace ideas of tenure. I t is opposed
to duration and continuity. Indicative of a temporary employment
are duties which are intermittent and part-time, compensation
18 comp. en. eo (1833) ; 1 BUI. JAG 152. cantla, 11 camp. DW
448 (1906). See also 89 Ops. Att'y Gen. 187 (1938) indicating that
where t w o oflees are involved, but the 1894 A d is not applicable
for the reason that the oompensation attached ta each oBee is less
than $2,600, the doctrine of incompatibility remains to be eonaidered.
" S a 6 81 Comp. Gen. 414 (1952); 19 Comp. Gen. 891 (1889); 5 Bul.
JAG 829. Thii is true even though the compenmtion derived from
t h e temporary smployment amount& to more than $2,500 per YBOP.
11 Comp. Dee. 286 (1904)

3n
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for which attaches only when the individual is actually performing
duties.eO Perhaps a better understanding of the Act and how it is
applied can be reached by contrasting a position which amounts
to an office with one that amounts to no more than a mere employment. Let us take s situation where a Regular Army commissioned officer, retired for reasons other than physical disability,
is offered employment a s a special consultant with a local Public
Health Service hospital. His duty is to consult, when requested,
but not more than one day a week, with medical personnel of the
hospital on special cases. He is to be paid only on those days when
he participates in consultation. His employment is effected by a
contract with the director of the Hospital. May he accept the employment?81Does it amount to an office? I t seems to be reasonably
clear here that an intermittent employment is involved. The duties
are not prescribed by government fiat and the compensation is
not fixed by law but is fixed by contract. In such a case the position
would not be considered an office and the mentioned officer could
accept it without running afoul of the 1894 Act.Qz
A second situation may be created by changing the facts of the
first to provide that the officer is to consult a t the hospital three
days a week, to assist in surgical operations a s directed by the
head of the hospital, and to perform such other duties a s are
assigned him for a period of three years; and that his compensation is set a t so much a week. In this situation it is quite likely
that the accounting officers of the Government would term the
position an office. The fact that the contract might seek to avoid
that result by expressly referring to the employment a s temporary
o r part-time would be ineffectual. The Comptroller General is not
at all reluctant to push an assigned label aside and decide for
himself whether an employment is in fact temporary.Q8
Second, since the Act is not applicable unless some compensation is "attached" to each office, may a retired officer avoid the
prohibitions of the Act by waiving either his retired pay or his
.1

"Regardlesr of whether eompcnsation be fired on P fee basia or on
B per diem bmis, the appointment of B peraon a i 8 1 exp& OF eonaultant on a 'when nctuslly employed' baais doea not oonstihite on
appointment to an 'office to which eampenmtien la attached,' within
. 23 a m p . e n . 275 (184)
the meaning of the [I894 Act].
IayLiabui). 36 Camp. Gen. 655 11957); 30 Comp. Gen. 408 (1851);
JAGA 1964/4011, 15 Apr 1954.
I t i s aimmed that the omeer dralas 82,500 01 more retired pay.
Sea 28 OPS. Att'y Den. 460 (19011. C/.6 Comp. Gen. 711 (19271.
Scs 1 Camp. Gen. 219 11821) (empleymmt for one p a p , not tempomrg); JAGA 195513623, 12 Apr 1955 (six weeks, temparmy).

. ."

-
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compensation from the civilian office, whichever would be most
advantageous? He may not. The salary or pay of an office specifically fixed by or pursuant to a statute may not be waived, relinquished or witheld by administrative action.8‘ Even assuming
:he possibility of a waiver, the dual office restrictions would yet
apply since a salary would “attach” to the office though the particular office holder should relinquish his privilege to receive it.8The result is unfortunate because it operates to penalize a retired
officer in his effort to seCure active, gainful employment, and became lt denies to the Government the services of experienced,
highly qualified and loyal personnel.
Third, if the civilian position has no compensation attached,
such as an honorary position. the Act imposes no impediment to
acceptance.

Fourth, The Act prohibits the holding of dual Federal offices.
Both offices must be Federal: if one is not, then the act is inapplicable. Obviously, the holding of a state or municipal office
would not be prohibited by the Act, although ather statutes and
other considerations would enter into 8 final decision whether the
holding would be legally unobjectionable. Not so obvious is the
status of employment with a nonappropriated fund activity, such
as a post exchange. Until recently, it had been held to constitute
an office within the meaning of the 1894 Act.BBThe Comptrolier
General has now decided otherwise in an 11 October 1966 decision
which, although conceding that nonappropriated fund activities
are Federal instrumentalities (Federal funds thereby being involved), concluded that persons employed by silch activities enjo!no tenure of office and exercise no function of Government.e7 The
ioregoing decision may well warrant reconsideration of a 1944
opinion of the Comptroller General which decided that the 1894
Act prohibited employment with a Government corporation.8’
Other decisions and opinions to the effect that employment with
~

~

m*

11 Camp. Gon 288 ( 1 9 3 0 : 23 Camp Gen. 109 (1943): 20 Comp.
Gen. 41 (1940).

*’ 14 Comp. Gen. 288 (18341, 8 Comp. DPC.87 119011 i 1 Bul. JAG
152. Conversely, if there is no e o m p e n d h n attached t o the second
omce, the 1894 Aet is not applicable. Dig Op. JAG 191240, p.
118. The faat that the officer was on B leave without pa9 status from

the firat office make5 no difference. 2 Comp. Gm. 648 11823).
Sss 2 Bol. JAG. 464; J A G A I B i 6 ~ 3 6 2 S ,12 -4pr 1965.
36 Comp. Gen. 309 (1956,
”’ 2 3 Comp. Gen. 816 (19411.
J.4
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Army Emergency Relief,O* the National Research Council loo and
the Iiational Hame for Disabled Soldiers"' does not conatitute an
office, make the resuit reached in the case of a Government corporation all the mors difficult to rationalize. I t should be observed
that the decision of the Comptroller General in the case of nanappropriated fund employment was reached despite the fact that
Federal funds were involved. I t wag emphasized in that decision
that it was the nature of the position held, not the source of the
funds with which he was compensated, that was critical in the
resolution of the question whether an office was involved. However,
several prior decisions had heid that although a position embraced
ideas of tenure, duration etc., it was not an office within the
meaning of the 1894 Act, because the compensation was not paid
from Federal funds identifiable a s such.10gAre the cited decisions
now to be re-examined and a contrary reauit reached in each case?
I t is submitted that the decision in the nonappropriated fund case
can be reconciled with that reached in the cited decisions rather
simply by stating three propositions:
Premise: The 1894 Act prohibits the holding of two Federal
offices.
Conclusion (1) : If the position does not constitute an ofice,
then the source of the funds is immaterial
(this is the nonappropriated fund case),
(2)
:
If the position constitutes an office, it is not
Conclusion
a Federal office unless the compensation is in
the form of Federal funds identiflable as
such (the cited cases)
C. W h a t are the consequences?
One of two consequences must result; either the second appointment is a nullity, or the second appointment is valid and the first
office vacated. It will be recalled that under the common law as
it has survived in this country, no person was permitted to hold
two incompatible public offices. I t was well established that the
acceptance of an office by one who already heid another office
which was incompatible with the second, ipso facto vacated the
'*

A.E.R. i6 "at an agency of the Government. 26 Comp. Gen. 192 (1946).
JAGA 1955i4103, 21 Apr 1855, 5 Dig. Opa., Ret, 5 81.1.
8 Camp. Dee. 443 (1902).
27 Comp. Gen. 12 (1947) ; 26 Comp. Gen. 205 (1846); 25 Comp.
Gen. 868 (1848); 20 Comp. Gen. 178 (1840); 14 Comp. Gen. 916
(1931). See ulso JAGA 1955/10227, 22 Dec 1861, 6 Dig. Ope,. Ret.,
5 71.1 In ail the cited c m e s the empioyment WBI with either P atste

the United Nations in an activity subsidized by Federal fundi. The
fundi were considered to have loat their identity as Federal upon
receipt by the atate or the U.N.

07
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first office without any other act or proceeding.1o' As m e 1894
Act may be considered a statutory expression of incompatibility,
with provisions for exceptions, it would seem to fallow that the
common law rule of vacation of the first office will follow as a
consequence in all cases. When applied to retired military personnel such a consequence is indeed a drastic one and, not unnaturally, it is to be avoided if a t a11 possible. Thus there have
developed two lines of decisions by the Comptroller General. One
holds that the purported appointment to a second office is a
nullity; that the individual remains in a de jure status in the
first office and acts merely de iacto in the second: and that he is
entitled to na compensation f a r services performed in the s e c ~ n d . ' ~ '
The second line of decisions holds that the second appointment is
valid'"6 and that its acceptance operates to vacate the first
This derree af fiexibility, although difficult to sustain on legal
grounds. a s a practical matter gives the Comptroller General
broad descretion in passing upon the disposition to be made of a
claim for money by a person who has occupied two Federal officea t the same time,'O. Perhaps his inclination to treat the appointment af a retired member of the military to a civil office in the
Government BS a nullity is prompted by a reluctance to interfere
ivith matters pertaining to the status of military personnel. commissioned officers especially. Historically, commissioned officers
of the Armed Forces have occupied a status to which the ciril
common lam wm not always applicable. Thus, in the absence of
Bowler. Camp. Dee. 61 (1893).
36 Comp. Gen. E03, 804 (1857) (void "ab zmitio") ; 24 Comp. Gen.
52 (1944) ; 21 camp.
IIZY (18421 ; 20 camp. en. 288 (1840);
14 Camp. Gen. 179 (19341 : 10 Camp. Gen. 85 (1930)i 26 Comp. Dac.
49 (1919); 3 Bul. JAG 136. Sae aim 2 Bul. J A G 378. All theae
decisions involved the holding of B cidian.typo position in the Federal
Government by retired military personnel. Though an individual i s
held not entitled t o compensation far his ~ e i ~ i e eunder
s
B second
office, he mag yet receive reimbursement for personal expenses incurred such ns travelins e i ( ~ m s e 6 and the like 26 corn^. Gen. 15
(18461'; 15 camp
G ~ " .828(1~36).
.m McMath V. U.S.51 Ct. Cl. 366, 361 (1916).
xo 32 Comp. Gen. 448 (1963); 18 Comp. Gm. 761 i1940); 1 Comp. Gen.
65 (1921): 24 Comp. Dee. 604 (1918): 23 Camp. Dec. 287 (1916).
See d s o 1 3x1. JAG 152. In two af the cited cases the fseta involved
Federal officers who entered the military aerdiess e8 commissioned
officera in time of WBI. Certainly publie policy would not have muntenaneed a. iesult other than that which the Comptroller of the Treasury
chase ta reach
,'- One deeiiion, now diaeredited, permitted the officer t o sisct whleh of
the two positions he would hold 11 Comp. DK 236 (1804)
'W
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more specific language in the 1894 Act, the accounting officers
of the Government, concerned primsrily with accounting for
expenditure of public funds, may quite naturally doubt whether
they have the authority summarily to decide that an officer of the
armed forces is divested of his commission and reduced to the
status of a private
They need not go that f a r in order
to account for public funds. Whether the courts would recognize
the validity of the alternatives the Comptroller General has chosen
to apply is uncertain. Prompted by Considerations of public policy,
the courts may well treat the prohibition contained in the 1894
Act as a directive to Government officials having the authority to
appoint individuals to office, and not as a sanction to be applied
against persons who hold two offices. If so construed, the appointment to a second office would be a nullity, and the individual's
status as a retired member of the military would remain intaetlna
--B desirable result.
This concludes a discussion of the dual officestatutes of general
application. A few illustrative problems involving the application
of the act are presented, in question and answer form, on the
following pages. There are a few additional statutes which prohibit some military personnel from holding certain specified positions in the Federal Government. As these statutes are of specific
and infrequent application, they require no discussion. They are
simply listed and cited for reference purposes a t Appendix 111,
hereto.
d. Problems illustrating the I 8 9 4 Act
Q-A
regular warrant officer retired for length of service
($2,400 per annum) is offered full-time employment with the
Government as a warehouseman, GS-2 ($2,450 per annum), Is
there B legal objection to his accepting the employment?
A-No. Although two offices are involved, neither his retired
pay nor the compensation attached to the civil position amounts
to $2,600. The act is not concerned with combined compensation
(39 Op. Att'y Gen. 191 (1938)). Presumably there is no incompatibility.
For example, the Cornplroiler General once indicated that "mtters
reapeeting retired status primarily are for determination by the DBpartment of the Amy?' 28 Comp, Go". 203, 205 (1848).
- ' Far an Opinion to the contraly. s e i SPJG 210.715, 31 Xsr 1942, t i l e d
et 1 Bul. JAG 16% 154

'*I
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&-May a warrant officer of the Regular Army. retired for
length of service, who is in receipt of retired pay in excess of
$2,EOO, accept an appointment as a geographer in the L'nited
States Census Office? The appointment is to be made by the
Director of the Census pursuant to express statutory authority
given him to employ a geographer. The annual compensation of
the civiiian job is $2,200, but the warrant officer involved is
willing to x.aive that compensation if necessary.
A-No. A retired Regular warrant officer holds an office under
the Act. As his retired pay amounts to $2,600, and he is not re.
tired for physical disability, he is not excepted from the applicntion of the Act. The job of geographer amounts to an office within
the meaning of the 1894 Act. Therefore, he is precluded from
accepting the appointment, it being immaterial that he is willing
to waive the civil pay. The Act prohibits acceptance of the office.
not merely receipt of the compensation (8 Camp. Dee. 87 (1901)).
Q-Xay a retired Regular Arms commissioned officer accept
an appointment as Commissioner of Roads, Bexar County, Texas
(annual salary, $7.000), without incurring the Consequences of
the Act?
A-Yes, The Act is inapplicable where the ciril oilice is not
under the United Statea Government (14 Comp. Gen. 916 (19S5) ;
bee also JAGA 1952/8902, 24 No" 1962, 2 Dig. Ops., Ret I 81.1:
id., 195311643, 6 Feb 1953, 3 Dig. Ops., Re8 F., 5 101.1.) Title
10, United States Code, Subsection 3544(b) would also be inapplicable, since the officer is not on the active list.
Q-The Stt0rne)- General desires to employ "temporarily" a
commissioned officer of the Marine Carps (USMC), retired for
length of service, as a special assistant in connection with certain
military procurement investigations. He is to be employed f o r one
year and is to be paid $8.500. An oath is involved. Nay the officer
accept the employment? If not, would the fact that he is willing
to relinquish his retired pay make any difference?
A-As a special assistant, he would perform official duties nnd
render service to the United States under B commission from the
Attorney General and under an oath of office. A proposed sppointrnent for one year for the purposes indicated would establish
duration 8 8 one of the incidents of the appointment, An office is
therefore involved which the act precludes his holding (1 Comp
Gen. 219 (1921)). I t is immaterial that he is willing to waive hii
retired pay, far notwithstanding his willingness, such pay ma?
not legally be relinquished (14 Comp. Gen. 289 (1934))
44
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Q-A Navy Commander, retired far physical disability, wad
subsequently ordered to active duty with his consent. While on
active duty, he accepted a civil service appointment with the Department of Commerce as an inspector of hulls at an annual
compensation in excess of $2,600 per annum. Does the fact that
he had been retired for physical disability except him from the
consequences of the act?
A-No. The exception in favor of officers retired for physical
disability applies only t o cases of officers who are holding civil
offices in the Government service while on inactive duty. In any
event, service a s a hull inspector f a r the Commerce Department
is incompatible with active duty as an officer of the Navy. Accordingly, he is entitled to no compensation for his services with
the Commerce Department. His appointment was a nullity ( 6
Comp. Gen. 6 4 8 (1926) )
&-The Clerk of a Federal District Court held a commission
a s Major in a local Marine Corps Reserve Unit. He and his unit
were ordered to active duty during the Korean emergency. What
effect did this action have on his clerkship?
A-He cannot be considered a s holding the officeof clerk after
the date he entered active military service, a t least so f a r as
entitlement to compensation is concerned (25 Comp. Dec. 287
(1910) ; 24 Comp. Dee. 6 0 4 (1918) ; 1 Comp. Gen. 65 (1921))

.

11. DUAL EMPLOYMEXT PROHIBITIONS

A. Statutorg Prohibitions
Titie 10, United States Code, Subsection 3 6 4 4 ( a ) (Supp. I V )
provides :
“(a) No commissioned officer of the Regular Army may be(1) employed on civil n-orks or internal improvements;
(2) allowed to be employed by an incorporated campany; or
(S) employed as acting paymaster or disbursing agent
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs;
if that employment requires him to be separated from his organization or branch, or interferes with the performance of his
militsry
j

” Any identied statute is applicable t o eamrnisdoned vffieers a i the
Regular Air Force, but not t o Par.y, Marine and Cosat Guard offieera.
10 U.S.C. 8644(a) ISUPP. IV).

*oo LMdB
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This subsection is a codificetion of former Section 1224 of the
Revised Statutes. An analysis of its provisions can be developed
by asking and answering the same three questions utilized in connection with a discussion of the Constitutional prohibitions, Sub.
section 3544(b) and the 1894 Act, supra.
a To whom applienblu?
The statement "No commissioned officer of the Regular A m y "
makes it clear that commissioned officers of the other services,
warrant officers and enlisted men, in general. and Reserve officers,
in particular, are not aubject to its proriaions."' Obviously, it has
r.0 application to retired personnel far they hare no organization
from which to be separated and no military duties with which to
be interfered."* Consequently, subparagraph (a) is clearly applicable only to Regular Army commissioned officers on the active
list.

b. What 1s prohibited?
Subsection 3544 (a) prohibits three types of employment, if
such employment results either in separating the officer from his
organization or in interfering with his military duties. Conrerselr.
if the officer is not to be separated from his organization and it
will not interfere with his military duties, the mentioned employments are not prohibited.'L3 In the usual situation, a n s such employment of an officer would interfere with his militerg duties,
The foregoing stateand far that reason d o n e is
ment assumes, of cou2-se,that the officer then has military duties
with which there wlil be interference. If he does not h a r e such
duties, as, for example, when he is on authorieed leave, the employment would not be pr~hibited."~He may not be placed on
leave solely for the purpose of accepting the employment, however, for that ivould rnsult in an unwarranted evasion of the
statutory
Similarli- he may not be detailed, pursuant
to military orders. to duty on civil works or internal improve-

__

Note that foimei S r i r m 1224 of the Revised Statutes was warded
''no o&er of the A r m y " 10 U.S.C. 495 (1952). Accordingly, it
appears that o ~ i n m n i construing Section 122g TO be wplicable to
nent. See, for example. J A G 013.2.
1917.40, supp. I, 1941. P. 7
ion and interference, must be oyer.
be considered 8 1 k i n g without the
statutory prohibition
JAG 1912.40, P. 122.
25 Comp. Gen. 3i7 (13451, Dig. Op, JAG 1812-40, p. 115.
30 Op. Itt'y Gcn 151 I19131 : Dig. Op. J A G 191240. PP. 116, 122,
Ses Dig. Op.

123.
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menta etc., unless, and this is important, there is a shouzng of a
clear military duty connected with the e/nployment."' While
under such detail, the officer must remain under the control of
the Department of the Army..'1b Regardless of the fact that an
employment (use) will result in an officer being separated from
his organization, he may be detailed to such duty i f : (1) it i s
not one of the three types prohibited by Subsection 3 5 4 4 ( a ) ,
and is a proper military function:"* or (2) it is expressly
authorized by statute.lZn
c. Ti'hat a r e the conscqirenees?
The statute makes no provision for the imposition of a S P ~ C tion upon an officer who accepts employment in violation of its
language. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to conclude that
Congress did not intend that such a drastic consequence as vacation of his commiasion would result from a Regular Army commissioned officer's acceptance of employment prohibited by the
act. There is no basis to reach a contrary result by implication,
for as previously mentioned, the common law rule of incampatibility as it survived in this country required B vacation only
where two offices were involved. The type of employment in.
tended to be prohibited by Subsection 3644(a) falls short of
equating to an offi~e.'~'
B. Common Lmo Prohibitions
Since an enlisted man in all probability does not hold B true
"office" in the Federal Government, a r e there no restrictions on

"'

The following details m ~ held
e
military in character, and thus not
prohibited by statute: To make a survey for the purpose of enlsrging B military reservation (Dig. Op. JAG 1812-40, P, 116); as advisor
to an Internstianal Boundary Commission (dd., p. 814); as liaison
ruith the Poet Office Department in connection with the development
of A i r ;Mail service (id., p. 122). Sea (1180 16 Ops. Att'y Gm. 488
(1880). Cf. Dig. OP. JAG 1912-40, pp. 115, 116. Prohibited was a
propwed detail to the Department of Agriculture for the purpose of
helping conduct a scientific experiment. Dig. Op. JAG 1812-40. p.
7.70

'I'

'=

Ir

Dig. Op. J A G 1812-40, p. 122, JAGA 1955~4811,10 May 1955,
Including duty as an instructor in m a r k m a n s h i p s t B Boy S m u t
encampment. J A G A 196615638,10 Jul 1956.
10 U.S.C. 713 (SUPP. IY) avthoriees membeis of the Armed Forces
to be asngned for detail to duty r i t h the State D e p s m e n t 88 in.
weetors of buildings awned 01 oecupied abrosd bg the United States:
BB inspectors 01 ~uperviaora of buildings vnder canatruetion or repair
abrosd by or for the United States; end 8 8 couiiers. As to dual
compenaation, ~ e epar, 1, App. IV, i n f m
Cf. 10 U . S C . 3544(bi iSupp IV)

.A00 11688
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the dual public employment of eniisted men? The accaonting
officers of the Government have ruled that it is incompatible
with his status as a soldier for an enlisted man on actire duty
to be emuloyed concurrently by the Government in B civilian
capacity.1p2 By incompatibiiity is meant something akin to the
common law rule prohibiting the holding of incompatible offices.
Rather than advance the proposition that he hold8 an ofice, the
Comptroller General has decided that it is the status of the soldier
which limits hie pay and emoluments to that of his grade and
length of service as an enlisted man, ond nothing move.'z8 Thua.
the Comptroller General has denied payment to enlisted men far
services performed as a laborer on a Federal project during duty
hours, even though the employment was with the permission of
the immediate commanding officer and was of benefit t o the
Government,lZ+for services as an observer for the Weather
Bureau under circumstances not amounting to interference with
his military duties,12band f a r services as an emergency forest
fire-fighter while on furlough.'?R Why? Because such employment wnas incompatible with his Status as B d d i e r . This answer
does no more than prompt a further question; namely, how can
t h a t be said to be true in the absence of a statute prohibiting
such employment? The reply of the Comptroller General is that
there ia no statute specifically atithodzing paustent to him for
ser\,ices performed in a civilian capacity.127 Remaining unsatisfied, the question may then be asked how is it reasoned t h a t such
employment is incompatible when performed off-duty, while on
filrlough and the like. The answer given, citing United Stntrs
v. B a d e a i ~ , ~is:
~'
"If it is incompatible and against the general policy of the
law for a retired officer, who is only subject to the rules and
articles of war and certain limited other incidents of military
service, to hold a civii office in a foreign country, obviousiy.
any appointment in the civil branch of the Government would
be incompatible x i t h service on the active list of the Arm?The fact that during hours of relaxation o r relief from the
actual performance of duties the indiridual has time to devote

.""3 Camp

Gen. 40 (18231, 24 Camp. DK. 209 (1917).
18 Como. Gen. 21% (103Si. e l t r n ~16 Ops. Itt'y Gen. 382 (18771
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to his personal affairs and that normally such time is available
for the performance of other duties is not the test. Compatibility is determined by the individual's freedom to perform
both services, the one without interference from the other. The
superior-the controlling-obligation to render military service
thus makes impossible the acceptance without qualification of
another obligation to the Government to render service in a
civilian capacity a t the same time. . .
As the Comptroller General usually has the last ward in enlisted men's cases, it has not, thus far, been possible to point
aut to him that the Badeau case is inapplicabie today because(1) Enlisted men engaged in emergency firafighting and
other temporary work receive no appointment in a
civil branch of the government; and
( 2 ) The status of a Regular Army officer is hardly comparable to that of an enlisted man.
The foregoing discussion may serve to raise the specter in
some minds that the enlisted man on active duty is being discriminated against. The suggestion that they are being discriminated against by the decisions of the Comptroller General
is derived from the fact that the Act of 1894 does not prohibit
officers on active duty from accepting and being compensated
for part-time or intermittent employment with the Government
in B civil capacity and does not in any event apply when neither
the officer's military compensation nor his civil compensation
amounts to $2,600. The validity of this argument is premised,
however, upon an assumption that if the civil employment is
without the application of the 1894 A i , the officer may accept
it and be compensated therefor. The assumption is fallacious and
the argument invalid. I t is equally incompatible with his status
for an officer on active duty to accept 5ny civil employment under
the Federal Government, unless expressly authorized by law so
to do.18oHe certainly may not be compensated for such employment, if performed without statutory authority, because such
is specifically prohibited by Section 1763, Revised Statutes, 88
amended.lB' Little used, little understood, and little realized,
Section 1765 is a statutory expression of ineampatibility designed to provide a legal basis for denying co,mpensation for Federal civil employment to any member of the military on active

1-

Irn

18 Camp. Gen. 213, 218 (1838).
camp. G ~ " .311 (1961).
5 U.S.C. 68 (1962).
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duty whose pay amounts to $2,000 per year. All officers and
most enlisted men receive $2,000 or more per year. With respect
to the few enlisted men whose annual military pay amounts to
less than 52,000 per year, there is no statute which prohibits
them from performing, and receiving compensation therefor,
civilian employment under the Federal Government unrelated t o
their military duties. Only the doctrine of incompatibility exists
as a legal impediment-incompatibilit? as a mattar of
not a s a matter of fact-for
reasonable people will have difficulty in perceiving incompatibility in the actions of a soldier
on furlough accepting temporary employment with a Gavernrnent agency at Some useful and necessary task. Be that as It
may, the accounting officers of the Government stand flrm and
refuse to allow him to be compensated from appropriated funds.
The result Is all the more illogical ta most persons who simply
find no incompatibility a t all in the off-duty employment with
pay, af enlisted personnel by nonappropriated fund activities
(Federal instrumentalities). Indeed, such a practice is, with
limitationa, expressly authorized by sewice regulations.'gJ Although such employment and Compensation are not in contravention of Section 1 1 € ~ 3 , 'it~ ~is a second employment under the
Federal Government so as to invoke concepts of Incompatibility.
As a practical matter, nonappropriated fund vouchers and expenditures are not subjected to the scrutiny of the Comptroller
General. Hence, there is no occasion for payments to enlisted
personnel to be questioned. Although illogical, that is precisely
the situation today.
111. DUAL COMPENSATIOX RESTRICTIONS
Thus f a r we have examined the law to determine in what instances a member of the Armed Forces, active or retired, regular
or reserve, is precluded from holding concurrently a civil office
under the Federal Government. I n some Instances we have seen
that the dual holding is specifically prohibited by statute; in
othera we have seen that although no statute is pertinent, the
dual holding is prohibited under the common law doctrine of
>''

Regardless of the insignificance of the oombined MmpmsPtlon, an
enlistad man on active duty may not draw both active duB p s i and
pay a8 civilian employee. 22 Comp. Dee. 209 (1816).
Sea, for example, PBI. 6e. A R 280-6, 18 Jul 1956, B B changed.
I" Sec.
1165 is, by its terms, B restrietion upon the expenditure of
oppvopriatsd funds

j"
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incompatibility. Then too, despite the applicability of a dual
office statute of general application and/or the common law doctrine, P particular dual holding may not be illegal by virtue of
specific permissive legislation. We are concerned here with a
situation in which the holding of two offices or positions under
the Federal Government is not illegal, either because the facts
and circumstances of the situation are without the application
of any statutnry or common law prohibition, or because the situation is specifically provided for and authorized by special legislation. In this situation, may the incumbent of the two positions
draw the Federal pay of both positions? A fraction of both?
Only that of the larger? The answers to these questions direct
us to a consideration of certain statutes of general application,
which are customarily identified a s dual compensation statutes.
T o reiterate, they do not authorize or prohibit the holding of
dual offices or positions. They merely affect the amount of compensation an individual may receive from two sources under the
Federal Government.‘*6

A. Economy Act
The dual compensation statute of most frequent application is
Section 212 of the so-called Economy Act,’B6 which, as recently
amended, provides:
“(a) After June 30, 1932, no person holding a civilian office
or position, appointive or elective, under the United States Government or the municipal government of the District of Columbia or under any corporation, the majority of the stock of
which is owned by the United States, shall be entitled, during
the period of such incumbency, to retired pay from the United
States for or on account of services a s a commissioned omcer in the Army of the United States, Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Public
Health Service, at a rate in excess of an amount which when
combined with the annual rate of compensation from such
civilian office or position, makes the total rate from both sources
more than $10,000: and when the retired pay amounts to or
exceeds the rate of $10,000 per annum such person shall be
entitled to the psy of the civilian office or position or the
retired pay, whichever he may elect. As used in this section,
the term ‘retired pay’ shall be construed to include credits
28 Comp. Gen. 203 (1849)
41 Stat. 406.
*GO llMS
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for all service that lawfully mas enter into the computation
thereof.
"(b) This section shall not apply to any person whose retired pay, plus civilian pay, amounts to less than $10,000:
Provided, That this section shall not apply to any regular
or emergency commissioned officer retired for disability (1)
incurred in combat with an enemy of the United States, or
(2) caused by an instrumentality of war and incurred in line
of duty during an enlistment or employment as provided in
Veterans Regulation Numbered 1( a ) , part I, paragraph
1,"'3'

1. To whom applicable?
Generally. the Act is applicable t o one who is in receipt of
retired pay for or on account of service as a commissioned officer
in the Armed Forces and who. at the same time, holds a civil
officeor position under the United States, the District of Columbia
or a Federal corporation. The foregoing statement presents two
possible ambiguities: (1) Who in the military is in receipt of
retired pay for or on account of services as a commissioned
officer; and ( 2 ) what is a civilian office 01' position within the
meaning of this act? Both ambiguities, if they are such. must
be resolved, for they embrace the key criteria of the act. Unless
both criteria a r e found to be present, the act is inapplicable, regardless of the stated monetary limitation and of the complexities
involved in establishing how B disability was incurred.
RetiTed pa^ for or o n account of services as a commissioned
obcer. If a commissioned officer is retired a8 such, this criterion
is met without regard to the particular statute pursuant to which
he served on active duty or was retired from active service.18q
I n all other cases the meeting of this criterion is dependent
upon the particular statute under which the individual has been
retired and, in Some cases, upon the particular statute under
which his retired pay is computed. Generallg, it may be said,

'I
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6 U.S.C.6%. (Sapp. I V ) .
24 Comp. Gen. 107 (1844). An officer on the Temporary Disability
Retired List is in reOeiDt of "retired .BY" within the meanin. of
the Act. Op, JAGN 1QSi'17, 11 I u l 1851, 1 Dig. Ops, Ret.. 5 71.1,
Navy nurses retired prior to 1s Apr 1947, the date of the A m y and
Saw N u m s Act, 61 Stat. 4, %re in a unique statnil however. When
they -me on active duty they held relative rank only. Aecordingly,
they do not now reeewe retired pay for o r on account of 8 e w i e e ~as
commissioned officers within the purview af the Act. 28 Comp. Gen.
80 (1948); 8 Bul. J.AG 162.
*GO 1118
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however, that any enlisted person or warrant officer, persons
~ ~ is:
to whom the act would ordinarily not be a p ~ l i c a b l e , 'who
( a ) retired in a commissioned grade,"o or
(b) retired in an enlisted o r warrant grade but subsequently
advanced on the retired list to a commissioned grade which
he had held satisfactorily while on active duty,"'
is to be considered in receipt of retired p a Y "for or on account
of services a s a commissioned officer."
A civilian ofice 07' positton. The words "civilian office ov position, appointive or elective" (emphasis supplied), are much
broader in scope than the words ''no person who holds an office,"
If retired as such, even though commissioned ~ e r d c eis used in mm.
puting years of service for longevity purposes. 25 Comp. Gen. 121
(18461; 3 Bul. JAG 137; JAGA 1965l7838, 2 1 Sep 1856.
'- 25 Comp. Den. 612 (1946) : JAGA 19526453, 28 Aug 1952, 2 Dig.
Ope., Ret., 5 71.1.
Hayes V. U.S., 88 Ct. Ci. 308 (19391 i 21 Comp. Gem 72 (1941) ; 8
Bul. JAG 110; JAGA 1952'6458, 28 AUg 1052, mpm note 140. Unless
af eourie. the act pursuant t o which the appointment was effected
p r o v i d d that hia permanent enlisted or warant Statu8 and the rights
and beneRti thereof were not to be prejudiced by a~oeptance of the
appointment. E.g,, IO C.S.C. 5598 (Supp. IVI ; 36 Comp. Gen. 503
'I"

(1957).

In the ease af an enlisted man or warrant officer who is advanced
on the retired iiat to B cammisaioned grade, all retired pay (not
merely the Bmount by which the retired pay wan increased BP B
reault of the sdvancement in grade) thrrsattsr received ie conaidered
ta be "for or on acwunt of services 88 a commissioned officer." 28
Camp. Gin. 727 (1949). A now auperaeded statute required a contrary
eonelusion with respect t o enlisted personnel with World War I service.
2 1 Comp. Gen. 72 (1941); 12 Comp. Gen. 36, 46 (19821. The inequity
which results from thia deeiaion raises a subatantid doubt whether
it would withatmd judicial appraiasl. If the retired pemon's retire.
ment pay eaupied with the pay from hle civilian afeee tatsled more
than $10,000 prior to his promotion, his appointment to B commissioned
grade would thereby work B forfeiture of retired pay to which he WBB
previously entitled. HOWBV~I.,
the Comptroller General haa ruled that
where an enlistad man or warrant officer, retired 86 such, h a accepted B
civilian office or position under the Federal Government and 1ub8e.
pYantiy is advanced on the retired List t o a oommirsianed F a d e , with
entitlement to increased compensation retroactive to tha initial re.
tiwment date. only the amount by which his retired pay was inweaead
ir eonaidered to be "for or on aoeount of bervi~es88 P eommieaioned
0&1.,I'
in Po far as the pay rrtraaotirdy awarded is concerned. 26
Comp. G m . 711 (1947). There must be hiatus between his enlisted
retired status and his commissioned retired statue, however. JAGA
195216458, 28 Aug 1952, 2 Dig. OPS., Ret., 0 71.1.
AGO LlllB
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2s used in the amended 1894 s t a t ~ t e . "The
~ word "position" is
a key word, f a r it operates to make the act applicable to eompensation recei\.ed by persons who are but temporarily employed
by the Government1" and who might not, strictly speaking, be
regarded a s civilian employees of the Government, a term usually
connoting some degree of tenure."* Rightly or wrongly, fenjobs are held not to be positions within the meaning af the
Economy Act."B An analysis of the few instances in which such
a result has been reached indicates that, first of all, the job
must call f o r the performance of services at infrequent intervals:
secondly, the compensation therefor must be payable on a fee.
Le., a lump Bum payment f a r and upon completion of the project
ior which employed, as distinguished from a time basis; and,
thirdly, the services to be performed must not be such as m e
imposed upon the employer-agency by Federal
If all three
criteria are met, Section 212 is inapplicable and the member maldraw his retired pay and his civil fee xvithaut regard ta the
monetary limitation of the act.
L : n d e ~the United States Government, 0 1 the municipal govei.nment of the District of Columbia 01. under any corporation the
majoritu of the stock of which is owned bu the United States.
Unless the office or position is under one of these three entities,
the act is inapplicable. Usually no problem is presented, for the
status of the employer is self-evident. There are, however, a
few troublesome areas. One such area is the situation where the
retired member is employed by a state or private agency on work

ld

19 Comp. Gen. 381 (1939).

'* Ibid.

"

''

I

24 Comp. Gen. 7 7 1 (1945).
E.8.. although employment of retired iommidoned officers by nonappropriated fund setwities does not amount to an "office" under
the 1894 Dual Oflce Act, it does amount to a "position , . . under
the United States" within the application of the Eeonomg Act. 28
Comp. Gen. 122 (1946); 24 Comp. Gen. 771 (1945); JAGA 1953/7480.
11 Sep 1953, 3 Dig. Ops., Ret., 5 71.1; 2 Bul. JAG 373. Similarly.
persons employed by contract ta perform duties imposed by law upan
an agency and who are subject to direct control and avpsrviaion of
adminiatrative officials *re employees holding paaitians under the United
States Government rithin the contemplation of the E~onomy Act.
26 Comp. Gen. 720 (1847).
The typical example of this Bituation 16 the on-call consvltant who
receireg a fee fer his advice on the infrequent and iwegular occasions
~ engaged. Sea 28 Comp. Gen. 331 (1948) ; 28
when his ~ o r v i c oare
Comp. Gen. 720 (1947); 26 Comp. Gen. 501 (1947); JAGA 1965i3691,
13 Apr 1955.

*no
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subsidized with Federal funds. Until recently it seemed well
settled that by utilizing the "source of funds" test, a conclusion
that a Federal position was not involved would be reached if
payment was made bt! the state or private a g e n c ~ . " ~In other
words, if Federal funds were not identiflable as such, then a
Federal position was not involved. Such is no longer the view
of the Comptroller General, however. Although granting that
"source of funds" remains the test for the purposes of the Dual
OWce Act of 1894, and Section 1763 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended, that officer now takes the position that, for the
purposes of Section 212 of the Economy Act, the source of funds
test alone is insufficient. If the individual is actually engaged in
the performance of Federal functions authorized by Federal
statutes, and under the supervision of Federal officiala, he holds
a position under the Federal Government. This is so even though
the individual : (1) is not hired or fired by the Federal Government: (2) the Federal funds granted to support the work have
been receipted for by the participating state or local agency; and
(3) the agency pays the individ~al."~Aside from the correctness
of this decision from a legal standpoint, a matter with respect
to which reasonable minds may difler, it is suggested that the
result reached is unnecessary, harsh, and unwise. The decision
operates to interfere with the disposition a state may make of
funds granted t o it, funds granted without a condition that they
not be expended to compensate retired commissioned officers
whose services might be engaged. It operates to deny society,
except in the case of a dedicated public servant, the useful services
of highly skilled and experienced military men. It operates to
apply a sanction against the retired officer who desires to put
his later years to a useful and constructive purpose in the fields
he knows best. Last, but certainly not least, it operates to invite the unwelcome rebuke that here the Government has, by
withholding the salary into the Treasury, obtained a gratuity.
Federsi funds receipted far lose their identity as such. 25 Comp. Gen.
333 (1948); 14 Comp. Gen. 918 (1936): JAGA 1956110227. 22 DBC
1965.

'*

36 Domp. Gen. 84 (1968). The civilian 9*181y will not be returned
to the itete or Iocd employer, however. I t will be regarded PI received
for the aeeount of the United States and ewered into the Treasury.

*BO l l M S
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One ivould rather doubt that the Congress intended a m h a
res"lt.'60
The term "any coporation," in referring to those corparations in which the United States owns the majority of the stock.
contemplates corporations which properly may be regarded as
instrumentalities of the United States.'s'
There is one further group of persons to whom the act is
normlll, applicable, and that is those who are authorized to hold
dual offices or dual positions under the authority of one of the
statutes listed in Appendix 11, infra. I t must be understood
that the mere fact that a special statute permits one to hold two
Positions does not, of itself, without more, mean that the incumbent may receive the compensation of both a t a rate which
exceeds $10,000 per annum. Only the most clear and unequivocal
language in the statute will justify a conclusion that the ineumbent may receive dual compensation, without limitation, 8 s well
as hold dual positions.1'2
Subsection (b) of Section 212 excepts from the application of
Subsection (a) persons whose retired pay, plus civilian pay.
"amounts to less than $10,000"1~5snd commissioned officers who
have been retired f o r : (1) a combat incurred disability or ( 2 )
a disability caused by an instrumentality of war, if the individual
was in line of duty at the time, and the incident took place during a period administratively classified 8 8 wartime under the
-~
.' Although not expressly overruled, I t wovid seem t h a t the decision
~n 25 Comp. Gen. 912 (1946) to the effect t h a t Seetien 212 was inapplicable t o a salary pald B retired officer by the Terntory of Hawaii
becsvse terntorisi, not Federal, funds w e ~ einvolved ia now t o be
regarded with some uneertsinty. 36 Camp. Gen. 84 (1966) did exp r ~ s s l y overrule 14 Comp. Gen. 916 (1935) and 25 Comp. Oen. 868
(1946), supa, however. Sac also Op. CCCG 1961-3, 3 Dec 1951,
3 Dig. Ope, Ret., p 71.23, wherein the opinion was expremed t h a t n
retired Coast Guard omeer might accept e m p l o p e n t as B marine
engineer on board a vessel operated by R prirato ateamship company,
but under a general agsney agreement with the Nationd Shipping
Authority, without his combinEd salary being subject to the pmvisiona
ai the Economy Act. However, this Opinion relied upon 24 Comp. Den.
344 (1944). B deeiiian based upon B statute no longer on the bookr.
I t does not embrace wholly private corporations seized by the Go".
ernment under the Trading With the Enemy Act. 32 Comp. Go".
98 (1952).Cmtro, JAG* 1851/5653,25 Sep 1951.
31 Comp. Gsn. 160 (1951); 27 Camp. Gen. 439, (1948).Sse also 29 Stat.
235 (1896),8s amended, 5 U.S.C. 63 (1952).
The ommisaian of the word ''Pate" from Subseetion 212(b) was inadvertent. 12 Camp. Gen. 256, 267 (1932).
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regulations of the Veterans Administration. If an individuai falls
within either of the latter two exceptions, he is entitled to receive compensation from the two sources within the Federal
Government without regard to the $10,000 limitation.'fi4
Disability incurred in combat with an enemy of the Uaited
States. I f it can be shown that a t the time of the injury or
diseaselJJ which resulted in a d i s a b i l i t ~ ' (a)
~ ~ the individual was
engaged in combat with the enemy,'r7 and (b) there ws.9 sufficient casual relation between the combat and the i n j u r ~ or
disease,1J8then the individual is disabled within the meaning of
the first exception to the act. But when is he in combst with
the enemy? Numerous cases involving the entitlement of officers retired for diaability incurred as a direct result of brutality
or maltreatment in a prisoner of war status to exemption from
the application of the Economy Act have been decided solely upon
a determination that the individual was not engaged in combat
with the enemy a t the time the injury or disease which gave rise
to the disability was incurred.'sQ Undoubtedly, such a result is
hardly a popular one. I t is not the purpose of this study, h o w
Assuming the inapplicability of dual office statutes.
I t is the time when the injury or disease was incurred, not the time
when the injury became a diaability, t h a t is controlling. JAGA
185214380, 13 May 1952, 2 Digs. Opr. Ret., 8 71.3 Cf. JAGA
195611029, 6 Jan 1956, 4 Dig. OPS., Ret., 8 71.3. Disability is net
limited to t h a t resulting from injuries. E.g., disabilities resulting from
frost bite (6 Bul. JAG 64) and payehoneurotio diiordern (JAGA
186511501, 3 Feb 1866) may be eonridered combat incurred eo ab
t o come within the exception.
.* Determination of the question whether a disability w88 caused by
B certain injury or disease primarily invalves medical judgment rather
than legal opinion.
"' The "incurred i n eambat" exemption ia not dependant upon the offioe1.k injuries having been incurred during a particular period af time.
MS.Camp. Gen. B-120888, 4 May 1965; id., 5 1 2 1 7 7 , 4 May 1956;
JAGA 1@54/9613, 3 Dec 1954. The contrary is true with respect t o
the "instrumentality of war'' exemption, infra, however.
'-The Judge Advocate General of the Army haa stated t h a t medical
authorities are competent to express an authoritative opinion on the
4UBStion whether a disability was incurred in combat with an enemy.
JAGA i 9 6 4 / m a . 1 APT 1964, 4 Dig. ops.,Ret., 8 71.3; id., i ~ m / 6 4 5 8 ,
28 AW 1862, 2 Dig. OPS., Ret., 8 71.3; id., 185116460, 6 Sep 1961.
However, these opinions are westionable in so f a r 81 they hold purely
medical testimony competent t o prove t h a t B diaability was incurred
in sombot with an memu.
JAGA 185914390, 13 May 1852; Op. JAGN 1851117, 11 Jul 1951,
1 Dig. Ope., Ret., 8 71.3.
I"
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ever, to ad\.ocate that other factors, other considerations, should
have influenced administrative agencies ta have reached a. contrary result. A constructive note may be sounded, it is believed,
with regard to prisoner of war cases occurring in the future;
that is, subsequent to 17 August 1955. On that date President
Eisenhower promulgated Executive Order No. 10631, which prescribed a "Code of Conduct" for all members of the Armed
The provisions of that Code merit examination in the
light of the question under Consideration; namely, the status as
combatant or noncombatant of B member of the Armed Forces
of the United States while a prisoner of war in the hands of an
enemy. The Code of Conduct provides pertinently:
"I
"I am &n American fighting man. I ~ e r v ein the forces which
guard my country and our way of life. I am prepared to give
my life in their defense.

....
"111

"If I am captured I will continue to resist by all means available. I will make every effort to escape and aid others ta
escape. I will accept neither parole nor special favors from the
enemy."

When read in the light of the e\'ents which prompted its drafting and promulgation, the training and instruction in implementation thereof given members of the Armed Forces, and the intent
of Congress and the President, indeed our country a s a whole,
to instill and reward resistance to their captors, cannot it reasonably and legally be concluded that the Code of Conduct stands
for the proposition that our soldiers retain a status a s combatants
while held by the enemy? If so, then certainly a disease or iniury which disables an officer, and which was incurred while
he was a prisoner of war, should be considered as having been
incurred in combat with the enemy within the purposes and intent of Subsection (b) of Section 212 of the Economy Act; proaided, of course, that the officer so conducted himself while a
prisoner of war as to leave no doubt that he discharged fully
hia duties under the Code of Conduct.'l' If the Code proviaions
are 80 construed, then a result will be reached which will in
~~

jn
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Set forth in the note to 50 U.S.C. 552 (Supp. I V ) .
In an unpublished opinion, The Judge Adrimate Gsnersl ef the A i l
Force has indicated that henceforth he will eoneider such diaabllitier
combat inauwad. Op.JAGAF 83-71.3, 30 Dec. 1955.
AGO 111m
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effect permit "disability incurred in combat with an enemy" to
be construed in all cases as any disability incurred in a combat
area a s a direct or indirect result of enemy action or efforts to
resist the enemy.le2 Although it has been said that the injury
must bear a direct casual relation to combat with an enemy,'Os
it is submitted that, in fact, the decisions reached did not insist
upon a direct casual relation. An indirect causation is sufficient.
The doctrine of casual relation is, of course, useful to dispose of
certain nebulous and spurinoua claims.'e+
Disability cawed by an instrumentality of war, while in llne
of duty. and during a period of service os provided in V e t e m i s
Regulation Numbered l(a), part I , paragraph I . Although an
individual may not have been disabled as a result of combat
with the enemy, he may nonetheless be entitled to claim exemption from the application of the Economy Act if his disability
was (1) caused by an instrumentality of war,lBs (2) he was in
line of duty a t the time, and (3) the time was within a period
provided for in the mentioned Veterans Administration Regulations.
First, what is an instrumentality of war? Weapons, of course.
Proceeding from this obvious answer, opinions of the Judge
Advoeates General of the Armed Forces1Ba disclose that some
rather pacific pieces of machinery have been considered to be
instrumentalities of war for the purposes of entitling an officer
to the benefits of this exception to the Economy Act. For exPrecedent for such a construction may b% found in existing opinions
holding an omeer'a disabiliw ta have been combat inevrred when as
e. m u l t of an injury incurred while w i n g B winch to pull B gun
Out of the mud in B combat zone ( 6 Bul. JAG 11.3). when he fell
d a m a bank on return from B combat patrol (8 Bul. J A G 41.31, when
he jumped into B ditch during an a i r raid (6 Ed. JAG em), when
his jeep driver lost control of the vehicle due ta fright during B
bombing (6 Bui. JAG 4 ) , and when he became deaf as a result of
bombing8 during air raid8 in England (6 Bul. J A G 5 6 ) .

See JAGA 1852/6458, 28 Aug. 1962, 2 Dig. Ops., Ret, 8 71.3.

'* E a . ,

an offieer's elaim that his ulcera w e ~ eincurred in combat with
the enemy. J A G A 195417013,20 Aug 1854.

If the injury mewed prim to 31 Dee 1860, the disability must have
been envned by the szpiosiari ai o n in8,lrumtnlalit# of ma?. 68 Stat.
18 (1964); JdGA 1966/2607,21 Mar 1956.

'* The Comptroller General has deferred to the detcrmin8tion made by
the services in thin matter unless unreasonable, or contrary to the
law or evidence. 34 Comp. Gen. 72, 74 (1954).
*a0 11668
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ample, a line throwing gun,LGT
an engine on a Cost Guard curter,lB8a rock thrown as a result of a dynamite blast,'Bo a rock
thrown by a passing Army truck,"0 and a low flying friendly
airplane."' all have been held t o be instrumentalities of war.
As B practical matter, the m e to which the instrumentality was
being put, and the facts and circumstances of the incident have
a great deal to do with the ultimate determination whether a n
instrumentality of war is involved. For example. a disability
incurred while riding in an Army sedan which was involved in
a common traffic accident,"2 as a result of the accidental discharge
of one's own weapon,lTa or that of another while patronizing a
shooting gallery,"4 all have been held not to have been caused
by an instrumentality of war.'->
If i t is determined that the individual was disabled by an instrumentality of war and that he was in line of duty at the time,""
all that remains to determine is that the incident which gave rise
to the disability occurred during a period of hostility provided
for by the Veterans Administration Regulations. The two hostilities normally pertinent are the World War I1 and the Korean
combat periods. Veterans Regulations number l ( a ) , part I.
paragraph I, which appears in Chapter 12-A, Veterans Regulations, Title 38, United States Code, defines the World War
I1 period as the period between 7 December 1941 and prior
to the termination of hostilities incident to World War I1
as determined by proclamation of the President or by concurrent resolution of Conmesa. Proclamation No. 2714 of the
President, dated 51 December 1946,"r proclaims the cessation of hostilities of World War I1 a s being effective twelve
o'clock noon December 31, 1946. Thus the period 7 December 1941 to noon, 31 December 1946, is the World War

. JAGN

1965,311, 2 Nov 1866, 5 Dig. OPS., Ret., 1 7 1 . 3 .
Op, CCCG 1954'33, 13 SBP 1954, 4 Dig. OPS.,Ret., I 71.3.
6 Bui. JAG 114
T JAGA 1961/2412, 11 Mar 1866, 5 Dig. Ope., Ret., 5 71.3. The incident
occurred during an air dart. The iaeaie was not disclosed, bowever.
:' JAGA 1966/2607,21 Mar 1960.
JAGA 185614337, 25 May 1856.
"* 2 Bul. JAG 313; 3 Bul. JAG 436.
' ' 5 Bui. JAG 328.
'.' Although the ease in note 169 rerulted from B dynamite bisst far
the PUL'POSB of Preparing defensive positions against enemy bombing.
' Not absent without i e w e or engaging m miacanduet.
'- 12 Fed. Reg. 1, note to 50 T.S.C.App. 601 (1952).
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I1 period during which any disability resulting from an instrumentality of war entitles a commissioned officer to the benefits
of this exception to the Economy
With respect to the
Korean action, Congress, by Public Law 239, 84th Congress*rs
amended the cited Veterans Administration Regulations to include the period 27 June 1950 to 1 February 1955. Thus any line
of duty disability caused "or aggravated" by an instrumentality
of war during the specified dates of the Korean (police) action
entitles the officer to exemption from the Economy Act.18o An
interesting question arises with respect to the applicability of
this exception in view of the fact that it is the product of a
recent amendment to the act.181 Although the amendment was
made retroactive to 1 January 1951, may not an individual who:
(1) was retired prior to 1961 for physical disability caused by
a n instrumentality of war, but not by an esploswn of an instrumentality of war (as the statute formerly read) ; and (2) accepts
Government employment in a civil capacity subsequent to 1951,
claim the benefits of the amendment? The Comptroller General
has answered this question in the affirmative, reasoning that
since the act is a restriction upon compensation from civil employment and the amendment does not specifically require that
the retirement be before or after 1 January 1951, the benefits
of the exception, a s amended, extend to anyone who enters upoii
oiei2 employment on or after that date.1Ba
Just as Congress has been fit to enact laws specifically excepting certain persons or positions from the application of dual
office a d s (see appendices I and 11, i n f r a ) , so too ha3 Congress
chosen to enact legislation specifically excepting certain individuals or positions from the application of dual compensation
acts. A collection of such statutes presently in effect may be
found at appendix IV hereto.
2. What is prohibited?
The Act prohibits the receipt of retired pay "at a rate in
excess of an amount which when combined with the annual rate
''l

34 Comp. Gsn 72 11954).

l.L".

>n no
"" e*_* ~"(I""

,.

Prior to the enactment of Public Law 238, ~ u p r o ,it had been isPmrred
that the Veteran's Regulatlsna had been amended bu ;mplioation to
inelude the Korean police action. l s . Comp. Gen. B-120888, 4 May
1955, 5 Dig, OPS.,Ret., I 71.3: JAGN 1856!287. 10 M a g 1866, 6
Dig. Ops., Ret., B 71.3.
68 Stat. 18 (1854).
a4 Comp. Gen. 72 (1964). Sea d m JAGA 195416186, 20 Jul 1964
.GO
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of compensation'' from a civilian position under the Federal Go\ernment "makes the total rote from both sources more than
$10.000" (emphasis supplied). The word "rate" ia most important. I t must be recognized and utilized in resolving the mathematical problems which so frequently arise when the retired
officer is engaged in part-time or intermittent employment
amounting to a "position" within the act. Before entering into
a discussion of complex problems, however, it would be well to
set forth a few basic propositions. The term "compensation"
a8 used in identifying the monetary remuneration received from
the civil employment refers to basic compensation only. I t does
not include such additionals as overtime pay,13J overseas differ.
e n t i a F and a monetary allowance for quarters.1R3If the incumbent is entitled to no compensation from his civilian position,
as when he is in a nonpay statua,lSa then, af course, there is
nothing to be restricted and the Act is inapplicable. In apply.
ing the limitation of $10,000 per annum under the Act on the
combined rate of compensation in a full-time civilian position
and of retired pay, it is the rate of compensation which controls,
irrespective of the number of hours or days actually worked In
the civilian position. In other words, it is not necessarily the
total amount of civilian pay and retired pay received during
the year.1B7The maximum rate of combined civilian and retired
pay, for purposes of the Act, is $21.71 per day,"' $833.33 per
month, and, of course $10,000 per gear. The rate of pay of the
civilian office or position is similarly computed, i f a jzdl-tirm eniployment is involved. F a r example, if the annual salary of the
civilian position were given 8 s $5,100 per annum, the daily rate
of pay would be computed a t l/360th of $3,100, or $8.61; evep.
though the individual may work but five days a week, the normal
workweek. Nonwork days such as Saturdaya, Sundays and
holidays are included in computing the rate of pay per day, for
a full-time employee is considered in a pay status at all times.
unless, of C O U ~ S ~he, is expressly placed in B leave without pa!
statua or the iike.lBs To illustrate, let us take a situation where
>la. Cornp. Gen. B-32233, 12 Fcb 1942, 2 Bul. J A G 92.
26 Camp. Gem 2il ! 1 0 4 6 ) .
Ihid.
= 2s camp. en. io3 (1948); 12 camp. en. 448 m a z )
I*
1 2 Comp. Gen. 266 (1932).
'* A figvre derived by dividing $10,000 by 360. 35 Comp. Gen. 75 11956,'
11 Camp. Gen. 260 11932).
28 Camp. Gen. 10s !1P48): 34 Camp. Gen. 429 !1S561.
"I
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a Regular Navy commissioned officer, retired for physical disa-

bility not incurred in combat or caused by an instrumentality
of war, is employed full time by the Government 8 8 an attorney
at $7,000 per year. Let us suppose his retired pay amounts
to $5,000 per year. How does the Economy Act affect his en.
titlement to dual compensation? The answer is that the Act
operates to permit him to receive the full pay from his civilian
employment, but only so much of his retired pay 8 s will not
cause the combined pays to exceed $10,OOLin this case $S,OOO.
Thus he may not receive more than $3,000 in retired pay during
the year he is employed in a civilian capacity.'w This reduction
in retired pay appliea uniformly each of the twelve months he
is employed, even though Some months he may have actually
worked considerably less than thirty days (as a result, for example, of Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, leave taken, illness,
etc.). The foregoing illustration is typical in that most situations
involve retired pay and civilian compensation neither one of
which alone is a t a rate in excess of $10,000 per year. I n the
rare situation where the retired pay itself is a t a rate in excess
of $10,000 per year, the Act permite the retired officer to elect
whether to accept his retired pay or the compensation from the
civil employment."' Should the rate of eompenaation attached to
the civil position he in excess of $10,000 and the rate of retired
pay amount to less than $10,000 per year, the officer is not entitled to receive any retired pay while in a pay status in the
civilian
He haa no right of election in this case.'ss
Only the civil compensation is legally receivable.
To be distinguished from the full-time employee is the intermittent or part-time employee. The former is usually considered
to hold an office under the Government, whereas the latter merely
occupies a "position." The application of the Economy Act to
a part-time or intermittent employee is dependent upon the terms
of his employment. If the terms of his employment state that
he is to be employed temporarily for a brief though stated period,
Should he terminate his eini employment short of the year, he
m u i d he entitled to rmeiva his full monthly retired pay durhg the
months to follow bee~uaeno dual cornpenaatien sitnation would then
exist. 19 Comp. Gen. 391 (1939): 1 Bul. JAG 162.
This is 00 regardleie of the amomt of the civil compensation. Subsee.
e l l ( b ) , mva. See oiro 13 Camp. Gen. 448 (1934).
'* 28 Comp. Gen. 721 (1049) : 10 Bui. JAG 159. Cf. 1 Bvi. JAG 152.
lY

Ibid.
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a t a stated salary. per day or per month, he is regarded as occupying a position within the application of the Economy Act
throughout the period of his emplayment-even on days. such a s
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, when he ia not actually emp l ~ y e d . ~ *Therefore
*
he may not receive his retired pay during
the period of his temporary employment if such would, when
combined with his civil compensation, exceed a rate of $10,000
per year.18s To illustrate, let us take a hypothetical situation in
which a commissioned officer of the Marine Corps (USMC), re.
tired for length of service, is offered temporary employment of
one month'8 duration as 8 special examiner for the Sational
Labor Relations Board. The pay of a full-time special examiner
for the Board is $8,000 per annum. The officer's retired pay is
$4,800 year. If the officer accepts the employment and works
five days a week each week until the month is up. to how much
retired pay, if any, will he be entitled during that month? First.
the annual rate of pay of the civil position is $ 8 , 0 0 0 and the
annual rate of his retired pay is $4,800. The combined r a t e is
therefore in excess of 810,000. The Economy Act operates therefore t o limit the retired pay the officer may receive during the
period salary accrues from the civil employment, t o a rate which,
when combined with the rate of the civilian salary, is not in
excess of a rate of $10,000. The civii salary accrues a t the rate
of $666.66 a month ( K 2 t h of $8,000), which, incidentally, is
the pay he will receive, thus he u-ill be in a pay statu8 each da!
of the month, a status which, unfortunately for him, ail1 include Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, if any. His retired pa!accrues a t the rate of $400 per month (%*th of $4,800). The
maximum combined rate under the Economy Act is $ 8 3 3 33 a
month (g2 af S10,OOO). Thus $ 8 3 3 . 3 3 less S666.66 equals
$166.67, the maximum amount he in2y receive during the
' 19

Comp. Gen. 381 (1839). Aithough the distinction doel not appear
to have been made previously, the Comptroller General has recently
ruled that B full-time eonsuitant, paid by the day, was not entitled
to receive his military retirement pay on holiday8 falling on the
Saturday, Sunday week end. but wa8 entitled ta receive ihat pay an
holidays falling mi thc lMondoy through Friday n n m d woyk weak.
36 Comp. Gen. 723 ( 1 9 5 7 ) . The contract of employment in that case
proeded that the officer was not required to render services on days
when the emplaying agenes waa dosed. It did not speeifr that he
wovid be paid on holidays. However, the employing agency ma.%
"dosed" an asme Saturdays and Sundays too, was it not?
Ibi.
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month.18e An interesting variation can he injected by suppasing that the officer accepted the employment, worked two weeks,
and then terminated his employment. How much retired pay
would he be entitled to receive during that month? If he terminated after two weeks, he would be entitled to receive $ 3 1 1 . 0 8
( $ 2 2 . 2 2 a day (sea
of $8,000) x 14) civil salary. Thus he was
in a pay status during each of fourteen days. His rate of reof $ 4 , 8 0 0 ) . The maximum
tired pay is $ 1 3 . 3 3 per day
rate of combined retired and civilian pay under the Economy
Act is $ 2 7 . 7 1 per day. Thus, for each day he accrued civil compensation he would be entitled to no more than $5.66 retired
pay ( $ 2 1 . 7 7 less $ 2 2 . 2 2 ) . As to the other sixteen days in the
month when he was not employed and accrued no cit'il compensation, he ia entitled to receive a full day's retired pay for
each. (The Economy Act is inapplicable, for the dual compensation situation has ceased to exist.) At $ 1 3 . 3 3 a day, retired pay
for sixteen day8 equals $ 2 1 3 . 2 8 . Add to this, fourteen days
partial retired pay a t $5.65 per day and the total amount, $ 2 9 0 . 9 8 ,
is foundJg' The foregoing represents one type of a part-time
employment situation. A more lucrative form of employment,
moneywise, exists for the retired officer who is successful in
obtaining part-time employment on a "when actually employed"
basis. If the terms of the part-time or intermittent employment
provide that compensation is to accrue only for days he is
actually performing the duties of the employment, it follows t h a t
he occupies a "position" under the Government only on those
days when he is actually employed. Only on those days will the
Economy Act limit the amount of retired pay, if any, he may
receive in addition to the civil compensation. On nonwark days,
including Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, he may receive his

'I'

-*'

I b d . The computation here does not take into conaideration the poasibility of B holiday falling within the normal work week. If one. or
more, did and the t s r m of the emtract of employment p m e n h d ne
obatsele, presumably the rationale of 36 comp. mn. lea, m p l o note
194, would apply and the maximum amount r~eeivablewould be slightly
I" 8 x 8 8 1 Of $833.33.

Ibi d
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full retired pay, unaffected by the Economy Act.'gs To illustrate,
suppose a situation where a commissioned officer of the Navr
(USN) retired for length of service is offered a position as
consultant to the office of Naval Research at $50 per day, icherr
actually employed. His retired pay is $6,600 per annum. He
is actually employed four days during the month of April. To
how much retired pay i s he entitled for that month? The answer
iB $ 3 9 1 . 2 8 . For each day that he is actually employed as a consultant he holds a "position" under the Government. On those
days the combined rate of his retired pay and civil pay may
not exceed $ 2 7 . 7 7 . As the daily rate of pay as a consultant is
in ~ X C ~ SofB $ 2 1 . 7 1 , he may receive that pay only on the four
days he i8 so employed. On each af the twenty-six days that
he is not aetualll, employed as a consultant, howerer, he may
receive his full retired pay, $ 1 5 . 2 8 ('/(6,,th of $6.5001. Thuc
S16.28 x 26 equals $ 3 9 1 . 2 8 .
As a practical matter, the distinction between the two farms
of part-time employment reveals a situation which results, it
may be argued, in a circumvention of the Economy Act. For example, a retired officer, although hired on a "when actually
employed" basis, may actually work five days a week for several
consecutive weeks. On the Saturdays, Sunday8 and holidays that
he performs no work he may draw his full retired pay, whereas
a fellow retired officer also working part time, but not on a
"when actually employed" basis, finds his retired pay subjected
t o the application of the Economy Act secen days a week.1P0This
'"O
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34 Camp. Gen. 428 (196fi); 31 Comp. Len. 126 (1861); 28 Comp. G P n
381 (1948); SAGA 1 9 ~ 4 ~ 4 9 4 327
, xay 1864, 4 nip. OPS., Ret., I
71.1; SAGA 1856/3681,1s Apr 1956. Although the Comptroller General
ha8 not chosen so to state, the eoneluaian ssms inescapable that the
decision in 1s Comp. Gen. 448 (1954) and 14 Comp. Den. 85 (18341,
in so far 8 8 they hold that the retired pay af an ofseer employed on
a "when actually employed" bsrir remains avbieet to the Economy
Act on non-work dsya a8 well BI work dam, should no longer be
foliowed.
The Comptroiier Geneial has frowned upon the me of this device
to evade the intent af the Economy Act. 31 Camp. Gen. 128. 128
(1951) (employment of a retired afieer as consultant for six emiffutiw weeks): 34 Comp. Gen. 429 (1966) (employment of a retired
officer BE an e x p m f o r 8 % days in June, 24 dnya in July, 17 days
in August, 22 days in September, 3 dsys m October, 1 day in November, and 12 days in December). Retirement pay for non-work days
was allowed
the hrat ease but disallowed m the necond. principally
booawe of B proii6ion ~n his appointment hxing a ''regular tau? 0:
duty five dnya per week."
A 0 0 llms
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might be termed a gray area where there is a not unreasonable
basis for regarding the employment as on a "when actually employed" basis. Obviously, it cannot be extended to a situation
where a full-time or part-time employee, in fact, is sought to
be made eligible simply by referring to him as something
A rather ingenious means of effecting the part-time employment
of a retired commissioned officer without subjecting his retired
pay to the Economy Act on nonwork days is suggested by a line
of decisions of the Comptroller General to the effect that where
the terms and conditions of his employment flr the number of
hours, or days, he is to be employed 90 that the total amount of
retired pay and civilian compensation possible to be paid him
in one year will not exceed $10,000, the Economy Act is not
applicable even though the combined rate would otherwise exceed
$in,onn per year.2ol For the protection of the officer, this device
should be used whenever possible.2u*
Thus f a r we have concerned ourselves with per diem employment. Some consultants and experts are not hired by the day,
however, but are hired by the hour. What is the effect of employment but three or fours hours a day, f o r example? Would the
officer be entitled to that part of his retired pay which when added
to the civil pay ieceived does not exceed a rate of $27.77 per
day7 The answer to this question is again found i n the word
"rate." In applying the limitation of $10.000 per annum under
Section 212 on the combined rate of compensation in a civilian
position and retired pay, it is rate of compensation which controls irrespective of the number of hours worked during the day
and of the amount of pay actually received.203Thus, if the hourly
rate makes for an eight hour day of more than $27.77, the officer
is entitled to no retired pay for that day, even though he actually
works but part of the day."'
3. What a l e the consequences'
The Economy Act is simply a restriction upon the amount
of retired pay that B commissioned officer may receive in addi36 Comp. Gen. 723 (19571; 34 Comp. Gen. 429 (1966)
3s Csmp. Den. 689 (1967): 2s Comp. Gem. 160 (1946); 25 Csmp. Gen.
464 (1946); 20 Comp. Gen. 407 (1941).

a'

It would be well to emphaaizs that the esmbinad cornpenastion is
fired at or b l o w $10,000, however. 12 Comp. Gen. 256 (IBaP).
12 Comp. Gen. 266 (1832).
"Historiedlg, the law never has reeognizsd fractional parts af P
day in mattare of retirement , . , of military personnel . . . .(' 28
Camp. Gen. 881, 383 (1948).
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tion to civil compensation for an office or position held under the
Federal Government. Contravention of the statute does not in
the least result in the officer's retired status being jeopardized,'0a
nor does it in any way affect the validity of the civil office or
position held. I f , through error o r inadvertence, compensation
is received at a combined rate in excess of that permitted by
the act, and the officer, o r the civil ofloe or position (see app.
IV, infra) is without any statutory exception to the act, the
sole consequence is that a claim in favor of the Government exist?
for the excess.a0sHowever, should the officer have accepted the
employment on the basis of advice from a responsible governmental agency, he is only liable for amounts paid to him in
excess of that allowable under the Economy A d a f t e r he i z
notified that he has been violating the Act.so7
4. lllirstrative problems
Q-The Veterans Administration proiioses to emp1o.v certain
retired regular commissioned officers of the Srmed Forczs as
consultants to the Department of Xedicine and Surgery on R
fee basis, whenever particularly difficult medical cases arise.
When employed, the officers mill not perform or supervise duties
and responsibilities imposed by law upon the agency, nor will
they be under the administrative control of an official of the
Government in the usual sense. On the contrary, their employment will be in an advisory capacity only: that is t o say their
duties will consist primarily of expressing their views and givinp
their opinions and recommendations upon particular problems
and questions presented to them for consideration. Assuminr
the total rate of compensation from both sources is in excess of
$10,000, is the Economy Act applicable in this situation?
A-No.
Under the circumstances, the employment does not
amount to a "position" within the contemplation of the act,
notwithstanding that the term "compensation" as used therein
includes fees (26 Comp. Gen. 501 (1947)).
Q-A Navy commissioned officer (USN) retired for disability
not incurred in combat and not caused by an instrumentalits
of war is offered part-time employment in the office of Naval
Research under a personal services contract. Under the contract
the officer will be required t o mark, in the office: on projects
29 Camp. Gen. PO3 (1919).
'* The claim must be filsd within SIX years or i t wlll be barred. 68 Stat.
890 (18541, 31 U.S.C.2378. (SUPP.I?').
u- Op. JAGAF 1953119. 26 May 1958. 3 Dig. O p s , Rot., I 71.1.
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assigned him by his superiors and will be required to perform
that work under their supervision. The combined compensation
from both sources will be in excess of 510,000. May the officer
receive both his retired pay and the civil compensation at a rate
in excess of $10,000 if he accepts the employment?
A-No. The Economy Act would apply here. Persons employed
by contract to perform duties imposed by law upon an agent>and who are subject to the direct control and aupervision of
administrative officials are employees holding positions under
the United States Government to the same extent as persons appointed to positions under Civil Service lams and regulations
(26 Comp. Gen. 720 (1947)).
Q-A
Regular Army general officer, retired for length of
service and in receipt of retired pay in the amount of $10,600
per annum, was designated by the Labor Department as a conciliator during a labor dispute. The officer was authorized $60
per diem, "when actually employed,'' plus expenses. He performed
services &s a conciliator during the period April 4th to 12th
inclusive and April 20th to 30th inclusive, a total of twenty days.
What is the maximum combined campenemtion that the officer
may receive during the month of April?
A-The Economy Act is applicable to thia officer because (1)
he is not retired for disability incurred in combat nor caused by
an instrumentality of war, and no special statute exists exempting labor conciliators from dual compensation limitations; ( 2 )
under the circumstances his job a s a eonciliatar f a r the Labor
Department amounts to a position under the Federal Government; and (3) the combined rate of pay from both sources exceeds a rate of $10,000 per year, or for purposes of simplicity
in this case, $21.77 per day. He holds a position under the Federal
Government, however, only on those days when he is actually
employed, $.e., on those days when civil compensation accrues.
Thus an each of the twenty days he was actually employed as a
conciliator, he is entitled to $60 o r to one day's retired pay,
whichever he may elect (note that his retired pay alone is in
excess of $10,000 per annum, hence the right of election). On
the ten days that he WBB not employed and accrued no civil
earnpensation, he is entitled to ten days' retired pay. (19 Comp.
Gen. 391 (1939) ; 28 Comp. Gen. 381 (1948) ; 31 Comp. Gen. 126
(1951) ; 34 Comp. Gen. 429 (1955) ; but gee 13 Camp. Gen. 448
(1934); 14 Comp. Gen. 68 (19341.)
*GO IlWB
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Q-The Department of Commerce has employed temporarily
a Regular Army commissioned officer who is retired because of
physical disability (high blood pressure) to compile and prepare
for publication a glossary of meteralogical terms for the United
States Weather Bureau. The officer is now receiving retired
pax a t the rate of $5,500 annually. It is proposed to pay him
$3.00 per hour (%,hen actually employed) in the Weather Bureau.
The hours per month are limited 80 that they nil1 never exceed a
total of 90, making the maximum annual compensation which
it will be possible for him to accrue in the position $ 3 , 2 4 0 , or a
total of $8,740 a year with his retired pay. May the officer receive
both his retired pay and the civilian compensation?
A-Yes.
Although the annual rate of compensation of the
cix*ll position would otherwise be $6,240 ( 2 , 0 8 0 hours (40 x
52) x $3.00) per annum, thus making the combined rate in exes6
of $10,000, it is well settled that when a definite limitation on
employment is made in the appointment or contract of emph-.
ment to a specific number of hours per day, or days per week.
month, or year, and the appointment or contract of employment
provides for payment of compensation only when actually employed, the statute is not applicable if the total amount of combined compensation possible to be paid for the year does not
exceed a rate of $10,000. ( 2 0 Comp. Gen. 407 (1941) : but see
12 Comp. Gen. 2 6 6 (1932).)
B. Revised Statute 1763
Section 1163 of the Revised Statutes, a5 amended,2"Bprovides
a3 follows:
"Unless otherwise specifically authorized by law, no money
appropriated by any act shall be available f o r payment to any
person receiving more than one salary when the combined
amount of said salaries exceeds the sum of $2,000 per annum."
1. To whom applieablee
As to persons, the act is applicable to all who are not excepted
from its application by Section 6 of the Act of 10 May 1916,
aii amended,'OQ or by Some other provision of law. Section 6 of
the 1916 Act provides (in codified form) :
"Section 58 of this title [Title 6, United States Code] shall
not apply to retired offcers or enlisted men of the Army.
Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, or to officer8 snd enlisted
men of the Organized Militia and Naval MilItia in the several
5 U.S.C. 58 (1862).
"* 38 Stat. 120 (19151 a i amended. 5 U.S.C. 59 (1962).
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States, Territories, and the District of Columbia.””o
Subsection 29(c), Act of 10 August 1956, provides pertinently:

....

“Any Reserve or member of the National Guard may accept
any civilian position under the United States or the District
of Columbia and may receive the pay incident to that employment in addition to pay and allowances as a Reserve or member
of the National Guard , . ,
As Subseetion 29(c) must be read in conjunction with Subsection
2 9 ( d ) , it operates to except Reserve and National Guard personnel who are not on active duty or who are merely on active duty
for training from the application of Section 176S.2‘a Thus, the
only persona t o whom Section 1763 is applicable, so f a r as the
military is concerned, are officers and enlisted men of the armed
forces who m e on active duty in excess of fifteen days.213
2. When is it applicable?
The Act is applicable whenever a member of the military a n
active duty, other than active duty for training, would otherwise
be entitled to receive (1) a salary, (2) in the form of appropriated funds from a murce under the Federal Government,
(3) for civil employment performed contemporaneously with
his military employment, and (4) under such circumstances as
to cause the combined rate of the civilian d a r y and his military
pay to exceed $2,000. Ail four criteria must be met as a condition
precedent to the Act’s application to a member of the armed
forces.
a. A Salara
Unless two (or more) salaries are involved, the Act is
inapplicable.
n‘

The term “offieerr” ineivden warrant officers. 16 Cornp. Gen. 232
(1936).

70A Stat. 632,
Similar eonatruetion was given 1917 lagisistion. Sea 18 Comp. Gen.
94 (198s); 1 Camp. Gen. 644 (1922).
Suban. 2 9 ( c ) muat be read in coninnetion with Subsac. ZO(a), which
provides pertinently; “Each Reselve af the armed forcer or rnemkr
a i the National Guard who is an affieer or employee of the United
Stntea or the District of Columbia . . . io entitled to leave of
abmnee from his dutha, without ioss af pay, time, or eWeienw rating
far each day. but nal mm than 2 5 day# in m y ralmdor yew, in
which he i s on active d u e . . . .(’ (emphsaia supplied). Sea ei.0
24 Comp. Dec. 81 (1917), holding that civilian emplogrea of the
Goiemrnent attending ROTC summer camp (air w e k a ) were not
excepted from an act nubatantially similar to Subaee. 29(a), SUP.^.
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"A person who is regularly and continuously employed under
a definite, continuing employment, and who receives a t stated
intervals a fixed compensation for the service which he renders
is receiving a salary within the meaning of thia statute [Rev
Stat B 1763, a s amended], whether his compensation is
measured by the day or by a longer period of time. , , ,"211
liilitary pas, but nor
is, of course, "saiary." Thus
the Bct applies to any member of the Armed Forces on active
duty who receives a second "salary." The broad definition given
that term by the Comptroller General permits few payments to
escape inclusion. Two that do escape are "fees"2'R and compensation "in kind."21' A iee can be said t o be distinguiahable from
n salary in that the former connotes a lump sum payment. papable normally upon completion of a short term project. As a
practical matter, however, the distinction is nor always readily
perceptible. Tho8 payment a t B fixed rate per hour,Z1Bper diem,?'*
and even the nominal slim of S1.00 per annumzg0have been held
t o be "salary" within the meaning of the Act. Xeedless to say.
if s. perron accepts civil employment without pay, the Act has na
application, for no double salaiu situation results.a21
b. Appropriated funds f r o m Q sotwce under the
Federal Government
Unless both positions (jobs) are under the Federal Government, and unless both salaiies are payable from appropriated
funds, the Act is inapplicable. Thus, if a member of the military
is employed by B nonappropriated fund activity, his combined
salary is not subject t o the limitation prescribed by the Act 22?
22 carno.
nec. 618. 674 m 1 6 >
20 Camp. Gen. 764 11941).
23 Comp. Gen 275 (194JJ; 22 Comp G ~ T .312 (1942); 16 Camp.
Den. 751 (1936); 24 Comp. Dee. 532 (1018'1.
''. 23 Comp. Gen. 800 119441.
- . 25 camp.
611 (101s~.coirtlu. 7 x y. G
~ 76 F.~ sunn.~
218 (E.D.La. 1948).
- * 33 Comp. Gen. 388 ( 1 9 6 4 ) . C o n t m , U.S. V. Shro, 65 F.2d 382 (N.D.
1932). However, the Comptroller General has reeonsiderod and announced that he will f o i l o r the Gorman and Shea eases to the extent
that "salaly" excludes eompenestion received by an infarmittant employee, b u t includes compensation recemd by B part-time empioysc.
The former is an employee employEd o n an irregular or oceaaional
basia whose hours OT daya of vark are n o t arrsngsd on B pwarranged
schedule and who are compensated only f o r the time when actuslly
employed or for aewiee actually rendered.
23 Comp. Gen. 900 (1944).
:.' 30 Comp. Gen. 886 (19511, 18 Comp. Den. 1010 (1939).
._'PO Comp. Gen. 189 (10101
7.
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Similarly, if he is employed by the United Nations, the Act does
not limit his combined salary.223
e. Services performed contemporaneously d t h
militaqj emploiwnt
For the Act to apply, the tivo employments must take place
during the same period of time.2l4 Obviously, if both employments
amount t o offices, and the compensation attached to one is $2,500,
or more, the Act of 1894 applies and any question of dual compensation is moot. There are, however, situations where one or
bath employments do not amount to offices. Usually, it is a case
where an individual is a part-time, intermittent, or “when actually
employed’’ employee. In such a case, the individual may be employed by two or more Government agencies without having his
combined salary restricted by the statute, provided the agencies
employ him on different days or at different times.225As military
personnel receive a salary when in an active status in the service,
whether or not military duties or services are actually performed,a2Bthis criteria offers little opportunity for such personnel
to avoid the consequence of the act.
d. Clroumstances causing the combined rate of the civilian
salary and his military p a y to exceed $8,000

“In determining whether the combined amount of more than
one salary received in more than one position under the Government exceeds the sum of $2,000 per annum, . the basis is the
rate per annum of the combined salaries and not the aggregate
amount actually received during a portion of the year, whether
the measure of time for payment of salary under one or more
positions is per annum, per diem, or per hour, it being necessary

..

Federal funds lose their statui BS avch a h e n intermingled with U.B.
funds. 23 Comp. Gen. 744 (1944).
18 Comp. Gem. 1010 (1939); 12 Comp. Gen. 683 (1833). It is immaterial whether the seeond employment is permanent or temporary.
13 Comp. Den. 218 (1934).
= 16 camp. en. mi (1936) i 12 c m p . G ~ 683
~ .(1933); 11 camp.
Gen. 200 (1931). The rule is equally applicable where the two “em.
piogments” are in different branches of the mme executive department.
23 Camp. Gen. 275 (1813).
13 Ops. Itt’y Gen. 108 (1869). Sse 37 Comp. Gen. 64 (1857); 13
Comp. Gen. 150 (1938); 3 Comp. Gen. 434 (1954).
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to determine in each instance the per annum rate equivalent to
the rate based on a measure of time less than a year."227
3. What are the consequences?
The general rule is that if a government employee is the recipient of two salaries from the Federal Government under such
circumstances as to contravene the provisions of the Act, he must
elect which of the two salaries he desires to continue to receive;2a8
and he must refund to the Government the money he has received
from the employment, the salary attached to which he has
rejected.22n For example, a full-time government agronomist
receives an annual salary of $2,400. Concurrently, he has been
employed part time by a different Federal Agency as a forest
ranger a t a salary of $100 per month. Section 1763 obviously
prohibits him from receiving both salaries. He must elect which
of the two he wishes to continue to receive. If he elects that of an
agronomist, he must refund to the Government the salary he has
thus f a r received as a forest ranger. No doubt, he will also choose
to terminate his employment as a forest ranger-this, a s a practical matter since the statute does not require him to do ~ 0 . 1
If the individual fails to make any election, the accounting officers
will presume that he elect8 the greater
This is the
general rule, applicable to all except military personnel. Military
personnel are denied the right to elect t o receire the compensation
from the civil employment, because such employment i8 void ab
initio, i t being incompatible with their 3 t a t ~ s . l ~ ~
8 Comp. Gen. 261 (192s) (ayllabus). Accord. 30 Comp. Gen. 526
(1961). AB is true with respect t o the Economy Act, if by the terms
and conditions of the employment the mte af compensation ii eo
fixed that the combined ~alariei cannot posbibly exceed $2,000 per
annum, the Bet ie not B bar to receipt of both. 18 Comp. Gen. 611
(1535).
22 Comp. Gen. 054 ( 1 8 3 2 ) .
30 Comp. Gen. 525 (1551).
Yet In a very recent decision the Comptroller General said that Section
1763 prohibits appointment to a second position. 37 Comp. Gsn. 64,
66 (1951). It is submitted that rvch an interpretatinn IS not tech.
n i ~ s l l ymireet. The Section does not prohibit B second appointment:
it merely prohibita paying m e perion more than one 6slsry in excess
a i II stated rate. There i a a difference.
17 Comp. Gen. 238 (19371.
-' 20 Comp. Gen. 850 (1941).
74
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C . Revised Statutes 1764 and 176;
Section 1164 of the Revised StatuteszB3provides:
"No allowance o r compensation shall be made to any officer
or clerk, by reason of the discharge of duties which belong to
any other officer or clerk in the same or any other department;
and no allowance or compensation shall be made for any extra
services whatever, which any officer or clerk may be required
to perform, unless expressly authorized by law."
Section 1765 of the Revised Statutesza' provides:
"No officer in any branch of the public service, or any other
person whose salary, pay, or emoluments are flxed by law or
regulations, shall receive any additional pay, extra allowance, or
compensation, in any form whatever, for the disbursement of
public money, or for any other service or duty whatever, unless
the same is authorized by law, and the appropriation therefor
explicitly states that it is for such additional pay, extra allowance, or compensation."
The purpose of these statutes is to prevent persons employed in
the Government service from accruing a right to compensation
"in any form whatever" in adddtion to that fixed by law for the
job to which they have been appointed for the performance of
duties or services connected with that
These statutes do
not prohibit a person from holding and receiving the Compensation
of two separate and distinct offices, positions or employments, the
salary or compenaation of each of which is fixed by law or regulation, where the two services are not incompatible with each
0 t h e r . ~ ~Nor
8 do they prohibit the detail of a salaried employee
of the Government to perform the duties of another position in
the Government service without extra compensation therefor.18'
They should, more correctly, be termed extra compensation statutes rather than dual compensation statutes.
5 U.S.C. 69 (1952).

5 U.S.C. 70 (1962).
c.s 23 Comp. Dee. 403 (1917) : 9 Comp. Dee. 620 (1903); 9 Comp. Dec. 274
(1902); 34 Ops. Att'y Gen. 490 (1925).
U.S.V. Saundere. 120 U.S. 126 (1887); 23 Comp. Gen. 900 (1944): 29
Camp. Gen. 275 (1943); 18 Comp, Dec. 247 (1911); S Comp. Doc. 183
(1896); 1 Comp. Dee. 366 (1895). E.&, the empinwent at an annumi

d a w by one Government agenes of B medical sdviaor who was also
employed by anather Government agency as P consultant on a fee basis
held not to have constituted a violation of the dual compenmtion
reatri~tionsof Seetion 1765. 22 Comp. Om. 312 (1942).
"' 34 Opa. Att'y Gen. 490 (1925).
WQS
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1. To ielioin applioable?
Both statutes are applicable to officers of the United States,
The term "officer" is used in the restricted constitutional sense.
As discussed previously, it mean8 an officer in the public service;
that is, one holding a permanent and continuous position of trust
in the Government, or some branch of the public service, created
or recognized as such by the Constitution or by authority of a
statute requiring of its incumbent the performance of such duties
as are prescribed or recognized by the authority under which i t
is created.238The criterion is not who appointed the incumbent,
but rather is by what authority \vas the position created.'sn I n
the military, commissioned officers and warrant officers of the
Regular components, bath active and retired, are officers in the
constitutional sense, as are Reserve commissioned and warrant
officers on active duty (other than active duty for training) .?Io
Section 1765 (but not Section 1764) applies to a second category
of persons: wiz., "any other person whose salary, pay or emoluments are fixed by law or regulations." This category includes
not only public officers, but "quasi-public" officers a s well,l" that
is, employees whose compensation is fixed either by law or regulations."z
That which muat be fixed by law or regulation is the compensation attached to the office, or position, or employment held, not
the salary he, a s an individual, may have been offered or have
agreed to
This criterion is broad enough to include all
members of the armed forces, active and retired, and former members in receipt of retired pay. Sections 1161 and 1766 are therefore applicable to all such personnel except to the extent that
other statutes may except certain of them from the application
of the sections: or, in the words of Section 1166, "unless the same
is authorized by law, and the appropriation therefor explicitly
4 Lawrence. Camo. Dec. 638 116?31. An office is the autharitv t o exercise a function of government. 4 Comp. Dee. 686 (1898).
"The head of a Department eannat e m o t e an ofice , , , , Tho creation
of an office i s the exereirs of legislative power." 4 Lawrence, Comp. Dee.
588, 601 (1883).
See Subsee. 2 9 l d ) , Act of 10 Aug lois, 6 ~ p r a .
X w t V. C.S, 61 C.S. 109, 141 (1850).
11 Como
.. Dec. 5 119041.
. ~ ~ ,
16 Comp. Go". 909 ( 1 8 3 7 ) ; 21 Camp. Dee. 436 (1914); 20 Comp. Dee.
683 (1814). An appropriation act which merely sets a maximum sum
whieh may be expended to compensate the incumbent of B position does
not "fix" the compensation of the position. 18 Comp. Dee. 132 (1911).
~
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states that it is for such additional pay, extra allowance, or compensation." The one significant group excepted from the application of both sections is Reserve personnel, other than those on
active duty in excess of fifteen days.244 Thus the sections are
particularly applicable to active duty personnel and retired regulars, regardless of grade and regardless of the basis for retirement.
2. What is prohibited?
A person to whom the statutes are applicable is prohibited from
receiving additional compensation, in any farm,a4s from appropriated funds,2" for the performance of so-called extra-services
connected with the office: or, in the cam of Section 1166, the
position or employment held: unless expressly authorized by law
to receive such.z47Thus, it has been held that an Army officer
detailed for duty with the United States Shipping Board was
prevented (by Section 1166) from receiving any increase in compensation or additional allowance on account of such detailexcept for unusual expenses, other than personal or what are
usually termed living expenses, incurred as a necessary incident
t o the accomplishment of the work assigned to
that a
civilian employee was precluded from receiving fees a8 a notary
when his actins as a notary was required as part of his official
duties and for which he was paid compensation fixed by law;2rs
that Section 1766 renders legally objectionable a proposal to
award cash prizes (payable out of appropriated funds) to Army
recruiters;2e0that the Section prohibits a Government hospital
Subsee. 28(c), Act of 10 Aug. 1956, 8xpm
Including quarters in kind. 6 Comp. Gen. 359 (1926).
11 Comp. Dee. 702 (1905). Hence, no prohibition exists whew "onappropriated funds are involved. JAGA 1852/5495, 11 J u l 1952.
1 Lawrence, Camp. Dec. 317 (1880).
26 Comp. DBO.750 (1920). See d e 0 20 Comp. Dee. 694 (1914). Since the
first eited decision, special statutary authority haa been enacted to P ~ I mit oflcern of the Armed F o r m to receive additional Compensation
when detailed to the Board, now the Federal Maritime Board. Scs par.
i. App. IV, infro.
25 Camp,. Dee. 937 (1919). A contrary result would obtain, of course,
were the duties of the individual unrelated ta that of a notary. Sse 22
Comp. Dec. 683 (1916).Civilian employees reqvired to p e r i a m notarial
acta as part of their official duties are. by virtue of recent legislation,
now entitled to be paid an silowsanee to ewer the expense of obtaining
a notam's commisaion. 70 S t s t 519 (19661, 5 U.S.C.70a I S n m 1V1.
The allowance is payable even if the employee performs not&& Beti
during &duty hours for personal profit. 36 Comp. Gin. 465 (1956).
6 Bui. JAG 282.
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from paying military personnel f a r blood
and that
it prohibits a retired Regular Army officer from receiving compensation for certain lectures to be given at a service schooi.2s2
The foregoing decisions illustrate that the two statutes operate
to deny extra compensation even though the Government derives
what may be conceded to be a substantial and additional benefit
from the services rendered. There is no recovery pitantmi ?;alebat
in this situation.
A rather unexpected application of Section li66 is found in the
utilization of military personnel, particularly retired commissioned
officers, as expert witnesses for the Government in civil litigation
to which the Government is a party. As B general proposition, a
civilian witness called to testify before a court by the Government
is entitled to per diem and mileage.za3Retired military personnel,
but not military personnel on active duty, are similarly entitled
when called as ordinary tuitnssses.ls4An expert witness is not in
the same category as an ordinary witness, however. An ordinary
witness may be compelled to testify concerning facts within his
knowledge, but an "expert" cannot be so compelled. It has been
held, therefore, that the services, skill, or knowledge of an
6 Comp. Gen. 888 (1826); 5 Comp. Gen. 658 (1826). The Comptroller
General is of the opinion that giving blood ia rendering a serrice, n m
selling a commodity. If a true donation II inralred, then he 13 quite correct Sea 22 Camp. Dec. 578 (1816). But would It be legally objeetianable, io far BI Sections 1764 and 1765 are concerned, for B government hospital t o contract a i t h military pemonnel for the purchase of
their blood? Sea 6 Camp, Gen. 83 (1825). Surely, B d e of a commodity
would then he involved. Be that as it ma".
has been mooted
.. the aueatian
.
by the enactment of the Act of 9 Beb 1827, 44 Stat. 1086, as amended,
24 U.S.C. SO ( 1 9 5 1 ) , which authmizei the payment of up EO $50 to
blood donors, whether 07 not the donor is m the employ o i the S'ntted
statas.
18 Comp. Dee. 865 (1812): Dig. Op. JAG 1912-40, p. 120.
* 18 Comp. Den. 966 (1812).
Sse PBT. 3a(2), AR 36-3920, 27 Apr 1954, The reawn t h a t Section 1765
does not preclude retired military personnel f r o m receiving per diem
and mileage when called t o testify by the Government in beeauie attendance as an ordinary witmas ib not one of t h e duties t o which a retired member may be adminiatratively assigned by the Secretary a i the
Army. 23 Comp. Dse. 207 (1816); 18 Comp. Dee. 866 (1812); 10 Comp.
Dee. 61 (1903). If not B duty to which he may he amignad, then testifying as a aitneas is unrelated to hi8 retired pole and Section 1765 i s
inapplicable. Active d u t r personnel may receive reimbursement f a r actual expenses, however. S I B par. 3a(l), AB 36-3920, supra; par. 24d(11,A R 27-6, 3 Apr 1851.
~
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"expert" cannot be acquired without just compensation.2J6 Certainly the foregoing is true where % civilian not in the employ of
the Government is concerned, and it should be recognized that his
status while performing the services for which contracted is
not that of an officer or employee of the Government.2J' He
'
the foreappears and testifies as a private i n d i v i d ~ a l ? ~Applying
going to the situation where the expert nitness is a retired member of the Armed Forces, it follows that as the employment is a
special emplomnent personal to the expert employed, with eompensation also personal to him, fixed by agreement and not by
iaw or regulation. Thus, Section 1765 operates to prohibit the
retired member from receiving any special compensation or fee
for his services a s an expert.268This result obtains even though a
commissioned officer retired for physical disability is involved,2bQ
and even though he be retired for a physical disability incurred
in combat with an enemy.2aoA distinction has been made between
the expert who is employed to testify ("expert witness") and the
expert who is employed principally to assist the Government in
the conduct of its case (''expert").181 In the latter case, the expert
is employed %ia a personal contract precisely in the same manner
a s the "expert witness." Kotwithstanding the similarity in the
manner by which their services are engaged, it has been implied

MILITARY LAW REVIEF'

that the "expert," a3 distinguished from the "expert witness," is
an officer or employee of the Goisernment while so employed,2q3
If the "expert" is to be regarded 8.9 an officer or employee of the
Government, then problems arise. If he is considered to be a n
officer, the Act of 1894 would preclude most retired military
officers from even accepting the employment. If he is considered
to be an employee, the Economy Act would limit the dual compensation most commissioned officers could receive. The only case
involving the utilization of a retired commissioned officer of the
armed forces a8 an "expert" which could he found in the published
decisions of the Comptroller General was decided prior to the
enactment of the Economy Act,2o3In that ease it was held that
Section 1766 prohibited the officer from receiving any eompensation other than reimbursement for actual travel expenses. The
decision would fall right in line with those involving "expert
witnesses" were it not for the fact that the Comptroller General
announced therein the proposition that an "expert" was an officer
~ ' made no attempt to reconor employee af the G a ~ e r n m e n t . ~He
cile this statement with the 1894 Act and it did not appear in the
opinion that the officer was retired f a r physical disability. In view
of the result reached in that decision, it would seem that there is
B greater likelihood of an "expert" being regarded as an employee
of the United States. If he is an employee, then he holds a position under the United States. The Economy Act would then apply
to mast commissioned officers who accept employment as an
"expert." This result Seems logical, for an "expert" is in effect a
consultant working intermittently, or part time, on a time basis.
As we hare seen previously, the Economy Act is applicable to
retired commissioned officers so employed.
One other distinction exists, and that is between the expert
who is employed by the Government under a personal services
-* 24 Comp. Gem. 168 (1944); 6 Comp, Gsn. 712 (1927). These

decisiona

are pmdieated "pan 27 Comp. Dee. 220 ( 1 9 2 0 ) . In that case, ~t wYa3
sought to employ a retried Regular Army officer as an "expert Yitnesi''
on a per diem basis. It was held that payment of such earnpenration
vould be prohibited by Section 1765, Revised Statutea, because the
eompeneatian was fixed by agreement and not by law or regulation.
The dedrion did not hold that an "expert" wag ".8 officer or employee
of the Government; indeed, an "expert witness," not an "expert" was
involved
:' 5 Comp. Gen 712 i102il.
" ssr na:e 2'12. Bi'Pl'"
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contractzB3and the expert who has been appointed by the court.
In the latter situation, statutory authority exists for the appointment and fixes the compensation which may be paid. Thus the
employment is created and the compensation fixed prior to the
appointment, and without reference to any specified appointee;
and the compensation attaches to the position and not to the
person holding it. Section 1765, Revised Statutes, does not, therefore, prohibit receipt of the additional compensation.les

3. What are the consequences?
The consequences are simply that the individual to whom the
sections are applicable must refund any money he has received for
extra services rendered.
IV. CONCLUSION
The above pagea represent a compilation of the available law
relating to the compatibility of military and other publio employment. However, there are a few other thoughts on the matter
which might appropriately be set out under the generic title
"Conclusion."
For example, B military person, active or retired, who is desirous af accepting further public employment usually cannot
obtain advice from the appropriate government agency a s to the
general areas of public employment available to him without
penalty. Though not authoritative in nature, some useful information can and should be given the client who wants to know
whether or not, in general, i t would be advisable for him to con-

-

In several apmions, the Comptroller General has indicated t h a t the ontering of personal ~ e r ~ i econtracts
e
between the individual employee
and the Government, 01 the hiring agency, m e to be s e ~ e r e l ydiscauraged. 5 Comp. Gen. 93 (1826); 27 Comp. Gen. 735 (1948); 26 Comp.
Gen. 690 119461
:. 21 Comn. Gen. 706 (1842); 14 Como. Gen. 403
.
(1934); 18 Camp. Gen. 251 (1934). However, in not m e of the cited
decisions, ~upra,was the individual involved a retired member of the
armed forces. Where personal services c m t r a e t i with retired members
of the armed forces have been considered, they have passed the scrutiny
of the Comptroller General without comment 88 to policy. E.P., 28
Comp. G m . 381 (1948); 26 Comp. Gen. 720 (1947). As a eollatersl
matter, P general policy objection slm exists ta a contract with 1 private peram for the performanes of ser.yice. ordinarily required of
Federal employees. There am, of course, exceptional sihiationa. See
32 Comp. Gen. 427 (1368); 32 Camp. Gen. 127 (1962); 26 Camp. Gem.
465 (1947).
* 18 Comp. DR'. 69 (1911). But heware the application of Rev. Stat. 9
1763, BS amended, and the Eeonamr Act.
*OO l l d l B
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sider dual public employment, appending t o such information a
reservation to the effect that a definitive legal opinion must await
the particulars of a proposed employment?a7
I n rendering such legal advice to a client considering acceptance of chi1 employment in a state or local government, it is also
necessary t o ascertain whether the state or local law precludes
the acceptance of the particular position involved by one occupp
ing a status under the Federal Government. Usually, the opinion
of an appropriate state or local official i s advisable.
If the individual in question is on active duty, the statute8 a r e
not self-implementing. Here, the prerogatives of command and
the requirements of the service validly impose upon the officer or
enliated man a requirement that he obtain the permission of his
immediate commander, or his installation commander, or even, in
some cases, his military Department, before accepting any civiltype employment unrelated to his military duties.*B5If election to
a public officeis involred, the Department may regulate the extent
t o which he may participate a s a candidate and deny t o him the
right to remain on active duty if elected.*BsIn the case of retired
military personnel the Departments concerned a r e not in accord
with respect to the extent, if any, the civil employment of such
personnel should be monitored. The Department of the Army
advises all retired personnel, regardless of grade, to consult The
Adjutant General before accepting any office or position in
Ir

1 BuI. JAG 152; Air FWOBGuide io7 Retired Personnel, AFP 3 M - 3 ,
DAF, 1 Jun 1955, p, 21; Referanee Guide t o Employment Aotwilic8 o j
Retired Naval Personnsi, Rev. Ed., 1 Sep 1954, Dep. NAY, JAGX, P , 2.
The Navy guide indicated that legal advice may not be rendered until
after aeeeptanee of the proposed civilian employment.
The A m y may legally require its employees ta certify as ta current
outrid8 activities and forebearanee from aeeepting ovtiide employment
without prior Army approval. J A G I 1853,2516, 16 Mar 1853, 3 Dig.
OPS,, Civ. Pern., 5 51.3. For example, Army regulations charge the inrtallstion eommander " n t h the reeponmbility that no military member
of his command will b e .
permitted to leave his installation to e n s w e
in any purauit, business, or performance in eivd life, for emoluments,
hire or othemise, when it will interfere with the customary emplayment and regular engagement of local ei~iliansin the respective Bits,
trades, or professions." Par. 38, AR 210-10, 3 J u n 1954. S I B d 8 0 10
U.S.C. 3635 (Supp. 1V).
With respect t o the Department af the Army, 8ed par, 18, AR 600-10,
16 De0 1863.

..
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Government service.27aIndeed, retired commissioned officers, except those to whom the Economy Act is not applicable, are required to report to the Finance Office, U.S. Army, all employment
in a civilian capacity with the Vnited States Gavernment.2'1 The
Departments of the S a v y and the Air Force, on the other hand,
exact no requirements of its retired personnel in this respect.
Both departments merely publish a small brochure summarizing
some of the dual office and dual compensation statutes of more
frequent application, advising the retired member therein that
i t is his responsibility, as an individual, to axwid the contravention
of those statutes.2"
The multitude of existing dual office, dual employment and dual
Compensation statutes, and statutory exceptions thereto, create e.
t r a p for the unwary layman and indeed a formidable challenge
for the attorney-advisor. Certainly, all would agree with the call
of the Comptroller General for
the enactment of a single
revision consolidating and simplifying all of the various laws
presently in effect relating to dual employment and double compensation .
But would it be enough merely to consolidate
and simplify the current statutes? Ought not the basic and, in
some cases, outmoded policy reasons behind each of the prohibitory statutes be exhumed and reevaluated? Should not the laws
applicable to Armed Forces personnel on active duty be uniform
regardless of armed force, regardless of component, and regardless of
Should not the laws applicable to retired personnel be similarly uniform? Is there really a sound basis for
discriminating against individuals who have been retired for
reaeons other than physical disability and then, with respect to
the physically disabled, between those who have been disabled in
combat or by an instrumentality of war and those who have been
otherwise disabled in line of duty? Admittedly a formidable

". . .

..

Par. 40. AR 36-1350, 14 Dee 1951; DA Pam 21-56, Jun 1953, p, 3. In
the case of proposed employment with B nanapprapriated fund activity,
the retired member is rewired to submit the matter to the Chief of
Finance. Par. S e ( 5 ) , AR 230-6, 18 Jul 1956.
Par. 11, AR 36-1350, 14 Dec 1951; DA Pam 21-66, Jun 1963. p. 4.
I
' Sss note 261, a p r a .
Letter ai 16 Jul 1963 to the Honorable Harry F. Byrd, Chairman. Cornmittee on Finance, United States Senate, 2 U.S. Code Cang. and
Admin. News, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., 1956, P , 2674.
m Related t o the problem a i concurrent military and civilian employment
in dual status in the military itself. Should B retired regular be permitted to occupy B status in a State Nations1 Guard? In the Army Na.
tisnd Guard of the United States?

*oo
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undertaking ia involved, but nonetheless i t is considered that the
best interests of the Government would be served thereby. The
best interests of the Government are served by obtaining the best
man for the job, not by closing the door on its tried and true
servants under unrealistic concepts of incompatibility or outmoded concepts of economy. This contention has been proven
sound in the attached appendices, for how else can the numerous
statutory exceptions to the dual office, dual employment, and dual
compensation acts be justified. I t is just as realistic to authorize
a retired Army officer to be employed with the Remount Service
a8 i t is to authorize his employment with any other agency of the
Government, in any capacity, when he is the best man available
f a r the job. Similarly, i t is just as realistic to enact a private bill
f a r the relief of B retired Regular Army commissioned officer who
found, too late, that his employment with a nonappropriated fund
activity caused him to r u n afoul of the Economy Act"' BS i t is to
permit any retired officer to accept dual compensation without
restriction. Dual ofice statutes serve a useful purpose, of course,
token the individual is in an active status, although the common
law doctrine of incompatibility exists to accomplish the desired
result independent of statute, admittedly with a risk of its being
applied other than uniformly. Dual compensation statutes are
difficult to justify today. At best they serve to save the Government a few dollars; a t worst they operate to accept services
without fair compensation.
I t will require more than these words to stimulste legislative
action, but, if and when that action comes, particularly with
respect to retired military personnel, a decision must be made.
Is the public good served by denying the Government the services
of retired military personnel in a civil capacity? That is the only
question. It is not a question of money, because Federal employment does not lead to wealth. The experience gained through full
and faithful military service should be recognized and utilized,
not penalized.
Jr
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APPEXDIX I

Statutory Exceptions to Title 1 0 ,
United States Code, Subsection s544(b)
a. Alaska Commissioners: Commissioned officers of the Coast
Guard may be appointed a s United States Commissioners or
United States Deputy Marshals in and for the Territory of
Alaska (Act of 4 Aug 1949, 63 Stat. 545, 1 4 U.S.C. 643 ( 1 9 5 2 ) ) .
b. Army and Air National Guard: A Regular Army (or Air
Force) commissioned officer detailed to duty with the Army National Guard may, with the permission of the President, accept a
commission in the latter organization ( 3 2 U.S.C. 3 1 5 (Supp.
IV)).
e. Atomic Energy Commission: Any officer of the armed forces
on active duty may serve as Director of the Division of Military
Application (part of the Atomic Energy Commission). Any active
or retired officer of the armed forces may serve a s Chairman of
the Military Liaison Committee (to advise and consult with the
A.E.C.). (See. 2, Act of 1 Aug 1946, 60 Stat. 756, a s amended, 42
U.S.C. 2 0 3 8 (Supp. IV) ; as to dual compensation, see par. e., App.
IV, infra.)
d. Census Bureau: Enlisted men and officers of the armed
forces may be employed by the Director of the Census to enumerate personnel of the armed forces. (Act of 1 8 Sun 1928, 4 6 Stat.
2 1 , a s amended, 13 U.S.C. 2 0 3 ( 1 9 5 2 ) : as to dual compensation,
see par. c, App. IV infra.)
e. Central Intelligenoe: A commissioned officer of the armed
forces may be appointed to the office of Director of Central Intelligence. (See. 102. Act of 26 Jul 1947, 61 Stat. 498, a s amended,
50 U.S.C. 4 0 3 ( b ) (Supp. IV) ; as to dual compensation, see par.
d, App. IV, infra.)
f. Defense Adsisory Committees: Persona holding offices under
the United States may be appointed by the Secretary of Defense,
the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization, the Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency, and the National Security Council to serve on advisory committees and a s part-time advisors.
(See. 8, Act of 3 Sep 1954, 6 8 Stat. 1228, 5 U.S.C. 1713’ (Supp.
IV) : see also 1 0 U.S.C. 173 (Supp. IV) .) The Secretary of each of
the military departments is similarly empowered. (See 1 0 U.S.C.
1 1 4 (Supp. IV) : a8 to dual compensation, see par. c, App. V,
lls
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8. Federel Maritime Board: Five, but no more than five, officers of the armed forces may be detailed to the Federal Maritime
Board. (Sees. 201 and 905e, Act of 29 Jun 1936, 49 Stat. 1985, 8s
amended, 46 U.S.C.l l l l ( f ) (1952) ; as to dual compensation, see
par. f , App. IV, injra.)
h. Guam: A person in the armed forces of the United States
may be employed by the Government of Guam (Sec. 26, Act of
1 Aug 1950, 64 Stat. 391, 48 U.S.C. 1421d (1952)).
i. Latin America: Officers and enlisted men of the armed forces
may be detailed by the President, under certain conditions, to assist the Governments of the Republics of North America, Central
America, and South America and of the Republics of Cuba, Haiti,
and Santo Domingo. (10 U.S.C.712 (Supp. IV) ; see also subpar.
12a, AR 35-1350, 14 Dec 1951; as to dual compensation, see par.
g, App. IV, infra.)
j . National Science Board: Persons holding other offices in the
executive branch of the Federal Government may serve as members of the divisional committees and special commissions of the
National Science Board. (Act of 10 May 1960. 64 Stat. 154, 42
U.S.C.1873(e) ; a s t o dual compensation, see par. e, App. V,
infra.)
k. Panama Canal: Military personnel may be employed by the
President to operate the Panama Canal and administer the Canal
Zone. (Act of 24 Aug 1912, 37 Stat. 560, 2 C.Z.C. 81, 82: a s to
dual compensation, aee par. h, App. I\', infra.)
1. Selective Service System: Officers of the armed forces,
whether active or retired, may be assigned or detailed t o any office
or position in the Selective Service System (See. 6, Act of 31 Mar
1947, 61 Stat. 32, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 326 (1952)).
m. United Nations: Up to 1000 personnel of the armed forces
may be detailed by the President to duty with the United Nation8
a s observers, guards, or in any non-combatant capacity. (Sec. 5,
Act of 10 Oct 1949,63 Stat. 735,22 U.S.C.287d-1 (a) (1) (1952) ;
a s to dual Compensation, see par. m, App, IV, infra.)

DUAL EMPLOYMENT
APPENDIX I1

Statutory Exceptions to the 1894 Act
a. The statutes paraphrased in subparagraphs a, b, e, d, e, f, g,
h, j, 1, and m, Appendix I, supra, are also statutory exceptions to

the 1894 Act.
b. Aeronautics Committee: A retired officer of the Army or
Navy may be employed by the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. (Sec. 1, Act of 18 Apr 1940, 64 Stat. 134, 8s
amended, 50 U.S.C.166 (1952); as to dual compensation, see par
a, App. V, infra.)
c. Bureau o f Budget: Retired officers of the armed forces may
be appointed as Director and as Assistant Director of the Bureau
of the Budget. (Act of 17 Feb 1922,42 Stat, 373, as amended, 5
U.S.C.64 (1952): as to dual compensation, see par. b, App. IV,
infra.)
d. Central Intelligence Agency: Fifteen retired commissioned
or warrant officers of the armed services may be employed by the
Central Intelligence Agency. (See. 6, Act of 20 J u n 1949, 63 Stat.
211, as amended, 50 U.S.C.403(f) (1952): as to dual compensation, see par. b, App. V,infra: the number “fifteen” is exclusive of
officersretired for physical disability; to them the 1894 Act is not
applicable (JAGA 1952/4481, 15 May 1952)
e. District of Columbia Board: Any person in receipt of retired
pay from the United States may be a member of the Examining
and Licensing Board in the District of Columbia. (Act of 14 J u l
1956, Pub, Law 704, 84th Cong. ;lTB as to dual compensation, see
par. e, App. IV, infra.)
f. Federal Civil Defense Administration: With the approval of
the President, not to exceed twenty-five retired personnel of the
armed services may be employed in a civilian capacity, on a full
With iespeet to paragraphs d, 4, and h, there is P substantial doubt in
the opinion of the author whether these three statutes are 80 worded
as b permit the holding of dual offices. The literal langwge of the
statutes prmides for the receipt of dual compensation only. A s advanced previously, the holding of the civil position must be detorrnined
to be without legal obieetion before the mattor of reoeipt of eornwm
ration may be oonaidered. In deference, horvever, b the legislative his.
tory of the 1948 Act (i, Wra) ( a l a 2 US. Code Cong. and Admin.
News, 30th Cong., 2d Sssr, 1948, PP. 1480, 1481) and ta an opinion of
The Judge Advoeate G e m m i of the Army with respect to the Aot of
4 Jun 1936, 49 Stat. 310, 1 0 U.S.C. 11738 (1962), no longer in rEect
(86s JAGA 1864l9840, 9 Dec 1854) the three statutes are here included.
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o r part-time basis without losa or reduction af or prejudice to
their retired status. They remain subject to dual compensation
reirictions, honever (Sec. 401, Act of 12 J a n 1951, 64 Stat. 1254,
a s amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2253 (Supp. IV)).
g. Mutual Secsritu Pvogmm: .4ny retired oificer of the armed
forces may hold an ofice or appointment in connection with the
Mutual Security Program. (Sec. 532, Act of 26 Aug 1964, 68 Stat.
869, 22 U.S.C. 1792 (Supp. V ) ; as to dual compensation, see par.
d, App. V, infra.)
h. Referee in Bankiuptcy: Any retired member of the armed
forces, whether commissioned or enlisted, whether Regular or Reserve, may be appointed a part-time referee in bankruptcy (Act
of 1 Jul 1898, 30 Stat. 656, a8 amended, 11 U.S.C.63 (1952)) .2re
i. Remount Service: Retired Army officers may be employed by
the Department Of Agriculture in connection with the Remount
Service (Act of 21 Apr 1948, 62 Stat. 197, 7 U.S.C. 438 (1962)).
j . Reseraes and ForeignEmployment: Subject t o the approval of
the Secretary concerned, a. Resewe (not on active duty) may accept civil employment with any foreign government or any concern wholly or partly controlled by a foreign government. (10
U.S.C. 1032 (Supp. IV) ; as to dual compensation, see par. i, App.
IV, infm.)
k. Reserve and National Guavd: Any Reserve or member of
the National Guard, when not on active duty or when on sctire
dutv for trainine. mav acceat anv oosition under the United States
or the District‘bf Columba. iSubsec. 29(c), 9 e t of 10
1956, 70.4 Stat. 632; see ai80 Subsec. 29(d), id.)
1. Rivers and Harbors: Retired officers of the armed forces may
be empioyed by the Chief of Engineers in connection with the
improvements of rivers and harbors of the United States (Sec.
r’ Wylth respect

t o pnragraphs d , e, and h, there is B svbrtlntial doubt in
the opinion of the author whether these three statues are so worded
BI to permit the holding of d u d offices. The literal language af the
statutes provides f o r the receipt of dual compensation only. As advanced previously, the holdinr a i the ciT,.ii paritian must be determined
t o be without legal abjection before the matter a i receipt of eampenration may be canaidered. In deference, however, t o the legillative hist o w of the 1848 Act (i, “ n f m ) (see 1 T.S. Code C o w and Admin.
News, 60th Cong., 2d Sesr., 1818, pp. 1480, 1481) and to an opinion of
The Judge Advocate General af the Army with respect t a the Act a i
4 Jun 1835, 48 Stat. 320, 10 U.S.C.117ea (1852). no longer in effect
(sea JAGA 195418840,9 Doe 1954) the three statutes a l e here included.
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7, Act of 3 Jun 1896, 29 Stat. 235, as amended, 6 U.S.C. 63
(1962) ),
m, Soldiers’ Home: Retired military personnel may accept duty
a t the United States Soldiers’ Home. (See. 301, Act of 10 Jul
1962, 66 Stat. 620,6 U.S.C.69b (1952) : as to dual compensation,
see par. k, App. IV, infra.)
n. Territories: May a member of the armed forces in a retired status accept and hold a n office or position under the government of the Territory of Alaska? Unfortunately statutes
:onAict here, and a definitive opinion may not be expressed. Seecion 1860, Revised Statutes, as amended (48 U.S.C.1460) excepts
retired officers and enlisted men of the armed forces from its
provisions (“No person belonging to the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, or Coast Guard shall be elected to or hold any civil office
or appointment in any Territory. . , .”). A specific statute deal.
ing with the Territory of Alaska expressly prohibits, however, a
person holding a commission or appointment under the United
States from being a member of the legislature or holding any
office under the government of the Territory (Sec. 11, Act of 24
Aug 1912, 37 Stat. 616, 48 U.S.C. 83 (1952)). Thus, to the
extent that retired military personnel hold an office within the
meaning of the act last cited, that act is in conflict with the exception to Section 1860, supra. Although the latter statute in
point of time (See.11, Act of 24 Aug 1912, supra) would appear
to prevail, a glaring instance of the need for legislative revision
is here presented. With resped to the Territory of Hawaii, however, a retired member of the armed forces may hold any civil
office thereunder, assuming territorial funds as distinguished from
Federal funds are involved,2r‘ except that if his retired status
equates to an office, he may not be a member of the territorial
legislature. (See Act of 30 Apr 1900, 31 Stat. 146, 48 U.S.C.
589 (1962).)
r‘ Ssa 6
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Additional Dual Oaoe Pmhibitions
a. Foreign Serriee: An officer of the Regular Navy, other than
a retired officer, may not accept an appointment in the Foreign
Service of the Government (10 U.S.C. 6405).
b. Receiver: A person holding a military office or employment
under the United States shall not at the same time be appointed
a receiver in any case in any court of the United States (Act
of 26 Jun 1948, 62 Stat. 926, 28 U.S.C.958 (195211,
C. Referee in Bankruptcy: An individual shall not be eligible
to appointment as a full-time referee in bankruptcy if he holds
an office of profit or emolument under the lama of the United
States (Act of 1 Jul 1898, 30 Stat. 555, as amended, 11 U.S.C.
63 (Supp. I V ) ) .
d. Territan'es: Active duty personnel belonging to the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard shall not be elected to or
hold any civil office or appointment in any Territory. (Rev. Stat.
6 1860, as amended, 48 U.S.C. 1460 (1962) : for an exception
with respect to Coast Guard officers in Alaska, however, see
par. a. App. I, supra.) I n addition to Section 1860, suwa, other
statutes prohibit a person holding a commission or appointment
under the United States from being a member of the legislature
or holding any office under the government of the Territory of
Alaska. (See Sec. 11, Act of 24 Aug 1912, 37 Stat. 516, 48 U.S.C.
83 (1962) ,) A person holding an officein or under or by authority
of the Government of the United States is not eligible to election
to the legislature of the Territory of Hawaii. (See Act of 30 Apr
589 (1952) ,)
1900, 31 Stat. 145 U.S.C.
e. U. S. Coinmissioner: A person holding B military office or
employment under the United States shall not a t the same time
hold the office of United States Commissioner. (Sec. 1, Act of
25 Jun 1948, 62 Stat. 915, as amended, 28 U.S.C. 631 (Supp.
IV); for an exception with respect to Coast Guard officers in
Alaska, see par. a, App. I, s w r a . )
j. V k g i n Islands: No Federal employee map be a member of
the legislature of the Virgin Islands (See. 6, Act of 22 Jul 1954,
68 Stat. 499, 48 U.S.C. 1572 (Supp. IV)).

90
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Statutory Exceptions to Dual ComDensationActs
a. Atomic Energy Commission: Any officer appointed a s the
Director of the Division of Military Application o r a s the Chairman of the Military Liaison Committee may receive his military
pay and allowances or retired pay, a8 appropriate, and in addition a sum equal to the difference between the civil compensation
provided for the position and his military pay (Sec, 28, Act
of 1 Aug 1946, 60 Stat. 756, a s amended, 42 U.S.C.2038 (Supp.
IV) 1 ,
b. Bureau of Budget: A retired officer of the armed forces, if
appointed as Director or Assistant Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, may be paid the difference between the pay prescribed
for that office and his retired pay, a8 well as his retired pay
(Act of 17 Feb 1922, 42 Stat. 373, a s amended, 5 U.S.C.64
(1952) )
e . Census Buriau: Enlisted men and officers of the armed services may be compensated for the enumeration of personnel of
the armed forces. The rates are fixed by the Director of Census
(Act of 13 Jun 1929, 46 Stat. 21, a s amended, 1 3 U.S.C.203
(1952)).
d . Central Intelligence Agency: If a commissioned officer is
appointed as Director, or Deputy Director, of the Central Intelligence Agency, he may receive his military pay and allowance
(active or retired) and the amount by which the compensation
established for that position exceeds the amount of his annual
military pay and allowances (See. 102, Act of 26 Jul 1947, 61
Stat. 498, a s amended, 50 U.S.C.403 (b) (Supp. IV) ).
e. District of Columbia Board: A retired person appointed
as a member of the Examining and Licensing Board in the District of Columbia may receive an honorarium from the District
a s well a8 his retired pay (Sec. 1, Act of 14 Jul 1956, Pub. Law
104, 84th Gong).
f. Federal Maritime Board: Any officer of the armed forces
detailed to the Federal nlsritime Board may receive such compensation as, when added to his pay and allowances as an officer
in the armed forces, will make his aggregate compensation equal
t o the pay and allowances he would receive if he were the incumbent of an office or position in such board which, in the
opinion of the Board involves the performance of work similar
in importance to that performed by him while detailed to the

.
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Board (Secs. 2 0 1 and 905e. Act of 2 9 Jun 1936, 49 Stat. 1985,
as amended, 46 U.S.C. l l l l ( f ) ( 1 9 5 2 ) ) .
g. Latin America: Officers and enlisted men of the Army aetailed to assist certain Latin American Governments may, while
so detailed, accept f r o m Governments to which detaiied such
compensation and emoluments a s the Secretary o f the Army may
approve, in addition to their military pay and allowances (Act of
19 May 1926, 44 Stat. 565, as amended, 1 0 U.S.C. 7 1 2 (Supp.
IV)).
k . Panama Canal: The active duty pay of military personnel
employed to operate the Panama Canal and to administer the
Canal Zone shall be deducted from the salary or compensation
paid by the Canal Zone. Retired warant officers and retired enlisted men may receive compensation from both 8ources. however.
(Act o f 2 4 Aug 1912, 37 Stat. 560, 2 C.Z.C. 81, 82, see also 2 7
Comp. Gen. 4 3 9 ( 1 9 4 8 ) regardless of the fact that they are
subsequently advanced on the retired list to a commissioned
grade. 36 Comp. 5 0 3 ( 1 9 5 7 ) . )
i. Reserve and Foreign Emplogment: Subject to the approval
of the Secretary concerned, a Reserve, not on active duty, may
accept compensation from a foreign government or from a concern
wholly or partly controlled by a foreign government with which
he is employed (10 U.S.C. 1 0 3 2 (Supp. I V ) ) .
i. Reserve and National Guard: Any Reserve or member of
the National Guard may accept any civilian position under the
United States or the District o f Columbia and receive the pay
incident to that employment in addition to pay and allowances
a s a Reserve or member of the National Guard, when not on
active duty or when on active duty f o r training (Subsec. 2 9 ( c ) ,
Act of 10 Aug 1956, 70A Stat. 6 3 2 ; 218 see also See. 2, Act of
1 Aug 1941, 59 Stat. 684, a s amended, 5 U.S.C. 61a-1
(1952) :
Act of 1 Aug 1 9 4 1 , 5 5 Stat. 616, as amended, 5 U.S.C. 61a (1952) :
1 0 U.S.C. 1 0 3 3 (Supp. I V ) ) .
k . Soldiers' Home: Retired military personnel on duty a t the
United States Soldiers' Home are exempted from the Economy
Act (Sec. 301, Act of 10 Jul 1952, 66 Stat. 520, 5 U.S.C. 5 9 b
( 1 9 5 2 ) ).

A retired de j w a member of P reserve component of the armed forces
ia exempted from the dual compensation proriaions of Section 212 of
the EEonOmi Act. Tamer V. U.S.,129 Ct. CI. 792 (19541 i SB C m p .

Om. 808 (19671.
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1. State Department: Members of the armed forces assigned
or detailed to duty with the State Department for certain purposes
may be paid the traveling expenses authorized for officers of the
Foreign Service of the United States (10 U.S.C. 715 (Supp.
IV)).
m. United Nations: Armed forces personnel detailed to the
United Nations may accept, upon authorization from the President, extraordinary expenses and perquisites in addition to their
normal military pay and allowances (See. 5, Act of 10 Oct 1949,
63 Stat. 735, 22 U.S.C.287d-l(a) (1) (1952)).
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Additional Dual Compensation Restrictions
a . Aeroaautics Committee: A retired officer of the Army or
Navy employed by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics may receire civilian compensation while so ser\,ing, but
not his retired pay (Sec. 1 , Act of 18 Apr 1940, 64 Stat. 134,
a s amended, 50 U.S.C. 1 6 6 ( 1 9 5 2 ) 1.
b . Central Intelligence Agency: Any retired commissioned or
Tmrrant officer (not to exceed 1 5 in number) employed by the
Central Intelligence Agency may receive either his retired pay
o r the compensation of his pmition with the Agencp, whichever
he may elect (See. 6, Act of P O Jun 1949, 63 Stat. 211, a s
amended, 50 U.S.C. 403f ( 1 9 5 2 ) ) .
e. D e f e m e Adr;isor?, Committees: Persons holding offices under
the United States who may be appointed by the Secretary of
Defense, the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization, the
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, and the National
Security Council to serve on advisory committees and as parttime advisors may receire no additional compensation for their
services. (Sec. 8, Act of 3 Sep 1954, 68 Stat. 1228, 5 U.S.C.
171j (Supp. IV) : bee also 10 U.S.C. 1 7 3 (Supp. I V ) ; as to advisory committees established by the Secretaries of the military
departments, the same result obtains, see 10 U.S.C. 174(b) (Supp.
IV).)
d. Mt4tuol Seewits P,oyraii%: Retired officers holding offices
or positions in connection with the RIutual Security Program
remain subject to the Economy Act (Sec 632, Act of 26 Aug
1954, 68 Stat. 859, 2 2 U.S.C. 1 7 9 2 (Supp. IV) : accord 36 Comp.
Gen. 308 (19651 1,
1 Science Board: Persons holding other offices in
branch of the Government who serve as members
ional committees and special commissions of the
liational Science Board shall not receive remuneration for their
services during any period for vhich they receive compensation
for their services in such other offices (Act of 10 May 1950, 64
Stat, 164, 42 U.S.C. 1 8 7 3 ( e ) ( 1 9 6 2 ) ) .
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LEGAL ASPECTS

OF

NONAPPROPRIATED
ACTIVITIES*

FUND

BY LT. COL. PAULJ. KOvPgw*

Anyone connected with the Armed Forces f a r any period of time
is at least superficially acquainted with the "nonappropriated
fund activity." The post exchange, post welfare fund, officers' and
NCOs' clubs, special service funds and the like are familiar activities on a military reservation. However, whenever dealings of a
legal nature with nonappropriated fund activities become necessary, the seemingly commonplace image of these activities blurs
considerably. What is their derivation? What is their liability to
the Federal Gorernment, f a r Federal taxes, to state governments,
to employees, to third persons? What is the nature of the liability
of Army personnel to such activities? For what purposes may
nonappropriated funds he expended? This paper will attempt to
answer these questions, so f a r as possible, or a t least point out
the basic premises necesaary to an informed legal conclusion.
will he developed, nonappropriated fund
A word of caution-8
activities are creatures of regulations. Therefore, a lawyer with a
problem relating to such an activity would be well advised to initially read Army Regulation8 230-5 through 230-117 providing in
detail for the administration and supervision of nonappropriated
fund activities a t Army installations and activities. The principal
regulation setting forth the general policies to be applied in the
administration of nonappropriated funds is Army Regulations
230-5.
I. HISTORY
Nonappropriated funds as we know them today did not exist a t
the time of the Revolutionary War when OUT Armed Forces first
came into existence. Howerer, the necessity for some type of establishment to fulfill the needs of the members of our newly
formed Army in regard to their recreation, welfare and morale

*

*'
*eo

This article vas adapted from B thesis presented to the Fourth Advanced
Class, The Judge Advocate General's School, Chsrlottesville, Va. The
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was recognized by the founding fathers of o u r countr:-. Recognition and in fact authorization of an organization was contained in
the American Articles of War of 1 I l V n-hich provided for sutlers
whose mission was to provide for the individual personal needs of
service personnel. Although sutlers were not established as a component part of the Army, Congress placed upon commanding offi.
cers the responsibility of seeing that the needs of the troops were
satisfied and that their rights were protected.* This reiDanaibility
has been carried over and today is specifically set out in Army
regulation^.^

The sutlers, itinerant merchants who provided many of the
services of the present day post exchange, could be considered as
legalized camp followers, possessing concessions from the Army
which authorized them t o sell liquor, subsistance necessities, and
other incidentals to soldiers in the field. Since the Rules and
Articles of War of 1806* provided in Article 60, Section I that:
“Ali suttlers and retainers to the camp, and all persons whatsoever, serving with the armies of the United States in the fieid,
though not enlisted soldiers, are to be subject to orders, according to the rules and discipline of war.”
it is apparent that numerous orders and regulations were promuigated both by the War Department and commanding officers in
addition to those contained in the Rules and Articles of War. The
principal rule contained in the Articles of War pertaining t o sutlers was one applying to hours of operation. I t forbad such establishments from being open or making sales during hours of religious services or between nine in the evening and reveille the following morning.z
Article 41 of The General Regulations for the Army of 1821,
ahich were approved by Congress,e contained specific regulations
concerning sutlers. These regulations in general provided that
each post or regiment was authorized the service8 of one sutler.
He was authorized to sell on credit and allowed to appear at the
pay table where, when the indebtedness was acknowledged, the
Arts. XXXII, LXIV, LXV, and LXVI, Rules and Arts. of War 1775,
App. IX, Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 953 (2d ed., 1920
reprint1

* Ibid.

Pars. 47, 48, AR 210-10, 8 Jun 1954. as changed.
Aet a i 10 Apr 1806, 2 Stat. 359.
VIII, Apt. 1, Rules and Arts. a i War 1776, Military L a m of
United States 1176-1863, P. 67.
‘ Act of 2 Mar 1821, S Stat. 615.

a
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NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS
paymaster was authorized to deduct the amount from the soldier’s
pay and turn this amount over directly to the sutler. For these
and other privileges the sutler was assessed a monthly charge of
not less than 100 nor more than 16$ per man baaed upon the average number of officers and enlisted men assigned to the unit during the period.
The funds secured a8 a result of this assessment plus any flnes
collected from sutlers for violation of regulations constituted the
This fund was adbasis “of what shall be called the past
ministered by a “council of administration” the treasurer of
which, where possible, was the paymaster. He was required to
open an account in favor of the post fund which account was subject to inspection by the post or regimental commander. Expenditures were made only upon the approval of the council and the
commanding officer. The regulations authorized these funds to be
expended for immediate or temporary relief to indigent widows
and orphans of officers or soldiers, immediate or temporary relief
to deranged or “decayed” officers, or to infirm or disabled soldiers,
discharged under circumstances which did not entitle them to a
pension. Financial assistance for the post school was authorized
as well as the purchase of books and periodicals for a library, one
section of which was to be adapted to the wants of the enlisted
men. The post band could also be maintained from this fund.
These regulations also established certain procedures for administration of the post fund. These included such things as who
constituted the council, when it was to meet, the recording and approval of its proceedings. Provisions were also made that when a
unit was transferred an equitable portion of the post fund would
be transferred to the departing unit. The cornmanding officer of
the unit would receive the funds which were to be used for the
benefit of the personnel of the unit. The commanding officer thus
became the custodian of the funds.
The War Department, by presentment, and Congress, by adoption of the Regulations f a r the Army of 1821, recognised the
needs of Army personnel and provided for these needs by establishing certain funds and activitiea which are known today a s nonappropriated fund activities. The origin of three of our present
day activities, unit, welfare, and library funds, can be traced back
to this short but complete regulation of 1821.
Consolidated Officers’ and Kon-Commissioned Officers’ Messes

’ Art. 41,
A00 Ilbm

Army Regulations of 1821.
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were authorized and encouraged in 183G and 1811.* These differed from the present day Officers' and Nan-Commissioned Offi.
cers' I l e ~ s e s 'in~ that they were principally considered as eating
establishments. The nucleus having been authorized, it was only
a matter of time before they should become the focal paint of social activities as well as eating establishments. As a social organization, extending equal membership either to all officers or noncommissioned officers on the pod, they were authorized limited
support from appropriated funds in the form of the use of public
buildings when, in the determination of the post commander, such
buildings u e r e not required for official pmposes.ll
The War Department, realizing the importance of nonappropriated fund activities, extended their operation by eatablishing company funds in 1836.12These w r e created, if not directly, a t least
indirectly, from appropriated funds. The principal source of rewnue f o r these company funds came from savings which accrued
from the economical use of rations issued for use in the com.
pan^.'^ The control of this fund, which was far the esclusire benefit of the enlisted personnel, was placed in the company commander subject to inspection by the post or regimental commander." I n addition to this local inspection, a quarterly report of
funds received, expended and on hand ~ v 8 8required to be f u r nished to The Adjutant General.1s
Although minor amendments in the regulations were made as
to administration and the purposes for which these nonappropriated funds could be expended, there w a s no change in the provision allowing the post or regimental sutler to have a lien on B
soldier's pay. However, in 1847, Congress abrogated any and all
parts of regulations which gave sutlers a lien on soldiers' pay or
which allowed sutlers t o appear a t the pay table. This legislation
provided that the only rights sutlers should have were those provided for in the Rules and Articles of War,'a these rights being
those provided f o r in the Rules and Articles of War of 1806.
For the next twenty years Congress vacillated on the right of
sutler8 to have a lien on the pay of soldiers and to be able t o go to
Art.

IX.I r m y Regulations of 1835.

' Par. 94, A i m y Regulations
I"

a
I'

'*
'1
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AR 230-60. 26 dul 1956, n i changed.
Gen. Older No. 54, 22 Yar 1809.
Par. 31, Arms Regulations of 1835.
Ibid.
Id. pers. 31, 32.
I d . par. 15.
S e e . 11, Act a i 3 >la1 l U 7 , 9 Stat 185.
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the pay table to enforce such a lien by receiving a t least a portion
of the soliders' pay."
In 1862 Congress enacted a bill providing for the appointment
of sutlers in the Volunteer Service and setting out duties of sutlers and authorizing the sutler a lien on pay af soldiers for merchandise purchased.1B The apparent purpose of this act was to
continue the service of sutlers to the Army and to establish guide
lines for the regulation of these activities by the War Department.
Since congressional sanction had been given to these activities, it
was only proper that authority should be given for the collection
of a t least a limited amount of money owed the sutler by the soldiers.18
The Judge Advocate General of the Army expressed the view
that the application of that portion of the act authorizing a lien
on the soldiers' pay was not applicable to the pay of regular soldier,? since the Act of 19 March 1862 applied to volunteer soldiers
and officers.~O
Sutlers in many instances were not the moat ethical retail merchandisers. They were not adverse to loaning money to soldiers at
usurioua rates of interest and occasionally indulged in dishonest
and corrupt practices. Such activities on the part of sutlers caused
Congress, in 1866, to abolish the office of sutler effective 1 July
1867.21This act further provided that the subsistence department
was authorized and required to furniah such articles 8s from time
to time were designated by the inspector8 general and that these
items would be sold a t cost.

'*

SBC. 6, Act af 12 Sun 1818, 11 Stat. 336, which was the appropriation
act f o r fiscal war 18EQ. authorized sutlers to have B lien on B Dart
of the soldiers' pay or to appear a: the pay table to ieeeive the
mldien' pay from the pay master. By Section 3, Chapter 4 , Act
Of 24 Dee 1861, 12 Stat. 381, promding for allotment certificates among
the vdunteeie, Congre~z repealed the pmvisioni of :he Act of 12
.Tun 1R6R.
'' Act of Mar 1662, 12 Stat. 371.
'I By this Act, the Inspectors-Genera!
of the Army were to constitute
B board to prepare a. iirt or schedule of authorized items that Butlers
could sell. The prices f o r these i t m e were established by B board
eonlisting of certain officers of the organization t o which the sutler
w 8 appointed. There was to be only m e sutler allowed per rsgimont
and he was n o t allowed t o sublet the operation, In mtum for these
~ ~ r v i e e sthe
. sutler was entitled to a lien of iia af one month's pay
for items purchased by B mldier.
Dig. OP. JAG 1865, p. 831.
See. 21, Act of 28 Jui 1866, 14 Stat. S86.
~
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By Joint Resolution of 30 Xarch 18672*Consress conferred authority upon 'I.
the commanding general of the army , , to
after 1
permit a trading establishment to be maintained , ,
July 1867 a t military posts "on the frontier" ( m s t of the 100th
meridian2a and east of the eastern boundary of California) not 111
the vicinity of any city or t o u m when, based upon his judgment,
such establishment was required for the accommodation of immigrants, freighters, and other citizens. I t was further provided t h a t
where the commissary department in comp1Fing with the Act of
28 July 18136~'\vas capable of furnishing necessary stores, the
post trader was prohibited from selling ta the soldiers.
Although Congress abolished the purveyor of items for the
health, welfare, recreation and morale of the troops, i t provided
that the Government was to assume a certain portion of these
functions. Where such activities u-ere foreign to the operations of
the commissary service they \rere to be performed by local merchants except in those remote areas where the Army was authorized to appoint post traders,lG who, under certain restrictions,
could supply the needs of the service man.
I n 1810 Congress repealed the Joint Resolution of 30 March
1867*' and enacted specific legislation authorizing the establishment of post traders under certain restrictions2' which were published by the War Department.2B

..

."

.

16 Stat. 29.
This i s a north.rauth line running throvgh the eentw of what is
now the states of F o r t h and South Dakota, Nebraska, eaetern Kansan,
the panhandle of Oklahoma, and the center of Texas.
14 Stat. 332.
By G e n e i d Order KO 5 6 , 24 ?Jay 1667, sutlers were retained as post
traders west of the 100th meridian and authoriied t o sell t o soldiers
since the Commissary General reported t h a t Congress had not appropriated funds for the purchase of item, for sales to soldiers.
'' 15 Stat. 29.
I_ See. 22, Act of 15 Jui 1870, 18 Stat. 320.
Upon being selected as a post trader, the individual was furnished
a letter of appointment which indicated the past to which he was
assigned. His activities were governed and controlled by a council
of administration in accordance with general poiieiea established by
the War Department. These directive9 provided t h a t no t a x or burden
would be imposed; t h a t pant traders r a u l d not be allowed the privilege
of the pay table; t h a t they would have an exclusive franchise and
could elect buildings s t their o m expense in areas designated by the
post eammandei; t h a t in establishing the prices a t which items were
to be said, the council should take into cmiidmation cost of the item,
pins freight and the f a c t t h a t the poet trader did not have a lien
an the soldiers' pay and therefore lacked the financial eeeurity previousiy enjoyed by the entlers. Cirs., Adjutant General's Office, 7
Jun 1811, 25 Mar 1672.
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Six years later the Secretary of War was authorized by CongressZPto appoint a post trader a t all military post8 regardless of
location. Since the appointment of post traders was a discretionary act on the part of the Secretary of War, all military posts did
not receive the services of a post trader.OO
However, to supply the troops a t moderate prices, with such
articles as were necessary for their use, entertainment and comfort, commanders were authorized to establish canteens a t posts
where there were no post tradema' The following year this privilege was extended to all posts.SzThe authorization for establishing
canteens also permitted the post commander to make available
certain government buildings to house the canteen and its activities which included facilities for gymnastic exercises, billiards and
other proper games. An officer "in charge of canteen" assisted by
a "canteen council" was to manage the affairs of the canteen. The
original purchase was to be either on credit or from funds secured
by assessment levied upon the company funds of the several companies the personnel of which would be benefited by the establishment of a canteen. Profits resulting from the operation of the canteen were to be equitably distributed to the participating companies. When a company was transferred from the post, it was to
receive a proportionate share of the total assets of the canteen.
Conversely when a new unit was assigned to a post, the unit was
assessed on the basis of personnel an amount of money which
would entitle the organization to awn a proportionate share of the
canteen assets.
To promote and encourage the expansion of canteens and to BSsist them in increasing their sales, the War Department prohibited company fund activities from selling any item sold by the
canteen.ss Curtailment of competition increased the volume of
business resulting in increased profits for the canteen. From these
profits, canteens were authorized to expend funds for the purchase of sporting equipments4 and any items that would eontribute to the "rational enjoyment and contentment of the soldiers."8s

*
*
'I
I'

"
"

See. 3, Act of 24 J u l 1876, 19 S t a t 100.
Winthrop, Dig. Op. JAG 1880, B, 383.
Gen. Order No. 10, 1 Feb 1889.
Gen. Order KO.51, 18 May 1890.
Cir. KO.1, Adjutant General's Office, 9 Feb 1891.
Cir. No. 7, Adjutant General's Office, 10 Jun 1890.
Cir. No. 1, Adjutant General's Office, 9 Fsb 1891.
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In the course of time, the canteen was redesignated the post exchange without any material change in mission or o ~ e r a t i o n . ~ ~
By 1893 the post exchange had, as far a s the serviceman was
concerned, supplanted the need for the serrices of the post trader.
Also because of the development of the frontier the need for the
post trader to accommodate and supply the immigrants, freighters
and other tra\,elers had become almost nonexistent. Because of
these changed conditions, Congress prohibited the Secretary of
War from making further appointments of paat traders to include
the filling of
With the decrease in the number of past traders, more and more
post commanders established post exchanges. To insure that such
activities were available to all military personnel and t o provide
for uniformity of operation and control, the LVar Department,
under special regulations, established post exchanges at all military posts.S8 With the publication of General Order Number 46,
1895, the post exchange, which is a vital part of every military establishment, was born. This activity was to combine the features
of a reading and recreation room, a corporate store, and a restaurant, its primary purpose being to supply the troops a t reasonable
prices with the articles of ordinary use, wear and consumption,
not supplied by the Government, and to afford them a means of
rational recreation and amusement.
Like the canteen, the exchanges were authorized the use of
government buildings, nere managed by an "officer in charge"
and a council whose operation and reports were approved by the
post commander. A first class exchange was expected to consist of
a well-stacked general store; a well-kept lunch counter; a canteen
where beer and light nine could be eold; a reading and recreation
room, supplied with books, periodicals and other reading matter,
billiard and pool tables, bowling alleys and facilities for other indoor games, apparatus for outdoor sports and a well equipped
gpmnasium.
The post exchange and port and company funds continued with
slight modification to carry out their missions of providing for the
recreation, welfare and morale of the soldiers until after World
War I. In June 1920 the Army Motion Picture Service was established to supplant the Civilian Community Xotion Picture Bureau

15

Gen. Order Xllo. 11, 8 Feb 1892.
c. 61, Act a i 28 an m a , 27 stat. 426

Gen. Order No.46,25 Jul 1891.
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that had been organized during World War I.38The Army Library
Service became a separate operation in July 1921 taking over
from the American Library Association that had been organized
during World War I to supplement the existing library facilities
of the Army.*o
Based upon lessons learned during World War I, the War Department during the expansion of the Army in 1940 and 1941 took
affirmative steps to improve the morale of the troops and to insure
adequate recreation and welfare facilities. I n 1941 a Morale
Branch was established in the War Department to assist the Chief
of Staff to properly provide for the "recreation and weifare and
all ather morale matters not specifically charged to other War Department agencies.""
Separate and independent exchanges in which units had a
vested interest compenaable upon departure from the post were
reorganized into a central organization known as the Army Exchange Service which was a separate agency within the Morale
Branch of the War Department.'2 This operation was later reorganized to form a centralized operation of Army exchanges"
which is currently in pera at ion.'^
Thus, the history of nonappropriated fund activities is one of
need and necessity growing with the Army and changing according to the times, needs and desires of the personnel served. Nonappropriated fund activities are flexible organizations which today have the aame mission of providing for the recreation, health,
welfare and morale of members of the Army and their dependent8
a s did the original post funds authorized by Congress.
11. LEGAL STATUS O F NONAPPROPRIATED

FUND ACTIVITIES
After the abolishment of sutlers46 and past traderste the War
Department established the canteen," then post exchange^'^ and
* T h s A m y Aimanao 75 (1050).
Ibid.
Gen. Order No. 2, 14 Apr 1941.

" War Dept. Cir. No. 124, 28
1041.
" War Dept. Yem. No. 210-65,

June 1941; Tentative A R 210-68, 1 Jul

12 Mar 1946.
" AR 60-10lAFR 141-7, 26 Apr 1957, as changed.
SEC. 21, b e t of 28 Sui 1866, 14 Stat. 388.
'I C. 51, Act of 28 Jan 1898, 27 Stat. 426.
'' War Dent. Gem. Order No. 10. 1 Feb 1889.
" F a r Dept. Gen. Order No. 11, 8 Feb 1892.
*oo
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other nonappropriated fund activities. This authorization directed
the establishment of a post exchange an posts where there were
no post traders and authorized commanders of other installations,
a t their discretion, to establish such an activity within their commands. Current Army Regulations authorizing nonappropriated
fund activities continue to specify which military commanders
may establish these activities.*n
Since there is no specific statutory authority for the establishment or existence of nonappropriated fund activities, as we know
them today, their establishment and existence is based on departmental regulations commonly known as Army Regulations. To
fully understand the status of nonappropriated fund activities it
is necessary to determine what force and effect these regulations
pos8ess.
Between 1179 and 1810 Congress under its authority to make
rules and regulations for the ArmyJDapproved or adopted some
of the Army Regulations presented by the War Department.s1 At
other times the Secretary of War was directed to prepare and
submit a code of general regulations far the approval of Cangrees.'l The preparation of such a set of regulations was time conBurning and since the Army was a living, operating establishment,
changing in its needs and requirements from day to day, the time
iag encountered in securing congressional approval and publicalion required other means of dissemination of orders and regulsLions. To this end the President under his constitutional authority
as Commander in Chief af the Army53 through his Secretary issued interim orders and directives. Congress, in 1816, recognizing
cheir inability to make or approve all regulations far the operation of the Army authoriEed the President "to make and publish
regulations for the government of the Army in accordance with
existing
At B. later date Congress authorized the Secretary of a Department ta "prescribe regulations, not inconsistent
with law. for the government af his department. , . ,Y3
Par. 6a. I R 230-5, 18 J u l 1956
U.S. Conat., Art. I, 5 8 , Ci. 14.
Libor. Remarks on the Army Regulations and Exemtiw
E xemtiw Regulations
in General 61-84 (War Dept. Doe. No. 63, 1898);
18981 ; h1.L. 1949 6 309,
note; Sec. 14, Act of 2 Mar 1821, 3 Stat. 616.
n S e e . 31, Act of 28 J u l 1866, 14 Stat. 331; See. 20. *et
Act of
of 15 J u l 1870,
16 Stst. 319.
" C S . const., Art. I1 $ 2 , c1. 1.
C. 111. Act a i 1 Mar 1875, 18 Stst. 337.
Re?. Stat. 5 161, 5 U S C . 22 (1952), X L . 1919 g 388.
I
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There can be no question a s to the farce and effect of Army
Regulations which have been approved by Congress. These, like
any other congressional enactment, are the law of the land and
as such are binding not only on the military but all others who
would operate within the sphere of such legislation. Nonappropriated fund activities, with the exception of the post fund, were not
in existence nor were they included in the Army Regulations approved by Congress prior to 1810. Therefore the status of regulations promulgated originally by the Secretary of War and later
by the Secretary of the Army must be determined.
Thirty-three years before Congress authorized the President to
make rules and regulations for the government of the Army, the
Supreme Court was called upon to decide a case, the solution to
which involved an interpretation of the effect of Army Regulations.
The United States instituted suit for the recovery of approximately two thousand dollars held by one Captain Eliason. He contended that under Army Regulations of 1821, which had been approved by CongressE‘ he was entitled to additional compensation
for the performance of extra duties. By War Department regulation of 14 March 1835, compensation of this nature was disallowed. The defendant contended that the last regulation or order
amounted to no more than an opinion of the Secretary of War
and could not repeal the regulations of 1821. The court in passing
upon the effect of these regulations said:
“. , The power of the executive to establish rules and regulations f o r the government of the army, is undoubted. , The
power to establish implies, necessarily, the power to modify or
repeal, or to create anew.
“The Secretary of War is the regular constitutional organ of
the President for the administration of the military establishment of the nation, and rules and orders publicly promulgated
through him must be received as the acts of the executive, and
a s such, be binding upon all within the sphere of his legal and
constitutional authority.
“Such regulations cannot be questioned or defied, because
they may be thought unwise or mi~taken.”~‘
In 1845 the Supreme Court again had occasion to speak concerning the effect of Army Regulations which were published to
implement congressional action. In this instance the court said:

. .

. .

See. 14, Act of 2 Mar 1821, 3 Stat. 616.
4 1 U.S. (16 Pel.) 281, 301-302 (1842).

*‘ U.S.Y . Eliason,
AGO 1166s
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. , The President sanctioned those regulations, and by
doing so, delegated his authority, a s he had a right to do, to the
Secretary a t War. The Army Regulations, when sanctioned by
the President, have the force of iaw, because it is done by him
by the authority of law. The Regulations of 1825, then, were as
canc1usit.e upon the accounting officer of the treasury, whilst
they continued in force, a s those of 1836 afterwards !%-ere,and
as those of 1841 now are. When, then, an officer presents, with
his account, an authentic document or certificate of his having
commanded a post or arsenal, for which an order has been issued from the War Department, in conformity a i t h the proaisions of the Army Regulations, aliawing double rations, his
right to them is established, nor can they be withheld, without
doing him a wrong, f a r which the law gives him a remedy

....

"6B

The following year the Court said, "as to the army regulations,
this court has too repeatedly said, that they have the force of law
,
, ."pB Almost 100 p a r s after the Supreme Court's first announcement of this principal they again said that "authorized
War Department regulations have the force of law."eo
The United Statea Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, in December
1954 an a habeas corpua proceeding which involved an interpretation of Army Regulations said:
. , When not in conflict with any Act of Congress, the
power of the executire to establish rules and regulations for the
government of the Army has never been doubted. United States
v. Eliason, 16 Pet. 291, 302, 41 U.S. 291, 302, 10 L.Ed. 968. That
power is confirmed by the statute vesting in the head of each
department authority to prescribe repulations, not inconsistent
with law, for the government of his department. 6 U.S.C. 5
22, R.S.8 161.''81
Special regulations establishing post exchanges were promulgated by General Order So.10, Headquarters of the Army, 26
July 1895. In eomplianee with these regulation8 a post exchange
was established a t Jefferson Barracks, 11% and in further compliance with these regulations Lieutenant Thomas B. Dugan was
detailed as "officer in charge." Also under the provisions of the
regulations the post commander approved the recommendation of

.

". .

I

C . S . j.. Freemar, 44 U.S. ( 3 How.) 5 5 5 , 565-567 (1845).
V. US.,
45 U.S. ( 4 H a w ) SO, 117 (1846).
Standard Oil Co. v. Johnson, 316 T.S. 481. 4 9 1 (1942).
.MeDonold 1.. Lee, 217 F.2d 619, 521 (5th Cir. 19613. See also U p d r g7.6 1. TaibaLt. 221 F.2d 312 (4th Cir. 1855).
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the exchange council that beer and light wine be sold a t the canteen
( a room separate and apart from the rest of the exchange). Because of the sale of beer and light wine, the Collector of Internal
Revenue for that district required the "officer in charge" to pay a
retail liquor dealers' tax f a r fiscal year ending 30 June 1866 and
1867.
Being conscientious and having the beat interests of the exchange at heart, Lieutenant Dugan made application for a refund
of this tax under the provisions of a statute which authorized the
upon receipt of satisCommissioner of Internal Revenue
factory evidence o f the facts, [to] make allowance for or redeem
such of the stamps issued under the provisions of this title, or of
any internal-revenue act, as may have been spoiled, destroyed, or
rendered useless or unfit for the purpose intended, or for which
the owner may have no use, or which, through mistake, may have
heen improperly or unnecessarily used, or where the rates or
duties represented thereby have been exceasire in amount, paid
,
The apin error, or in any manner wrongfully collected
plication was approved and properly certified for payment in the
amount of $25 f o r each year. Upon presentment, the Secretary
of the Treasury, a t the request of the Comptroller, transmitted
the claim to the Court of Claims far determination as t o the
legality of making the refund under the provisions of the cited
statute:'
For the Court to properly decide the iasuea involved in the case
it was necessary that they first make a determination as to the
status of the poat exchange. The Court first briefly reviewed the
history of all organizations which were similar in nature to the
exchange and had preceded it. Further, they discussed a t some
length the establishment of the exchange as it existed a t that time,
They painted out that necessary funds were secured by the exchange council assessing each organization, based upon the number of personnel assigned, a proportionate share of the cost of
establishment. The Court went an to say:
"In the Army the ration or 'allowance for substance' is ordinarily issued to the immediate commanders of organizations,
under the requirement of the War Department, as by so doing
the commanding officers are thereby enabled ta form a mess or
common table for all the members o f such organizations.
"The funds or capital upon which exchanges are conducted
are in 8 sense supplied by the Gorernment; i.e., by reason of

". . . .

..

Rev. Stat. 6 3426, BQ amended, 20 Stat. 319 (1679)
Dusan I. L W , 31 Ct. C1. 458, 461 (1899).
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uniting the rations due such organizations into one mess or
common table, a percentage more or less of such rations is not
needed by them for consumption, and such surplus so arising
is by authority of the act March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. L.,402; 1
SUPP.Rev. Stat., 771, and as provided by paragraph 1269, Army
Regulations, 1895, sold to the Commissary Department, if required for reissue, at invoice prices, and if not so required 'may
be sold to any person,' thereby creating a fund with which to
conduct such exchanges ,
The Court continued by discussing various portions of the regulation that established the exchange, pointing aut that they were
established by special regulations of the War Department, operated
by officers of the Army who receive, handle, and disburse these
funds in accordance with regulations. The Court pointed out
further that, according to the regulation, when an organization
which held membership in an exchange was tranjferred away
from the post i t was entitled t o receive in caah an amount equal
to the unit's proportionate share of the total assets of the exchange. Although the departing unit received its share of the
exchange assets based upon the percentage of personnel assigned
in relation to the total number of personnel assigned to all units
that held membership in the exchange, by reason of contributing
financially either for its activation or later to enjoy participation
in the activity, the money Tvas not distributed to each departing
individual. Instead the money was turned over to the commanding
officer of the organization to hold in trust for members of the unit.
These funds were f o r the benefit of the group rather than individuals. A lengthy discussion waa devoted to the provisions of
the regulations which provided that the profits were for the
benefit of the troops.
After pointing out that the exchange was established by the
Executive Department of the Government, the Court cited United
States v. Eliason, supra, and went on to say:
we think such exchanges, though conducted without
financial liability to the Government, are, in their creation and
management, governmental agencies, established for the FIJI'pose, as the regulations provide , ,"$&
The court concluded that the action of the Commissioner was
proper and that the amount of $50 was due and payable to the
exchange officer

..

". . . .

. .

" Id., at 463.
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The status of post exchanges was again in issue in the case of
Woog v. United Stateseewhich was decided by the Court of Claims
in 1913. In this case the administrator of the estate of a disbursing
officer of a Navy exchange, which was established in the same
manner and operated substantially the same a s Army exchanges,
was attempting to recover the pay of the deceased which had
been aitheld. This withholding occurred as a result of the officer's
failure to account for certain funds which were the property of
the exchange. By administrative action it was determined that
the failure to account was occasioned by the negligent action of
the officers concerned. The court in discussing the status of the
exchange said :
"From what has been said i t will be seen that the post exchange is not a voluntary association, but an institution established by the Gwernment for the convenience of the officers and
more particularly for the discipline of the enlisted men. The
consent of the officers and men for the establishment and maintenance of an exchange is by no means necessary. The rsgulations settle that. As shown in Dugan's case, supra, the Government acts through its officers under authority of the regulations,
and the officer put in charge receives and disburses all the funds,
and whatever profit that may accrue is paid to and held by the
officer in command of such organization a s a company fund.

. . ."67

By the Act of 9 October 194OeSCongress authorized the various
states to extend their sales, use, and income taxes to persons
carrying on business or to transactions occurring in Federal areas
and to persons residing thereon. Because of this legislation, the
status of all nonappropriated fund activities came under the legal
spotlight. With the large numbers of people in service under our
expanded military program, the state governments saw a veritable
gold mine of revenue pouring forth from service personnel through
taxation of post exchanges and officers' and noncommissioned
officers' messes.
There being many military reservations in South Carolina, the
State Tax Commissioner attempted to impose a license tax on
the Army Post Exchange a t Fort Jackson, South Carolina, f a r the
privilege of selling beer, tobacco products and other items, The
military authorities resisted the imposition of such a tax and
brought action to enjoin the State Tax Commission from collect48 Ot. CI. 80 (1913).
Id, at 88.
64 Stat. 1053 (later amended by 4 U.S.C. 105, 106 (19Gz))
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ing. The parties to the suit stipulated that if the United States
should prevail with respect to the post exchange, the relief granted
by the court would be applicable to all nonappropriated fund
activities of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps.eQ
During its discussion, the court made reference t o a somewhat
similar case decided by it in 1937,'O %\-hereinit held that a pmt
exchange of the Civilian Conservation Corps was a government
instrumentality and the Court enjoined the State Tax Commissioner from enforcing the provisions of state tax statute against
the United States. The provieions of the state tax lam were the
Same in 1941 as in 1937.
The Court recognized that the post exchange of the Civilian
Conservation Corps r a s authorized by statute,r1 however, i t was
pointed out that the request for the establiahment of these exchanges contained the statement that they be "just like the post
exchange the Army possess" and should be "on the Same basis
as the post exchanges on the Army reservation.""
The Court took into consideration and discussed the fact that
there had been congressional action concerning Army post exchanges in the farm of appropriations for erection and maintenance of buildings for use by the exchange and the fact that certain money, derived from post exchange operations, which remained when military organization4 were disbanded was covered
into the Treasury of the United Stater. Concerning these actixities the Court mid:
"By the enactment of these statutes from time to time, Congress recognized and validated the functions of the Post Exchanges, and in effect confirmed and approved the regulations
promulgated by the Secretary of
At the same time the State of South Carolina was attempting
t o impose B tax on post exchanges, the State of California was
levying a tax on gasoline distributors, for gasoline sold t o Army
post exchanges. Standard Oil Company of California paid the
tax under protest and then brought suit to recover the taxes paid."
The refund mas demanded under the theory that the "gasoline
m s sold to the United States Government or a department thereof
e

V. Quer'u, 37 F. Supp. 972, 973 (E.D.S.C. 1911).
21 F. Supp. 7 8 4 (E.D.S.C. 1937).
See. 4, Act of 28 Jun 1937, 60 Stat. 320.
Smote Hearing8 Beiors the Committee 0 8 % EdzrcaBon o,id Labor, o n
S. 220% 76th Cong., l a t Seas., at 48, 49.
C.S. V. Quem, 37 F. Supp, 872, 876 (E.D.S.C.
1911).
Stand& Oil Co. V. Johnaon, 19 Cal. 2d 104, 119 P.2d 829 (1941).

CS.

-' C.S. Y. QWTU,
i
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for official use"'S and thus was exempt from tax. Further that the
state was "without right or authority to impose a tax on gasoline
sold to post exchanges since they are instrumentalities and agencies
of the Federal
The Supreme Court of California held that the post exchange
was not a government instrumentality and that Standard Oil Company of California \%-asnot entitled to a refund of the tax paid.
This deciaion was subsequent to the case of United States V.
Query." However the Court based its decision upon a criminal
case of conspiracy to defraud the United States where the property
involved was that of the post exchange,r8 a case involving a tax
on withdrawal of gasoline for use by a post exchangeTo (both of
which held that the exchange was not an instrumentality of the
Government) and denial by the United States Supreme Court of
a writ of certiorari to hear two cases involving the imposition of
taxes on the post exchange.80
Standard Oil Company appealed to the Supreme Court of the
United States which, in deciding the legal status of post exchanges,
used substantially the same reasoning a s was used in the Query
case.
"From all of this, me conclude that post exchanges as now
operated are arms of the government deemed by it essential
for the performance of governmental functions. They are integral parts of the War Department, share in fulfilling the
duties intrusted to it, and partake of whatever immunities it
may have under the Constitution and federal statutes. I n concluding otherwise the Supreme Court of California was in
At approximately the same time as the Supreme Court was deciding the status of post exchanges, the Diatrict Court for the
Western District of Kentucky was presented with the Same ques~~
a declaratory judgtion by the Falls City Brewing C O . seeking
ment of the provisions of the Buck R e s o l ~ t i o n Considering
.~~
the
IMd.

" 15s.

" 37 F. Supp. 972 (E.D.S.C.
is

.1

'I

1941).
Kaons V. U.S.,272 Fed. 677 (4th Cir. 1921).
Pan Amcrioon Petroleum C a m V. Alabama. 67 F.Zd E90 15th Cir.
1933).
Pan Amerioan PetrOleUm COVP.7, Alabama, 291 V.S. 670 (1934);
Thirtv-first Imfantw Post Ezclionge V. Posadas, 283 U.S. 839 (1931).
Standard Od Co. V. Johnson, 316 U.S 481, 485 (1942).
Fa& City Bmuing Co. V. Reeves, 40 F. S u m 35 (V.D. Ky, 1941).
Act of 9 O c t 1940, 64 Stat. 1069.
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fact that exchanges are an integral part of the Army, provide
services and benefits for which appropriated funds would be required were i t not for nonappropriated fund activities, and that
they are established, maintained, and operated in accordance with
regulations of the War Department, the Court determined that
exchanges were instrumentalities of the government.84
Based upon the decisions discussed above, there can be no question but what a t thia time the existing post exchanges and officers'
and noncommissioned officers' mess88 are government instrumentalitier. The question does remain, however, as to whether
the other nonappropriated fund activities, such as unit funds,
post welfare funds, special services activities, commandant's welfare fcnds and such others as may from time to time be authorized,
are governmental instrumentalities.
"Instrumentality" in Rebster's New International Dictionary,
Second Edition, unabridged, Volume 11, is defined as "Quality or
state of being instrumental; that which is instrumental; means:
medium; agency" and "Instrumental" is defined as "acting as an
instrument; contributing to promote; helpful, as, he wa8 instriimental in concluding the business."
Probably the best and easiest test for determining whether a n
activity or agency is a government instrumentality was set out
in the case of Unemploginent Compensation Commission v.
Wachovia Bank & Trust C O .wherein
~ ~
the Court said:
"As to the Federal Government, i t derives its authority
wholly from the powers delegated to it by the Constitution.
Since every action vithin its constitutional power is governmental action, and since Congress is made the sole judge of
what powers within the constitutional grant are to be exercised,
all activities of government eonstitutionaliy authorized by Congress are governmental in nature . .
"Perhaps it is impossible to formuiate a satisfactory definition of the terms 'instrumentalities of government' which would
be applicable in all cases. At least it is unwise to undertake to
do so. Each case must be determined as it arises. Generally
speaking, however, it may be said that any commission, bureau,
corporation or other organization, public in nature, created and
wholly owned by the Government for the convenient prosecution
of its governmental functions, existing a t the will of its creator,
,
is an instrumentality of government

. .

..

V. Reeves, 40 F. Supp. 35, 39, 40 ( K D .Ky.
1841).
'' 215 N.C.491, 2 S.E.2d. 592 (1939).
id.. at 485, 2 S E. 2d 596.
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The presence of only one of the above qualities in an organization would not be sufficient to constitute it a governmental instrumentality. Whether all the above qualities are necessary need not
be decided since nonappropriated fund activities possess all of the
above attributes. They are created by the Government;67 not
operated for a profit;88 wholly owned by the Government;Bg
primarily engaged in performing essential governmental functions;OO and terminable a t the will of the creator.
After a careful analysis of the history, statutes, cases and
regulations pertaining to nonappropriated fund activities there is
only one conclusion that can be reached and that is that all nonappropriated fund activities, operated within the provisions of
Department of Army Regulations are government instrumentalities.
111. LIABILITY
A. Of Fund Activities t o the Federal Government
Congress, under its constitutional power to make rules and
regulations for the government of the Army and to raise money
for the support of the Army, appropriates funds to be expended
in maintaining the Army. Congress has the power and does on
occasion limit the purposes for which these appropriated funds
may be expended. Such a limitation may be made applicable to a
specific appropriation or may be legislation of a permanent type,
such a s the following:
"NO money appropriated for the support of the Army shall
be expended for post gardens or exchanges, but this proviso
shall not be construed to prohibit the use by post exchanges of
public buildings or public transportation when, in the opinion
of the branch, office, or officers of the Army the Secretary of
the Army may from time to time designate, not required for
other purposes."Q1
I n furtherance of the above statutory authorization for the use
of government property, the Department of the Army has made
AR 250-6, 18 Jul 1956, as changed.

Ibid.
a

Ibid.; 47 Stat. 1571.1573 (1833); 48 Stat. 1224, 1228 (1934); wherein
Congress ordered remaining funds from disbanded organizations and
erehangee to be handed aver ta the Federal Treasury.
AR 2 3 M 18 Jul 1956, as changed.
Act of 16 Jul 1892, 27 Stat. 118, as amended, 10 U.S.C. 1336 (1952).
This quoted provision. slightly simplified, has been enacted into positive
law. 10 U.S.C. 4718(C) (SYPP. IV).
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k n o m its intent to furnish and maintain from appropriated funds
certain kinds of facilities, utilities, supplies and equipment f a r
nonappropriated fund activities.8a Examples of such items that
may he furnished are buildings and necessary facilities and utilities for normal health and sanitation purposes. These services are
limited to the extent that they would be furnished to a like building used for general military purposea. I n addition to the above
facilities, nonappropriated fund activities may secure an a temporary loan basis nonexpendable government property when such
PrOPeriY is not required immediately for military use and is in
excess to technical service stock requirements. To allow continued
use of this property by nonapprapriated fund activities where it
is excess to the operational requirements of the Army, the Department is not required to consider such property as surplus.
Any additional costs involved in transportation or operation of
the property will be paid for by the nonappropriated fund
activit~.~3
I n addition to appropriating funds for the operation of the
Army and placing certain restrictions on how they may be expended, Congress has provided that the Secretary of the Army
may prescribe rules for the method of accounting for supplies and
property of the Army and the fming of responsibility t h e r e f ~ r . ~ ‘
I n compliance with and in furtherance of the above law, the
Department of the Army has publiahed regulations concerning
property accountability, which provide for the accountability for
loat, damaged and destroyed property.g5 Although i t is the Department of the Army policy “that some individual be responsible
a t all times f a r the care and safekeeping”nB of government
property, the regulations provide that in the case of nonapprapriated fund activities the “activity rather than the individual
who signs for the property”Q‘ will assume the responsibility.
Although the activity does not assume the role of an insurer of
government property, it will be held liable for loss or damage to
such property caused by the wrongful acts of its officers or em.
ployees or the failure of such persons to take necessary and
reasonable precautions to safeguard or prevent loss or damage.Q’
However, should the activity concerned be able to establish that

”‘ AR 210-65, 26 Jul 1956, 8 8 changed.
Id., par. 4, 8s changed.
“ 10 U.S.C. 4832 (SUPP.IV).
AR 736-10, It Oet 1065, 8 8 changed

* Id., subpar. 2a.
Id., subpar. 4d.
Ibid
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the property became unserviceable by fair wear and tear or that
all reasonable and proper precautions were taken to safeguard
the property from damage or loss, i t may be relieved of 1iability.Q~
Where a nonappropriated fund activity has been required to
reimburse the Government f o r property lost; damaged or destroyed, it may proceed against the individual or individuals who
were responsible f o r such loss. Such individuals may be held
pecuniarily liable and collections made in the same manner as if
the property'involved were that of the activity rather than the
Government. Methods of collections from such persons by nonappropriated fund activities will be discussed later.
B. Of Fund Activities f o r Federal Taxes
Taxation of a post exchange by the Federal Government resulted in the Court of Claims being called upon to decide the
Dugan case, supra, wherein it was first determined that post exchanges were instrumentalities of the United States. Having determined this, the Court, in discussing the tax, said:
"It has never been the policy of the Government to tax its
own enterprises or its own manner or method of doing busi?'loo
ness ,
This statement, as a general principle of law, is as applicable
today as i t was sixty-four years ago. Nonappropriated fund
activities, being instrumentalities of the United States,'o1 are,
based upon the above mentioned principle of law, entitled to the
same immunities as the Federal Government. Therefore, these
activities are not liable f o r Federal taxes except in those cases
where the statute specifically makes the tax applicable. The
Government, having the power to tax itself and its instrumentalities, has provided that certain Federal taxes are applicable to
nonappropriated fund activities.
The Federal Manufacturers' Excise taxroais imposed when the
manufacturer, producer or importer sells or leases any of the
following items: inner tubes, truck chassis and bodies, automobile
chassis, automobile, truck and trailer parts and accessories, radio
receiving sets, air conditioners, mechanical refrigerators, sporting
goods, electric, gas and oil appliances, photographic apparatus and
films, business and store machines, electric light bulbs, Arearms,
shells and cartridges, and matches. This tax, although always

..

Y. U.S.. 34 Ct. CI. 458, 468 (1899).
Stondavd Oil Ca. v, Johnam, $16 U.S. 481 (1942).
Int. Rev. Code of 1864,e. 32, as amended, 2s U.S.C.40814327 (Supp.

Dugan
1m
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applicable to articles sold by the exchange, was not, prior to 1944,
applicable to purchases made for the use of nonappropriated fund
acti~ities.'~3
BY the Act of 26 February 1944'O' the statutory exemption from
the tax on sales for the exclusive use of the United States Government was repealed leaving this exemption available only to State
and Territorial Governments of the United States and their
political subdivisions. Provision was made, hornever, for the Secretary of the Treasury to authorize certain exemptions from the
taxes imposed under the Federal manufacturers' excise tax where
he determined that the imposition of the tax would cause a substantial burden of expense which could be avoided, provided the
total benefit of such exemption would accrue to the United
States.'os From all available source material, there is no evidence
that the Secretary of the Treasury has ever exercised his administrative power to grant such exemptions to purchases made
by nonappropriated fund activities.
The Federal Retailers' Excise tax,loa which supplements the
Federal Manufacturers' Excise tax, imposes a tax on jewelry, furs,
toilet preparations, and luggage, when sold a t retail. In an opinion
of The Judge Advocate General of the Army considering this tax,
i t was said :
"Sales in Army commissaries and post exchanges are not
subject to Federal retailers' excise tax and the Bureau of
Internal Revenue has announced that it will make no examination of the records of these agencies. , ."107
A later opinion stated
"The Bureau of Internal Revenue has agreed with the War
Department that i t will not attempt to collect the Federal retailers' excise tax from Army exchanges ar commissaries. The
agreement does not relate to the Federal manufacturers' excise
tax, and exchanges are not exempt therefrom a s to merchandise
purchased for resale."'oB
By the Revenue Act of 1950, the Federal Retailers' Excise tax was

.

~

SPJGT 012.2. 22 Aue 1942. 1 Bul. JAG 147.
See. 307(a), Revenue-Act df 1943, 58 Stat. 64.
See. 3071~).Revenue Act of 1943, 58 Stet. 66 ( n o r Int. Rev. Code of
1954, 8 4 2 9 5 ) .
'- 1nt. ILeu. Code of 1954, E. 31, as amended, 26 U.S.C. 4001-4057 (Supp.

*
'=

IVI.
SPJGT 1842,5760, 7 Dec 1942, 1 Bul JAG 597.
I*

SPJGT 1843/1000,3 Feb 1943, 2 Bul. J A G 87.
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specifically made applicable to retail s d e s made by the Government with the addition of the following section:
“The taxes imposed by this chapter and by section 1651 shall
apply with respect to articles sold a t retail by the United States,
or by any agency or instrumentality of the United States, unless
sales by such agency or instrumentality are by statute specifically exempted from such taxes.”10g
Import taxes on petroleum productd’o and excise taxes on tobacco
products,”‘ playing cards.”l beer,’l3 and liquor,”‘ which in effect
are manufacturers’ excise taxes since they are imposed on the
manufacturer, producer or importer when the produce is sold or
removed for sale, a r e paid by nonsppropriated fund activities in
the form of higher cost which in turn is passed on to the ultimate
consumer.
Although all nonappropriated fund activities are government
instrumentalities, they have not always received identical treatment from the Bureau of Internal Revenue concerning tax liabiiity, as may be seen from the following opinions of The Judge
Advocate General of the Army:
“The Bureau of Internal Revenue has ruled that officers’
clubs and messes are liable for the special taxes imposed by
sections 3261 and 3268 of the Internal Revenue Code with respect to the operation of pool tables, billiard tables and bowling
.“lll
alleys, and the use of coin-operated devices.
and:
“The Federal taxes imposed by sections 3267 and 3268 of the
Internal Revenue Code with respect to the maintenance or use
of coin.operated amusement and gaming devices, bowling alleys,
billiard and pool tables, do not apply in the case of post exchanges, soldiers’ clubs and messes, and organizational day
rooms, However, the Bureau of Internal Revenue has ruled
that officers’and noncommissioned officers’clubs and messes are
liable for such tax.

..

..

w

=‘

Title VI. See. 602, Act of 23 Sep 1960, 64 Stst. 963 (now Int. Rev.
Code of 1954, 5 4064).
Int. Rev. Code of 1864, 5 4521.
Int. Rev. Code of 1854, e. 52, as amended, 2 6 U.S.C. 6 7 0 1 6 7 6 8
(SUPP. IV).
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, 05 4461-4451.
Int. Rev. Code af 1864, $0 5051-6057, 8 s amended, TO Stat. 66 (1956).
lot. Rev, Code of 1964, E. 51, 8 8 amended, 26 U.S.C. 6001-5695 (SUPP.

IV).
SPJGT 184412684, 24 Fob 1944, 3 Bul. JAG 127.
J A W 1841/9923, 26 Jan 1948, 7 Bul. JAG 56.
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The above discrepancy was rectifled to the detriment of all
nonappropriated fund activities in 1950 by the enactment of
Section 3283 of the Internal Revenue Code which reads as follows:
"Any tax imposed by this chapter shall apply to any agency
or instrumentality of the United States unless such agency or
instrumentality is granted by statute a specific exemption from
such tax.""'
The above provision with slight modifications was retained in the
Revenue Act of 1954.'18 Xow all nonappropriated fund activities
are required to pay Federal occupation stamp taxes where they
or retail dealer in beer, a retail dealer in
act as a
liquor,'20 where they operate any coin-aperated amusement device'z' or where they operate any bowling alley, billiard or pool
table, unlesa these latter facilities are maintained exclusively for
the use of members of the Armed Forces and no charge is made
of the use of these items.'2'
Like all other individuals or organizations who charge admission to any type of entertainment or who hire employees, nonappropriated fund activities are required to collect an admissions
tax'23 and to withhold certain amounts from employees' earnings
each pay period for credit against the employees' income tax
o b i i g a t i ~ n s . ' ~Although
~
these are not, strictly speaking, obligations of nonapprapriated fund activities, their revenue must be
used to collect, account and pay over the taxes collected. I n the
event the activity fails to comply with these provisions of the law
it will become liable for either the tax or the penalty imposed for
noncompiiance.
C. Of Fund Actiwities to State Gobernments
As an instrumentality of the Federal Government, nonappropriated fund activities are entitled not only to the same exemptions from Federal taxation as all other Federal agencies but are
also exempt from the imposition of state taxes to the same extent
an the Federal Government. As any general rule has exceptions,
eo is the case in the field of state taxation. Thia exception, however. is based primarily upon specific Federal legislation.

-.. Title

VI, See. 501, Act of 23 Sep 1950, 54 Stat. 964.
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, $ 5 4907. 5144(e)
Rev. Code of 1854, 5 5111.
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, $ 5121.
*' Int. Rev. Code of 1854, $5 44614463.
"' Int. Rev. Code of 1954, 65 4471, 4 4 7 3 ( 2 ) .
Int. R w Code of 1954, 6 4231,
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, 11 3401-3404, 81 amended, 68 Stat. 605, 616
Is Int.
Lm
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The first of these exceptions was contained in a 1936 amendment to the Federal Aid Highway Act'2s which provided:
"That all taxes levied by any State, Territory or the District
of Columbia upon sales of gasoline and other motor vehicle
fuels may be levied, in the same manner and to the same extent,
upon such fuels when sold by or through post exchanges, ship
stores, ship service stores, commissaries, filling stations, licensed
traders, and other similar agencies, located on United States
military or other reservations, when such fuels are not for the
exclusive use of the United States. Such taxes, so levied, shall
be paid to the proper taxing authoritiej af the State, Territory
or the District of Columbia within whose border8 the reservation affected may be located."12B
This rection was later amended by increasing the scope of the
section to make i t applicable not only to the tax on salea, but also
all taxes "with respect to, or measured by, sales, purchases, storage, or use of gasoline or other motor vehicle fuels , :'la' Thus,
gasoline taxes of all the states and territories are collectible from
the consumer when gasoline is purchased by individuals from
nonappropriated fund activities.
I n 1940, Congress authorized the states to extend their income,
sales, and use taxes to persons residing on, or carrying on business, or to transactions ocurring in Federal are&s.lzsHowever, such
Provision was made inoperative with respect to the United States,
its instrumentalities and authorized purchasers therefrom who
are defined as follows:
"A person shall be deemed to be an authorized purchaser
under this section only with respect to purchases which he is
permitted to make from commissaries, ship's stores, or voluntary
unincorporated orghnizstions of personnel of any branch of the
Armed Forces of the United States, under regulations promulgated by the departmental Secretary having jurisdiction over
such branch."128
Having extended the power of states to impose taxes on military
reservations except on operations of the Federal Government, its
instrumentalities and authorized purchasers therefrom, a moral
obligation devolved upon the Department of the Army to insure

..

Act of 11 Jul 1916. 39 S t a t 35G.
See. l O ( a 1 , A; of 1 6 Jun 1536, 49 Stat. 1521.
Act of 30 JuI 194i, 61 Stst. 641, 4 U.S.C. 104(a) (1952).
Act of 9 Oet 1940. 64 Stat. 1059 (now 4 U.S.C. 106. 106 11952)).
See. S(b1. Act of 5 O d 1540, 64 Stst. 1060, ad amended,'4 U S.C.
107(bj (Supp. I V ) .
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that such legislation was not abuaed or violated by unauthorized
person8 making purchases from nanappropriated fund activities.
To fulfill this obligation, the Department of the Army has promulgated regulations13oconcerning each type of nonappropriated fund
activity which contain definitions as to who is to be considered an
authorized patron. The activities have the responsibility of enforcing these regulations to insure that only authorized persons
are allowed the privileges of such activities.
As was pointed out earlier, some Federal taxes are imposed
upon the manufacturer and may be passed on to the ultimate
consumer in the form of increased price. Others are imposed upon
the seller w.ho in turn must collect the tax from the consumer and
remit the collected amount to the Federal Government. Should
the retailer fail to collect the tax he is still liable for it since the
tax is imposed upon the retailer.
All states and territories of the United States have Some form
or other of taxation which is applicable to either the manufacturing, processing, transferring or the use of persons1 property.
With all the modlfications and variations that are possible with
these forms of taxes, the question arises as to whether or not the
states are attempting to impose upon an agency or instrumentality
of the Federal Government a tax from which it is immune.
When the courts have been called upon t o determine whether
a tax of this nature is being imposed upon the person selling to
the United States or the Vnited States itself, they have looked to
the local tax law to determine where the legal incidence of the tax
lies. If it 18 determined that the legal incidence of the tax falls on
the United States or its instrumentality, then the Government
invokes its immunity and avoids the tax. However, if the legal
incidence of the tax is on the individual selling to the United
States who through increased price passes the cost of the tax on
to the United States, there is no immunity.lal
Public Law 587 of the 8Zd Congress authorized the Secretary
of the Treasury, under such regulations as the President should
promulgate, to enter into agreements for the withholding of state
income taxes by the United States or its agencies from Federal
employees who are residents of the state where the state law
provides for collection of a tax by imposing the duty of withholding_U D.O ~emulovers
. . -xenerallv.182
.
as changed; AR 230-60, 26 Jul 1956, as
changed: AR 230-81/AFR 1766, 6 ZlIar 1 0 6 i ; A R 230-10, 18 Jul 1856,
8 8 changed.
* Alabama V. K 4 w & Booiar, 314 U.S.1 (19411; Calaiado Not'l Bcnk
v. Badford, SI0 U.S. 4 1 (19401.
'- 66 Stat. 136 ( 1 9 5 2 ) .
'lD

A R 60-10, 26 ApC 1957,
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Based upon the above legislation and Executive Order No. 10401
dated 6 November 195218s which implements it, all nonappropriated fund activities are liable f o r the withholding and paying
over to state and territorial governments of taxes withheld from
compensation paid employees who are normally residents of the
particular state, provided the Secretary of the Tressury has
entered into an agreement with the state.
D. Of Fund Activities t o Employees
When Congress amended the Social Security Act in 1950, it provided specifically that employees of nonappropriated fund activities were to be covered by the Act.'34 On and after 1 January 1961,
all employees of nonappropriated fund activities were covered by
the Act and the activities were required to withhold a certain percentage of the employees' pay and to contribute a like amount for
the benefit of each employee. Prior to the passage of the above Act,
the War Department had taken the position that the 1939 amendments to the Social Security Act18smade officers' and noncommiasioned officers' clubs liable for the tax on their employees since
such instrumentalities were not wholly owned by the United
States.'38
The most recent Federal legislation affecting the rights of nonappropriated fund activity employees and increasing the liabilities
of the activities is the Unemployment Compensation Act for Fed.
era1 Employees."' This act provides unemployment compensation
to Federal civilian employees, effective 1 January 1955, for services performed after 1952 in the employ of the United States or
any instrumentality thereof which is wholly owned by the United
States. I n implementation of this legislation the Department of
the Army in October of 1955 issued a change to current regulations which provided a s follows:
Title XV, Social Security Act, as added by Act of 1
September 1954 (68 Stat. 1130; 42 U.S.C.1361 et sep.), provides unemployment compensation coverage to Federal civilian
employees, effective 1January 1955. Civilian employees of nonappropriated funds defined and authorized by these regulations,
and military personnel performing authorized voluntary service
during off-duty hours, within the limitations prescribed in c

". . . .

17 Fed. Reg. 10132 (1862). 6 U.S.C. 84b (Supp. IV).
of 28 Aug 1960, 64 Stat. 492, 42 U.S.C.4lo(s) ( I ) (B)(iv) (1851).
Act of 10 Aug lSS9. 53 Stat. 1330.
War Dept. Cir. 86, 8 Aug 1940.
Act of 1 Sep 1954, 68 Stat. 1130, 42 U.S.C.1381-1310 (Supp, IV).
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(2) above, shall be considered as having rendered Federal service within the meaning of the Act entitling them to unemployment benefits."'38
Based upon the reasons given as to why officers' and noncommissioned officers' clubs were required to deduct and pay social
security tax (supra),i t would appear that the above change in
Army Regulations has attempted to extend the scope of the Act
or that the previous determination has been reconsidered and that
all nonappropriated fund activities are now considered a s wholly
owned by the Government. This latter view would appear to be
the more logical since the members of officers' and noncommissioned officers' clubs or mess do not require any proprietary interest in any of the assets of a particular activity.138
Nonappropriated fund activities being Federal instrumentalities, the employees of such activities do not come within the scope
of the various state workmen's compensation laws. To provide
comparable protection for its employees, nonappropriated fund
activities were initially permitted ta secure insurance ewerage an
its employees from private casualty c~mpanies."~Not only the
question of death or disabilits- compensation for this class of employees but also their status as governmental employees was finally and definitely answered by Congress in 1952 when it passed
an act clarifying the status of certain civilian employees of nonappropriated fund instrumentalities under the Armed Forces with
respect t o i s m administered by the Civil Service Commission.14x
In esjence the Act provided that nonappropriated fund employees
shall not be considered as employeea of the United States for the
purpose of any law administered by the Civil Service Commission
or the provisions of the Federal Employees' Compensation Act, It
further provided that such employees would be covered by insurance or otherwise with compensation for death or injury and that
such compensation should be comparable to that provided by the
laws of the state where employed. Thie Act further provided "that
AR 210-5O;AFR 116-1, 4 Nov 1953, C 5, 26 Oct 1955 (superseded
by AR 230-111, 1 Dee 1055, ae changed).
AR 2 3 M , 18 J d 1056, 83 changed.
JAG 248.6, PO Jan 1930, Dig. OP, J A G 1012-40, p, 942, See also
SPJGC 331.3, 6 Aug 1912, 1 BuI. J A G 109, uhieh expressed the view
that workmen's compensation law3 s e r e not applieabis nor were the
emplayees covered by the Federal Employees' Compensation Act.
441, Act of 19 J u n 1962, 66 Stat. 138, 5 U.S.C. 16Ok. 16Ok-1
(1052). Sea ~ l m
legislative history, 2 U.S. Code Cong. and Admin.
Kews 82d Cong., 2d Seis., p, 1620 (1852).
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the status of these nonappropriated fund activities as Federal instrumentalities shall not be affe~ted."'~'
E. Of Fund Acthities to Others
Contracts. Since by statute, supra, employees of nonappropriated fund activities are not government employees. the terms and
conditions of their employment plus any rights they may have
must be governed by the terms of their employment contract.
These activities being government instrumentalities, the question
arises as to the remedies available, not only to an employee or
former employee for breach of contract by the activity, but what,
if any, remedies a contractor may have against an activity for
breach of contract or failure to pay for services rendered under a
contract. To the naive and uninitiated the answer appears to be
simple: "There's no worry, the activity is part of the Government
so they will always have enough money to pay their bills and if
not, we'll file a claim. If they breach the contract, we'll sue the
Government."
In view of the Supreme Court decision in Standard Oil Company v.
to the effect that a nonappropriated fund activity is an instrumentality of the Government, such would seem to
be the logical conclusion. However, that is not the case.
Between December 1950 and December 19SS, four cases were
decided concerning the contract liability of nonappropriated fund
activities and/or the liability of the United States for such eontracts. Two of these cases were decided by District Courts, one
by the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia and one by
the Court of Claims.
A review of these cases will show the status of these activities
as regards their contracts and may shed some light on what may
be expected from the courts in the future should somewhat similar
cases arise.
In Bleuer v. United States,"' decided on 21 December 1950, in
the United States District Court, Eastern District, South Carolina, the suit Was based upon an alleged contract of employment.
The Board of Governors of the Commissioned Officers' Mess
(Open) a t the Parris Island Marine Corps Base had authorized
the employment of plaintiff as manager for one year starting
about 15 November 1946.In April 1947,his employment was terminated and he was paid up to 1 May 1941. Extracts of regula.

'"Id., 6 U.S.C.
'"316 U.S. 481

15Ok (1962).
(1942).

'* 117 F.Supp.609 (E.D.S.C. 1960).
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tions introduced into evidence established that civilians paid from
appropriated funds could not be employed by “open messes” but
civilians could be hired if paid from funds of the “Open Mess”which this was. In deciding the case against the plaintiff, the
Court said:
“This suit is one against the United States. I n case the Plaintiff were given a verdict the judgment would have to be paid
from the Treasury of the United States from funds appropriated by the Congress to meet judgments against the United
If he has any right of action (and this Court exStates.
Presses no opinion as to whether he has or not) it would be
against the organization, or officers o r personnel of the Officers’
Mess and not against the United States,
“When this exhibit was introduced, and after hearing the
Plaintiff’s testimony, and it being admitted in open court by the
counsel for the respective parties that the Officers’ Mess a t
Parris Island was an ‘Open Mess’, and not a ‘Closed Mess’, I
felt constrained to dismiss the suit since the Plaintiff failed to
show a cause of action against the named Defendant, the United
States of Americs.”1‘6
I n April of the following year, a breach of contract suit was
brought against an Army officers’ club. Whether the Officers’ Club
was made defendant rather than the United States because of the
opinion in the Bleuer case is not known.
However, in disposing of the case, the Court, after determining
the Club to be an instrumentality of the Government, said:
.The United States has not waived its sovereign immunity, of which its agency partakes, as to contract obligations of
the Club.
“Even if the complaint were amended to name the United
States a s defendant, under Title 28, 8 1346,United States Code,
the action could not be maintained, because contracts made by
the Club are not obligations of the United States, but solely liabilities of the Club. AR 210-60 See. IV. 29. Indeed they are not
claims against the United States. The plaintiff contracted with
notice of the legal status of the Club, its immunity to suit, and
the absence of responsibility of the United States.
“The result is that the Club is obligated an its contract but
cannot be sued for its breach, and the United States is neither
liable nor suable thereon.”148

...

”. . .

I d . , st 510.
Edslatain Y. South Post Oflcrra’ Clvb, 118 F. Supp. 40 (E.D.Vs.
1911).
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In May, 1953, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia decided a suit by a concessionaire against the
Board of Governors of the Naval Gun Factory lunchroom committee for alleged services rendered.”’ The district court had dismissed and plaintiff appealed. The Board contended it was an instrumentality of the Navy Department and thus immune to suit
to the same extent as the Navy Department. The plaintiff contended he was suing the Board members only in their representative capacity as custodians of a private fund and not as offlcers
or employees of the Government. The Court, using Standard Oil
Company V. Johnson as a guidepost, determined that there existed
a distinct relationship between the Board and the Navy Department sufficientto constitute the Board an arm of the Government
performing a governmental function. In concluding, the Court
said :
“We conclude that the individuals comprising the Board were
acting for and in behalf of the United States, and not in any
private capacity. Therefore, the action is in legal effect against
the United States without its consent, for the statute [28 U.S.C.
15461 limits a civil action or claim against the Government in
the District Court to $10,000.”148
In December of 1953 the Court of Claims was called upon to
decide whether one Borden could recover salary withheld under
terms of a contract of e m p l o v e n t with the Post Exchange.
Briefly, under the terms of the contract the exchange was authorized to withhold ealary of the employee for loss occasioned by the
employee’s negligence. A loss had occurred and a board of officers
appointed by the Army determined that such loss was oeeasioned
by Borden’s negligence. This flnding was approved and the
amount in question was withheld. The plaintiff contended that he
was not negligent and his was the issue before the court. However, before the Court could determine the issue, the United States
contended that it could not be sued on the contract since i t was
between the plaintiff and the Exchange Service. Thus the status of
exchanges and their contracts was again raised. In reviewing the
various cases, the Court agreed that exchanges were instrumentalities of the United States and as such not liable to be sued. The
majority of the Court held, however, that in view of the decision
of the Supreme Court concerning post exchanges and since Army
Regulations provided that exchange contracts were not Government contracts, the United Ststes was in no way a party to the
Io Nilnro v. Douis, 204 F. 2d 734 (D.C.
017. 1 9 5 3 ) .
Id., at 736.
*GO
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contract and not a proper defendant. Unanimously, the Court
agreed that the plaintiff should have a right of action and said :
“For the Army to contend and to provide by regulation that
i t is not liable since it did not act in its official capacity would
be like a man charged with extra-marital activity pleading that
whateirer he may have done was done in his individual capacity
and not in his capacity as 8 husband.”14B
The Court of Claims apparently did not consider the Nimro
case because the dissenting judge argued that the United States
w a s liable under the Tucker Act,’jD his theory being that Congress
had waived sovereign immunity in cases arising out of express or
implied contracts of the United States and that the contract of
the Exchange was a t least an implied contract of the Government.
Further, exchanges being instrumentalities of the Federal Government, their attempt to avoid liability to suit by regulations
was contrary to law and thus the regulation providing that such
contracts were solely exchange contracts was void.
Torts. Since nonappropriated fund activities m e instrumentalities of the Government, the question arises a s to whether under
the Federal Tort Claims Actxs1the United States is liable for the
tortious acts of employees of such activities.
It has been the view of the Department of the Army in respect
to tort claims that the United States is not liable under the Federal Tort Claims Act for the acts or omisaions of the employees of
nonappropriated fund activities.1s2 Briefly, this determination is
based partially upon the statement of the United States Supreme
Court that “the government assumes none of the financial obligstions of the exchange,”15a and the fact that the services rendered
by these activities have, since the formatioil of our Army, been
furnished with few exceptions1j4 from sources financed by other
than appropriated fundsxsJand that Congress intended such activities to be self-supporting.lG8 In addition, the Department takes
the position that employees of these activities are not government

“’ Borden Y.

L7&, 126 Ct. Cl. 902. 808 (1963).
28 U.S.C. 1346 ( 1 9 6 2 ) , 8 8 amended, 68 Stat. 689 (1964).
60 Stat. 842 (1846).
I” JAGL 1852l1806, 2 Feb 1952, 1 Dig. Opa., Claima. 8 33.1.
Standard Oil Co. V. Johneon, 316 U.S. 481, 436 (1912).
Appropriation Bets for period 1902 to 1916 when Congress appropriated
funds for conatruetion, equipping and maintaining Pmt exehangea,
libraries and reading rooms,
Sutlers, pmt traders and revenue producing nanappropriated fund
activities.
10 U.S.C. 4778 (Supp. 1V).
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employees and therefore an injured person may not avail himself
of the remedy provided by the Federal Tort Claims Act.
With a view to compensating individuals who might be injured
as a result of the torts of nonappropriated fund activities or their
employees, the activities are required to purchase public liability
insurance a t their awn expense. Since these activities are Government instrumentalities, each insurance contract is required to expressly name both the particular nonappropriated fund and the
United States as co-insured.lB' In general, this arrangement has
worked to the mutual satisfaction of all concerned. However,
where there ia a disagreement as to the settlement between the
claimant and the insurer, any proviso pertaining to arbitration
contained in the endorsement to the insurance policy is not binding on the claimant who may, if he desires, bring suit against the
insurer. Should the claimant sue the insurer, may the insurer interpose the defense of sovereign immunity? Is a clause in the in.
surance contract expressly waiving such a defense binding? By
such a provision, the nonappropriated fund activity is attempting
to waive the Government's immunity from suit. Immunity from
suit being a sovereign right, it cannot be waived without the express consent of the sovereign (Congress) and then only to the
extent and under the circumstances
Since the Government ha8 not waived its immunity against being sued f o r the
acts of nonappropriated fund activities or their employees, an injured party is precluded from suing the activity which is a Government instrumentality and entitled to all immunities commensurate with such status.'j*
From the above it is obvious that a person injured by the tortious act of an employee of a nonappropriated fund activity finds
himself in somewhat the same predicament as the individual trying to recover from the activity on a breach of contract. In meritorious cases both should be able to collect as a mstter of fairness.
However, the courts have not always agreed with the Department
of the Army as to the inapplicability of the Federal Tort Claims
Act to nonappropriated fund activities.
In three recent cases involving nonappropriated fund activities
the Government has moved for a dismissal based upon the fact
that the Federal Tort Claims Act does not apply to acts or omie-

'*

Par. 14, A R 230-3, 2 Aug 1951.
Dalehite V. U S . , 346 U.S. 15 (1953)i US. Y . U S . Fidehty & Gumantee
Co., 309 U.S. 606 (1940); U S . V. Shaw, 309 U.S. 495 (1940); Stanley
V. Sehzsalbv, 162 U.S. 265 (1898).
Stondard Oil Co. Y. Johnson. 81% U S 481 (1942).
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sions of employees of these activities, In all three cases the court
has refused to grant the motion. I n one case they held that a civilian employee swimming pool constructed, maintained and operated by the Government and supervised by a commissioned officer
who promulgated rules and regulations for the operation of the
pool was a government agency.'8o In another, the Court ruled that
an enlisted airman whose assigned duty was with the Exchange
Services was an employee of the Government and that he was
within the scope of his employment since the operation of the
post exchange is the business of the armed force and i t had a right
to supervise and control the duties of servicemen assigned to duty
with the exchange.Ie' In still a more recent
the Court held
that an exchange was a "Federal agency" within the Federal Tort
Claims Act, and thus the United States was subject to suit under
the Act. The Court went on further to say that even though Congress had provided that exchanges should purchase compensation
insurance for its employees, this provision only made i t clear that
such employees were not covered by the Civil Service Act o r the
Federal Employees' Compensation Act. On the basis of the above
cases, it would appear that nonappropriated fund activities, a s
separate and distinct entities, have no liability to third parties for
torts committed by their employees since suits within the limits
of the Federai Tort Claims Act may be filed against the United
States.
F. Of Army Personnel (Civilian and Military) t o Nonappropriated Fund Activities as Indebtedness to the
Government
As we have seen, nonappropriated fund activities are liable for
government property lost, damaged or destroyed. Also, that the
activity may collect from its agents or employees if their acts or
omissions were the cause of the activities'
The normal
procedure for ascertaining whether a particular agent or employer was a t fault and should reimburse the nonspprapriated
fund activity is by means of a board of officers who investigate
and make findings of fact and recommendations to the installation commander in accordance with the regulation under which
they are appointed.'O'
Biewrr

V.

L'.S.. 108 F. SUPP.888 (M.D.
Ga. 1852).

h d , 125 F. Supp. 62 (Alaska 1 9 5 4 ) .
C h a w & Air Fore6 Baa6 Erchonge, 127 F. Supp. 820 (E.D.
111. 1 9 5 5 ) .
.- Par. 4d, AR 78s-10, 11 Oet 1855,
I" Par. 22. AR 23C8. 2 Aug 1857; A R 16-6. 25 Jul 1965.
Rage7

Y. S
Y.
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A finding by the board of sufficient negligence on the part of a n
agent or employee with a recommendation that the individual be
held pecuniarily liable does not, even when approved by the convening authority, always mean that the activity will be reimbursed for its losses. Where the loss is covered by insurance, the
regulations generally provide that proof of loss will be filed with
the insurer.lB5When there is no insurance, a request for voluntary
restitution should be initiated. If this is refused, a claim account
against the responsible person will be established. This account
may be settled or reduced by means of a setoff of any money due
the employee from the activity. In the case of civilian employees
and volunteer military employees provision for such a method
may be included in the contract of hire to cover not only United
States Government issue property but also property purchased
with funds of the activity. Where military personnel who are not
entitled to compensation from the activity are held liable to the
activity and refuse to make voluntary restitution or authorize a
stoppage of military pay, considerable difficulty and time may be
encountered in collecting the indebtedness.
As to military pay of both enlisted personnel and officers, the
general rule of law is that there can be no stoppage without statutory authority.'Be In the case of the pay of enlisted personnel, Congress by the Act of 22 May 1928107provided, in brief, that a percentage of the pay of enlisted personnel of the Army may be
stopped to satisfy a n indebtedness to the United States or its instrumentalities where such indebtedness has been administratively determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of the Army. In the case of officers, there is presently no existing
statutory authority for withholding their pay to offset indebtedness to a nonappropriated fund activity while the officer is on
active duty. However, upon final settlement prior to separation,
there is an exception to the general rule which allows a withholding of pay due an officer for any indebtedness due the United
States or its instrumentalities, including nonappropriated fund
activities.1o9
Par. 24, A R 230-8, 2 Aug 1957,
m McCarl V. Psnoe, 18 F. 2d 809 (D.C. Cir. 1927).
Act of 22 Max 1028, 45 Stat. 698, P B amendpd, 10 U.S.C. 875.
i1961). ILL. 1940 I 1521 (superseded bu 10 U.S.C.4837 ( S u p p .
'I

In

IV11.
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i s ' c s m p . en. 98 (1949); JAGA 1 0 ~ 4 3 5 4 ,27 N~~ 19~2,z ~ i ops.,
~ .
Pay and Ailowaneea, $ 101.9; CSJAGC 1949/1880,9 Mar 1949; JAGC
194812826, 25 Mar 1948.
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IV. PURPOSES FOR WHICH NONAPPROPRIATED
FUNDS XAY PROPERLY BE USED
A. Use of h ' o n a p p w n i a t e d Funds in Discharge of Oflcial
Obligations of the Government
By its own directive and orders, the Department of the Army
has recognized and acknowledged its responsibility and obligation to prwide f o r and promote "a well-rounded morale, welfare,
and recreational program to insure the mental and physical wellbeing of its personnel."1Be To implement, supervise and provide
the necessary activities in the fulfillment of this responsibility,
an organization or activity has been established which is known
as the "Special Services." I n the accomplishment of the mission,
such activities as libraries, 8ervice clubs, craft shops, sports program8 and other forms of recreational and entertainment programa are either directly operated or supervised by Special
SeI-vices.
Generally speaking, the necessary facilities, qualified civilian
employees and essential equipment and supplies necessary for the
operation of these activities and operations are provided for from
appropriated funds to the extent that these funds are available.170
Although the funding of such programs is the obligation of the
Government, i t is understandable that due to budgetary limitations, fluctuation in troop strength, deployment and redeployment
of troop strength and the varied programs that may be and are
conducted, it is sometimes impossiille to carry out as complete and
well-rounded a program as is desired or deemed necessary by the
installation commander who is responsible for all recreation and
xelfare actirities.1'1
Recognizing the existence of such a situation, the Department
of the Army has authorized and directed that, under certain canditions, nonappropriated funds will be used to supplement these
program^."^ Thus, by regulations, nonappropriated funds have
been made aw.ilable to defray certain expenses that would
normally be incurred and satisfied by the Federal Government.
Presently, the Government, under the Federal Tort Claims 4ct.
is required to pay the obligations of nonappropriated fund activities apparently with no known provision requiring such activity
to reimburse the Government. Since the courts have held that
le
I-"

'5
I-"

Per. 40, AR 230.5,
15 Jul 1956.
AR 680-20, 24 Apr 1963; A R 680-40,
17 Oet 1052, as changed.
Par. 47c. AR 210-10. 8 Jun 1851.
Per. 4. AR 660-20. 21 ADP 1953.
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these activities are instrumentalities of the Government, there is
no particular reason f o r reimbursement unless the theory is
adopted that the welfare, recreation, and morale activities of the
Army are to be operated without expense to the Government. The
adoption of such a theory would amount to a complete reversal
of existing policy and adversely affect the efficiency of the Army.
However, if it is determined that nonappropriated fund activities,
particularly revenue producing activities, should stand the expenie of its tort obligations, it would appear that the matter
could be accomplished by regulations similar to those presently
in existence requiring reimbursement for certain services furnished nonappropriated fund activities.
B. Repair of Government Buildings
By the Act of 16 July 1892,"8 as amended, Congress authorized
the use of government buildings and transportation by post exchanges when, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Army or his
representative, the Government had no present need requirements.
By regulation, the Secretary of the Army has extended this policy
to all nonappropriated fund activities and included certain facilities, utilities, supplies and equipment. The criteria as to whether
the latter items are furnished without reimbursement is whether
they are necessary for health, sanitation, and safety. If so, then
there is no charge. The normal maintenance of these facilities,
since they are government property, rests upon the Government
and appropriated funds are normally used.174However, due to the
nature of the various nonappropriated fund activities, it is understandable that buildings furnished for their use may require
certain alterations, modifications, or the installation of particular
types of equipment not normally used by the Army before such
buildings will be suitable for the use intended. Under these particular circumstances, the nonappropriated fund activities may
and generally will be required to psy for such alterations or
repairs.
C. Emplovment of Various Classes of Military Pevsonnel
In considering the employment of military personnel by nonappropriated fund activities, there are two principal categories
to be considered-those presently serving in the Army or an
active duty and former members who are retired. Each of these
two major categories must again be broken down into two groups
'%

21 Stat. 118, 10 U.S.C. 1336 (1852) (euperssded by 10 U.S.C.4179

(SUPP. IV)).

"' AR

210-55, 26 Jul 1956, BI changed.
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consisting of enlisted personnel and commissioned personnel. Em.
ployment must, however, be distinguished from assigned duty. The
former connotes payment from the activity for services rendered
by the individual in addition to normal pay received as a member
of the Army. The latter means that by competent authority the
individual's primary military duty is to manage or work for a
particular nonappropriated fund activity.
Employment of enlisted personnel on active duty during affduty hours is not prohibited by statute and is authorized by
regulations. Such employment is authorized provided it is voluntary on the part of the individual concerned, is performed during
off-duty hours, does not impair the individual's efficiency in 88signed military duties, is computed a t an hourly rate and does not
exceed that received by civilians in the community for performance of similar duties."J
In the case of warrant and commissioned officers, the activities
are prohibited from paying compensation for services rendered
except for reimbursement for personal expenses incurred while
officiating a t sporting events, instructing or conducting educational, religious or entertainment activities."'
This indirect prohibition against the employment of warrant
and commissioned officers appears to be based more on policy than
on any statutory prohibition. For an officer to accept part-time
employment with such an activity on an equal basis with enlisted
personnel would be inconsistent with and degrading to the office
he holds.
As to the employment of retired enlisted personnel, there is
nothing contained in regulations or statutes which would prohibit
such employment or would limit the amount of compensation they
may receive,
In the case of retired officers a distinction must be made between Reserve officers retired under the provisions of the Army
and Air Force Vitalization and Retirement Equalization Act of
1948"' and Regular Army officers. In the case of Reserve officers
who are drawing retired pay, there is no impediment to their
employment since after their relief from active duty they a r e no
~
there is no
longer considered as holding an o f f i ~ e . "Likewiae,
Par. 6 c ( 2 ) , A R 2304, 18 Jul 1956.
Id., aubpar. S c ( 3 ) .
Stat. 1031, as amended, 10 U.S.C. 1036 (1962) (superseded by 10
U.S.C. 3966 (Supp. IV)).
SBC. 29, 70A Stat. 632 (1956).
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statutory limitation placed upon the amount of compensation they
may r e c e i ~ e . " ~
Nonappropriated fund activities should be cautious in the employment of Regular Army retired officers, not because the activity
is prohibited from employing such personnel but because the
individual may, due to his status, be prohibited either from accepting such employment or may jeopardize his retired status or the
amount of compensation he is eligible to receive. Two statutes,
commonly referred to as the Dual Office Act1Bnand the Economy
Act,IB1place limitations upon the types of employment and amount
of compensation retired officers of the Regular Army may receive.
Genersliy, officers retired for physical disability are expressly
excluded from the Dual Office Act.'a2 There is an exception in
the case of officers retired for physical disability when the injury
was not incurred in line of duty. The Economy Act is not applicable where the aggregate of retired and civilian pay is less
than $10.000 or where the individual is retired for disabilities
incurred in combat with an enemy of the United States or caused
by an instrumentality of war and incurred in line of duty during
an enlistment or employment as provided in Veterans Regulations
Numbered 1 ( a ) , P a r t I, Paragraph I.18a
As to the Dual Office Act, The Judge Advocate General of the
Army has ruled that full-time employment by a nonsppropriated
fund activity amounts to holding office under the Federal Govern.
ment'" and therefore, unless eligible under one of the exceptions
to the act, a Regular retired officer would be precluded from
accepting such employment. However, the Comptroller General
has recently ruled to the contrary.*s3 Although the act does not
specifically provide f o r punitive action, there is the possibility
m Tonne? Y. U.S.,129 Ct. CI. 792 (1864), judgement entered. 1 3 1 Ct.

'*

CI.804

(1955).

Prohibits appointment to or acceptance of seoond oflee under the
Federal Government where annual compensation af one amounts to
$2.600 or OWT. See See. 2. Aet of 3 1 Jul 1894. 28 Stat. 206. BP amended.
5

U.S.C. 62 (1952).

'- Limits amount of retired pay an individual employed by the United
States mag receive if a commissioned officer. Sec. 212. Aet of 30
Jun 1932, 47 Stat. 406, as amended, 5 U.S.C. 59- (Supp. IY).

Penalona to Veterans and their dependents for disability or dsath re.
aulting from active military aerviee during Spanish-American War,
Baler Rebellion, Philippine Insurrection. World War I, World W a r 11,
and the Korean eonfliet
'= JAGA 1964/9840, 9 Dee 1954; SAGA 1961/7800, 2 8 Dee. 1951; JAGA
1961/TS07, 2 8 Deo 1861; SAGA 1943l19034, 2 4 Nov 1843.
36 Camp. Gen. 309 (1956).
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that such employment might operate to vacate the retired bfficer,~
commission leaving him only the position of employment with the
nonappropriated fund activity and the compensation attached
thereto. This is based upon a recent opinion of the Comptroller
General wherein he advised that where an individual presently
holding an office under the Federal Government is appointed to a
second office, the first is vacated and the individual is entitled
only to the compensation of the second.16E
Should a retired Regular Army officer, contemplating employment with a nonappropriated fund activity, be exempt from the
provisions of the Dual Office Act, he muat consider the provisions
of the Economy Act. However, in the majority of cases, if the
individual is exempt from the provisions of the Dual Office Act
he will also be exempt from the provisions of the Economy Act.
In those few cases where the individual does not come within one
of the exemptions of the Economy Act he must consider what
effect it will have on the amount of compensation he is entitled to.
By the Act of 4 August 195518' the restrictive effect of the
Economy Act was greatly eased since the amount of compensation
an employee under the United States Government may receive
bath from salary and retired pay for or on account of commissioned service was increased from three to ten thousand dollars.
Where a nonappropriated fund activity is considering employing military personnel, either active or retired, and there is a
question as to the individual's eligibility a s to employment or the
amount of compensation he may receive, the custodian of the
activity should, through command channels, request an opinion
from The Adjutant General as to the individual's eligibility. Such
a request should contain all pertinent facts as to dates of service,
reason for retirement, including the provisions of law under
which the individual retired, disability, if any, and extent, current
status of the individual and proposed nature of employment and
amount of compensation,

D. Other Purposes for Which Nomppropriated F m d s May Be
Ezpmded
The funds or profits of any nonappropriated fund activity do
not become the personal property of any individual, installation,
organization or unit nor do any of the above possess a vested
right in any of the funds or property maintained by an
'- 32 Camp. Gen. 448

(1853).

69 stat. 498, 10 U.S.C. 59a (SUPP. IV)
Par. 4d. A R 230-6, 18 Jul 1956.
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The realloeation or distribution is within the power of the Department of the Army'na and upon dissolution of the activity all
residual assets are forwarded to the Department of the Army for
disposition.1n0 These facts, coupled with the fact that these activities are instrumentalities of the Federal Government, allow
but one conclusion and that being that such funds are property
of the United States. As such, they may only be expended in accordance with policies established by the Department of the Army.
These activities have been established to provide for a "welirounded morale, welfare, and recreational program to insure the
mental and physical well-being" of military personnel where appropiated funds are insufficient."' Thus, where appropriated
funds are not available, any expenditure which contributes to the
comfort, pleasure, contentment and mental or physical improvement of military personnel, a s a group rather than as an individual, would be authorized, provided that Army Regulations
do not specifically prohibit the expenditure."'

V. SUMMATION
From a review of the preceding material, certain facts and
conclusions appear to be obvious.
The morale of the individual soldier and the Army as B whole
has been and always will be a vital factor in the effectiveness of
the Army in carrying out its mission. Any function or activity
that contributes to the comfort, pleasure, contentment, spiritual,
mental and physical improvement of military personnel will
materially assist in maintaining a higher state of morale and thus
a more efficient Army. Occupying a prominent place in the history
of our Army have been various organizations and activities such
a s sutlers, post traders, canteen& unit funds, officers' and noncommissioned officers' messes, post funds, libraries, service clubs,
post exchanges, and motion pictures to mention a few. These
activities have uniformly had one principal mission and that was
to assist the commander in maintaining a high state of morale
within his organization.
To aid the commander, Congress has from time to time appropriated certain sums of money to further activities which are
calculated to maintain or improve the morale of the Armv. This.
- I d . , subpar. 4d(8).
'- Par. 21, AR 250-10, 18 Jul 1966.
i.L Par. 4a. AR 230-5, 18 J u l 1966.
SPJGA 194317407, 28 May 1943, SPJGA 1948l7169, 28 May 1943,
2 BuI. JAG 294.
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however, has been the exception rather than the rule. In general
Congress, by not enacting specific legislation, has given tacit
approval for the Army to provide these services by means of nanappropriated fund activities. Thus, the financial burden does not
rest directly upon the Government.
Since these activities are performing a function of the Army,
the Courts have rightly determined that the activities are instrumentalities of the Government and as such are entitled to ail
immunities commensurate with such status. Thus, a8 a separate
entity, they are immune from being sued in state or Federal
courts except where Congress has legislated specifically to the
contrary. They are immune from local, state and Federal taxes,
licenses and regulations to the same extent 8s any other agency of
the Federal Government.
Being an adjunct of and established by the Department of the
Army, the operations of nonappropriated fund activities are controlled by orders and regulations of the Department of the Army.
These regulations may and do provide for the establishment,
operation and control of these activities. They also provide for the
manner and method of raising and safeguarding funds and the
authorized purposes for which these funds may be expended.
[AG 010.6 (17 APT Sa)]
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